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Introduction 
 
 
 
Greeks have a different notion of science, for them, it was important to mix different 

knowledge areas for one only purpose, development. This tendency has changed over many 

centuries, and the areas of knowledge have taken different routes to evolve. Today, some of 

the philosophy used by the Greeks is used again, and the reason is that some things are 

becoming so small that is necessary to take definitions from many areas to solve a simple 

problem. 

Using the bases of electronics and physics, the problem of recognizing HIV inside the 

blood stream is postulated. But these areas are not enough to produce a satisfactory result, 

that is why biology, chemistry, mechanics, hydrodynamics, physics and of course 

electronics, are conjugated. This amalgam is what is presented in this document and beyond 

those pages there is a methodology more similar to the one used by the Greeks, than the one 

I have learned for many years. 

In order to establish a sequence for the document, most of the necessary biological and 

chemical definitions are included at the beginning, and are later translated to an engineering 

model, a black box model. A high level design is proposed for determining the limitations 

and preconditions, but all the parts, structures and interactions are developed using a 

bottom-up architecture, which means that there is a previous study of the most basic 

structures for creating more complexes ones. 

The objective of this work is to design a series of structures and parts for cellular (blood 

cells) and viral (HIV) interactions, although a general model is postulated, some topics are 

not part of the investigation. Fabrication aspects and processing are not part of the work, 

but somehow they are included as ideas and comments. There is nothing more to say, so let 

us begin. 
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1 Key Study of Biological Items 
 

 

This multidisciplinary study requires some concepts that includes areas of knowledge 

like science, biology, chemistry, engineering, statistics and many more. For this special 

reason, the document begins with an introduction to some biological concepts and aspects. 

Through the chapters these concepts are going to be merged with concepts of other areas, 

and finally it can be seen a complete amalgam with an engineering view of the complete 

multidisciplinary model. 

 

1.1 Over the Cell 

A cell is the minimum portion of protoplasm (gr. protos, first; plasm, the formed) that 

posses an independent existence [1].  Some organisms are formed by a unique cell, they are 

called Protozoans, but all superior animals are formed by multiple cells, and are called 

Metazoans. 

For our case of study we are interest in the Metazoans, more specifically in the 

mammals. The human beings are mammals, and have millions of cells in their bodies, and 

almost all of these cells have the same architecture. 

 

 
Figure 1:  The cell basic architecture. 
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Cells are composed by a substance named Protoplasm, this sustain contains the nucleus, 

and the cytoplasm, which surrounds the nucleus. A thin membrane called cellular 

membrane surrounds the cell [2]. The nucleus is also surrounded by a membrane called 

nuclear membrane. 

The nucleus and the cytoplasm have various structures. Each one of these structures has 

specific functions, for example, breathing, storage, feeding, etc. Many of these structures 

have life maintenance functions, but there are some structures that allow the 

communication of the cell with the external world. 

A cell can live independently of other cells, but it has to exchange some compounds 

with the external world. Cells are like little factories, the need some materials to elaborate 

other materials and in the process the produce “garbage”. To move those materials inside 

and outside the cell, the cellular membrane has some gates. These gates are normally 

sensible to one or two materials, and they open a way through the membrane when the 

material is attached.  

 

 
Figure 2:  Gates in the cellular membrane. [2] 

 

The major part of a cell is water, approximately the 70%-80%. The other percent is 

distributed between inorganic an organic compounds. The reason for the quantity of water 

inside the cell is that water is indispensable for chemical reactions, and in consequence for 
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cellular activities. Water has the capacity of acting like a solvent for charged and polar 

substances. 

We can think in a cell like a pouch fill with water, but the shape of a cell depends on the 

place in which it is. If a cell is a part of a tissue [3], this cell is compressed with the other 

cells to make a stronger tissue. If this tissue is part of a muscle, the shape of any cell is like 

a small tube, because all cells are pressed in the direction perpendicular to the muscle. 

 

 
Figure 3:  Muscle Tissue. [4] 

 

Because of this specialization, not all cells have the same shape or size. Some cells are 

longer like the ones in the nervous system, some are polyedrical like the ones in the skin. 

Some cells are continuously changing their shape like leukocytes. Normally, any cell 

presents a sphere shape if it is not under any pressure. Human cells have different shapes 

and sizes, commonly, the size of human cells varies between 10µm and 60µm. 

 

1.2 Antigens   

Antigen (antibody generator) is a substance capable to produce an immune response [1]. 

They are strange molecules for the organism, because the production of an immune 
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response depends on the decision of the immune system when classifies something like not 

own or strange. 

The organism is constantly threat by viruses, protozoans, bacterias, etc. To defense 

against this menace, the organism have various defensive mechanisms that provide in most 

of the cases a good response.  

We are going to concentrate our description on viruses, which are one of the major 

menaces of the human beings. A virus is not a living organism like cells, but it has some 

characteristics similar to the ones that cells have. 

Viruses have a recover, like the cellular membrane, that surrounds it. This recover is a 

membrane that has some connectors that let the virus exchange substances with other 

organisms [5]. Like cells, all viruses have a nucleic acid that contains all the information of 

the virus.  The main problem of the virus is that they can not reproduce themselves, which 

is why they are not classified as living organisms.  

 

 
Figure 4:  A virus. [6] 

 

In order to be replicated, a virus has to infect living organisms and confused it to 

generate more viruses. The virus uses its nucleic acid to tell the living organism how it is. 

The living organism, that can be a cell, processes the nucleic acid and produces proteins 
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and compounds for new viruses of the same kind, that normally grow inside the cell. 

Eventually the cell breaks apart and all the new viruses can find new cells to be replicated. 

 

 
Figure 5:  Replication process inside the cell. [7] 

 

The viruses are smaller than cells, they are about 100nm of diameter and have different 

shapes. The shape of any virus normally depends on the type of cell that it can affect [8]. 

The cells presents structures in their cellular membrane to exchange substances with the 

external world, viruses use this structures to join their bodies with the cell, those structures, 
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the one in the cell, and the one on the virus, are like a key and its lock. The structure in the 

recover of the virus is unique and can only join to a specific cell structure, which is why not 

all viruses can attack all kinds of cells. [10] 

 

      
Figure 6:  Viruses join to a cell. [9] 

 

1.3 Life in blood stream 

The blood stream is a whole world with many types of creatures, some of them living 

ones, with so many interactions between them. We can imagine the blood stream like the 

aqueduct of a great city. This enormous aqueduct is covered with walls that maintain the 

water inside. To maintain the aqueduct in operation there are creatures in charge of sealing 

the holes in the walls, this habitants are called plackets. The aqueduct transport oxygen to 

many places of the city. Other creatures called red globules transport the oxygen. The red 

globules are one of the smallest creatures of the aqueduct (10µm). 
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There are a lot of creatures nearby the aqueduct that use the oxygen, all these creatures 

are the muscle cells and other body cells (20µm-60µm). Through the water of the aqueduct 

many compounds are dragged, those compounds are proteins, sugars, etc, and they are the 

food of many creatures. Unfortunately there are also bad creatures that enter in the 

aqueduct and attack the living creatures inside. Those creatures are the antigens mainly 

represent by viruses, protozoans and bacterias. These creatures are normally smaller than 

cells (virus: 100nm). 

The aqueduct, trying to protect its creatures, creates a police force to attack the invaders. 

The police force is conformed by lymphocytes, macrophages, etc. These creatures are 

bigger than red globules (15µm) [12], but normally smaller than other cells, like the muscle 

ones. 

 

 
Figure 7:  Scale of cells, virus, etc. [8] 

 

The interactions inside the blood stream occur randomly. Each habitant of the blood 

stream has some structures to interact with others. Some of those structures are for the 

exchange of compounds, others are for join, supervise, etc. Those structures are normally 

made by proteins and have a 3D defined geometry that fits with a complementary structure, 

which is also a structure of someone else in the torrent. 

Because of the environment, all organisms swim in the blood stream, and are moved by 

the blood pressure. We can imagine the interactions of organisms like a lot of people 

smashing inside a pool, some times our hands will touch the other’s hands, but it is as 

random as touching the head of someone else.  
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Figure 8:  Blood stream photography. [11] 
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2 An Introduction to the immune system 
 
 
The immune (lat. immunis, free of) system is composed by the lymphoid organs (primary 

and secondary), all the cumulus of tissues in non lymphoid organs, the lymphocytes of the 

blood and the lymph, and all the lymphocytes disperse in the connective tissue and the 

epithelial tissues of the organism [2]. 

 

 
Figure 9:  The antibody structure a) 3D Molecular structure b) Chemical structure [1] 
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The immune system of the organism is the police force of it, it is the only line of defense 

of the body. There are many types of cells of the immune system, and this document will 

not go deep in the description of each one, instead of it, it will expose in the simplest way 

the action of the many forces of the immune system [10]. 

One important part of the immune system is the existence of antibodies. The antibodies 

are 3D structures that fit very precisely with a specific type of antigen, it fits, as mentioned 

before, like a key with its lock. The join between the antigen and its antibody is weak, only 

attached by hydrogen bridges, that why they are geometrically complementary. 

The antibodies are produced by a type of lymphocytes called lymphocytes B. Antibodies 

present a Y structure, in which the upper legs configuration depends on the type of antigen 

it can attached to. The bottom leg is the same for all antibodies and is called H (heavy 

chain). The upper legs called L (light chains) represent the Fab fragments (Fragment for 

antigen binding). Antibodies help the macrophages to identify the antigens. 

The lymphocytes are the most important cells in the immune system. There are two 

families of lymphocytes, the lymphocytes T and the lymphocytes B, responsible for the 

cellular and the humoral immune response respectively. The great majority of lymphocytes 

are small type lymphocytes. 

 

2.1 Lymphocytes T 

A common lymphocyte mother cell in the bone marrow generates lymphocyte T mother 

cells. After this process, lymphocytes T are originated and moved to the swindle. During 

the time in the swindle lymphocytes T acquire a receptor called TCR (TCR:  T Cell 

Receptor). The TCR is a compound made by two peptide chain, alpha and beta, joined by 

disulfuric bridges. The N extreme terminals of the two chains stand out the cellular 

membrane and make a receptor for a specific antigen. Each lymphocyte T is sensible to one 

antigen, and has approximately 105 receptors over its membrane [1,10,13]. 

Lymphocytes T can not recognize a single antigen, the antigen must be join to a MHC 

(Complex for Major Histocompatibility) molecule in order to be recognized by 

lymphocytes T. The MHC-I molecules are compounds that all cells (not in nervous cells) in 

the body present over their membranes. A body cell presents thousands of MHC-1 at every 
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moment of its life, over each MHC-I it presents peptide fragments synthesize by it. In case 

a cell is infected by an antigen, the cell presents the peptide fragments of the antigen over 

the MHC-I molecules [5]. 

There are other type of cells, macrophages and Lymphocytes B, that present MHC-II 

molecules. These MHC-II molecules present the peptide fragments of an antigen when the 

cell discovers the antigen. These cells are part of the immune system, so they have a 

different MHC (MHC-II) to be distinguished form infected cells.  

 

 
Figure 10:  Lymphocyte Tc attacking an infected cell. [1] 

 

 
Figure 11:  MHC-I MHC-II with Lymphocytes Tc and Th. [1] 
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There are two types of Lymphocytes T, the Lymphocytes Th (helper) and the 

Lymphocytes Tc (cytotoxic). The Lymphocytes Th are sensible to antigens joined to MHC-

II molecules, and their job is to alert and stimulate the immune system about the existence 

of that specific antigen. Lymphocytes Tc are sensible to antigens joined to MHC-I, and 

their job is to attack the infected cells. 

 

 
Figure 12:  IL2 cycle. [1] 

 

Lymphocytes T have CD (cluster of differentiation) molecules that help to join the 

lymphocyte to a MHC molecule. Lymphocytes Tc have CD8 and lymphocytes Th have 

CD4 that helps to join with MHC-I and MHC-II respectively. Furthermore, lymphocytes T 

present CD28 molecules that, in contact with B7 molecules, stimulus the lymphocytes to 

initiate the alertness of the immune system.  
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When a lymphocytes Th finds a cell that presents fragments of the antigen over a MHC-

II molecule the lymphocyte Th expels IL2 (Interleuquine 2). The IL2 stimulates the 

lymphocytes T to generate more Lymphocytes T (Th and Tc) with memory of the antigen. 

With this new lymphocytes T the immune system performs its activity against that specific 

antigen, which is why we have a better immune response to viruses that already attacked us 

in the past. 

 

2.2 Lymphocytes B 

Like lymphocytes T, lymphocytes B come from a common lymphocyte mother but 

lymphocytes B matured in the bone marrow instead of in the swindle. During the 

maturation process, the lymphocytes B present antibodies over its cellular membrane, each 

lymphocyte B presents a specific antibody, this means, a lymphocyte B recognizes only one 

type of antigen. It is important to remember that every antigen and its corresponding 

antibody fit like a lock and its key. 

Like lymphocytes T, lymphocytes B present over 105 receptors (antibodies) over its 

membrane. Unlike lymphocytes T, the B type can recognize a single antigen, this means a 

solitary antigen can be detected by a lymphocytes B even before it attacks a cell. 

Lymphocytes B do not only present antibodies over its membrane, they also present 

MHC-II molecules and IL receptors (Interleuquine). The MHC-II molecule, with a 

fragment of the antigen over it, can stimulate a lymphocyte Th in order to alert all the 

immune system about the existing of the antigen. Lymphocytes Th produce IL and 

stimulate the lymphocyte B, which initiates a reproduction process and produces memory 

lymphocytes B and Plasma blasts. The plasma blasts produce antibodies for that specific 

antigen, and memory lymphocytes B present more antibodies over their membranes in 

order to attack more effectively the antigen. All this process is called the humoral immune 

response. 
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Figure 13:  Lymphocyte B cycle. [1] 
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3 Cells and Virus through the engineering’s eyes 
 
 
The Cellular Biology and the Biochemistry present the basic elements (cells, tissues, 

virus, etc) describing all their processes and compounds. Engineering usually describes the 

elements of a problem like black boxes, with in and out signals, and a function involved. It 

is necessary at this point of the document to describe our interacting elements like black 

boxes, and to model them through the eyes of the engineering. 

 

3.1 The Black Box Model  

First at all, lets describe the Black Box model before using it. The black box is a box in 

which we don not know how the function or process is made, but we know what the 

function is. In this model we also know which are the existing signals, and which of them 

are in or out ones. 

 

 
Figure 14:  Black box model 

 

The elements that are going to be describe are:  

- Viruses 

- Infected Cells 

- Lymphocytes 

 

A virus is the simplest element in our world. Every virus has a connector that let it 

exchange substances with a cell. This connector is specific for each virus and it is the part 
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of the virus that joins the cell and the virus. This connector can be described as a 

communication port. Inside the virus is the nucleic acid that contains all the information of 

the virus. The way a virus can be replicated is sending its nucleic acid to the cell, so the 

function of a virus is to infect the cell to get replicated. 

 

 
Figure 15:  Black Box of a virus. Function: infect, ports: in/out: virulent connector. 

 

An infected cell is a complex element. First at all, all cells have MHC-I molecules. 

Overt these molecules the cell expresses the synthesized compounds. If the cell is infected 

by an antigen, some of the MHC-I molecules have fragments of the antigen over them. 

Cells also have many other molecules in their membranes that can be seen like ports. The 

only ports, we are interesting in, are the ones that allow the connection with a virus. Finally 

the function of an infected cell is to generate more antigens but during this process the cell 

normally dies. 
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Figure 16:  Black Box of an infected cell virus. Function: replicate, ports: in: virulent, out: 

virulent, MHC-I. 

 
Figure 17:  Black Box of a lymphocyte Th. Function: detect, ports: in: TCR/CD, IL 

receiving;  out: IL generating. 

 

There are two types of lymphocytes, T and B type. T type has a TCR connector that 

joins to a MHC molecule using a glue molecule called CD (CD28, CD4 and CD40L for Th 

and CD8 for Tc). The TCR jointly with the CD molecule are ports for identify infected 

cells or others lymphocytes. Lymphocytes T also have IL ports, for generate  (lymphocytes 

Th) or receive IL substances (IL2, IL4, etc).  

 

 
Figure 18:  Black Box of a lymphocyte Tc. Function: destroy, ports: in: TCR/CD, IL 

receiving;  out: cellular lysis (gr. lysys, dissolution). 
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Lymphocytes B have antibodies instead of TCR, but the also have MHC-II, B7 and 

CD40 molecules. These molecules allow the join between the lymphocyte B and the 

Lymphocytes Th and stimulate the Th one to generate IL molecules. Lymphocytes B have 

IL receiving ports like lymphocytes T and produce antibodies with this stimulus. Finally the 

function of a lymphocyte is to detect an antigen, or in the case of lymphocytes Tc to destroy 

infected cells. 

 

 
Figure 19:   Black Box of a lymphocyte B. Function: detect and produce antibodies, ports: 

in: antibody, IL receiving;  out: MHC-II/B7/CD, production of antibodies. 

 

3.2 Possible Interactions 

The blood stream is a moving liquid with an average pressure, but this pressure is not 

constant and in case of exercise the pressure and the quantity of milliliters of blood per 

seconds increase. This constant movement of the blood allows many simultaneous 

interactions between the elements that are present in the torrent. 

The immune system, lymphocytes T and B, macrophages, etc, red globules, viruses, 

cells have random contacts, and in some cases these contacts are optimum for possible 

interactions. Analyzing these interactions like connections between black boxes, we can 

reduce the number of interactions to the ones we have to care about.  

Lets recreate a case of infection of a cell. First at all, the virus randomly chooses a cell to 

infect it. The cell and the virus have a simple interaction using the virulent ports. After 

attaching the ports, the virus sends some information to the cell, transforming it to an 
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infected cell. The virulent ports are like bidirectional serial ports, and there is a 

communication protocol between the cell and the virus that it is not going to be described 

right now. 

 

 
Figure 20:  Interaction between a cell and a virus. 

 

   The next interaction includes the recognition of the infected cell by a lymphocyte Tc. 

When a lymphocyte Tc enters in contact with an infected cell it immediately kills the cell 

(cellular lysis). 

 

 
Figure 21:  Interaction between an infected cell and a lymphocyte Tc. 

 

Another type of interaction is the one produce by a virus and a lymphocyte B. The 

difference is that a lymphocyte B does not recognize an infected cell, it recognizes solitary 

viruses. 
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Figure 22:  Interaction between a virus and a lymphocyte B. 

 

After a lymphocyte B interacts with a virus, it presents proteins of the virus through the 

MHC-II port. This information can be interpreted by a lymphocyte Th using its TCR/CD 

port. Immediately after this communication the lymphocyte Th generates IL to stimulate 

other lymphocytes including itself and the lymphocyte B, then the lymphocyte B produces 

antibodies and the lymphocyte Th initiates a reproduction process. 

 

 
Figure 23:  Interaction between a lymphocyte B and a lymphocyte Th. 

 

The last possible interaction is the one between a lymphocyte Tc and a lymphocyte Th, 

after the first one encounters a virus. This interaction does not occur in a direct mode, 

lymphocyte Th produces IL, by the process describe above, and also stimulates the 
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lymphocyte Tc. The stimulate lymphocyte Tc initiates a reproduction process in order to 

improve the immune response.  

 

 
Figure 24:  Interaction between a lymphocyte Th and a lymphocyte Tc. 

 

The other interactions between the different elements of the blood stream are not active. 

Those interactions do not produce signals or compounds for our interest. It is important to 

notice that lymphocytes are also cells, and viruses can attack them as other body cells. 
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4 A First Model 
 
 
The design of a complementary system for the immune system has to be carefully 

specified. This system has to be biologically compatible, and has to interact with other 

elements presents in the environment. If we suppose that the environment is the blood 

stream, and the present elements are cells, antigens (virus, bacterias), lymphocytes, red 

blood cells, proteins, etc, the system must have different types of sensors and actuators in 

order to interact with them [14,15]. 

A first idea of the system is a BioNanoBot [BNB], which is simply a little robot that can 

interact with those elements because of its size. To define its size it is important to 

determine which interactions the BNB has to support. 

Knowing the function of he BNB helps us to establish which elements are more 

important to recognize. For example, if the function of the BNB is to find fat molecules, the 

BNB must have a lot of complementary fat molecules to attach them. But in this case, the 

main function of the BNB is to complement the job of the immune system. 

 

4.1 Required Interactions 

In this moment is necessary to determine why is important to complement the job of the 

immune system. The immune system of mammals has evolved for a long time, and it is 

good defense system, however some times the immune system fails, like defending the 

body against the HIV in the case of humans. Although it is a good system, the use of a 

complementary method may prevent some diseases, and in this case, the proposed method 

is the use of BNB. 

Going back to our first question, the interactions required for the BNB can be summarize 

in:  

- Interactions with cells 

- Interactions with antigens 

- Interactions with other BNBs. 
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These interactions imply that the BNB is going to find virus and infected cells, and try to 

eliminate them. In the case a BNB finds an other BNB, it should not make any type of 

attack, like trying to eliminate the other BNB. At this point we can make the first real 

approximation of the size of the BNB. A virus is normally 100 ~ 200 smaller than a cell, so 

if we want the BNB can get them, it will be like catching a soccer ball and the whole field. 

The size of the BNB has to be near to the cell size, but its design has to be very specific in 

order to catch viruses. 

 

 
Figure 25:  Required Interaction for the BNB. 

 

The actual specified BNB is like a mix of a lymphocyte Tc and a lymphocyte B. It can 

find viruses or infected cells, and can also destroy them. We also know that each 

lymphocyte is specific for an antigen, but the BNB has not to. The BNB can be specific for 

different types of the same virus, it can have different “antibodies” for each protein cover 

the virus normally has. This makes the BNB an improve lymphocyte, even though a 

lymphocyte can be more effective on the search of a certain antigen.    

 

4.2 Top-Down Design 

At the beginning of the design process it is necessary to determine a schedule and a 

route to, at the end, get a model that accomplishes all requirements and limitations. The 

design process at this point is a Top-Down procedure defining first the basic functionality, 
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the limitations and specifications and then, breaking the problem in sub-problems with the 

definition of blocks of the BNB.  

 

4.3 Main Functionality  

As describe above, the main function of the BNB is to detect viruses and infected cells 

and to destroy them. This function has to be described better like a process that involves 

signals, procedures (mechanical, electrical, chemical) and responses. 

The main function is going to be divided in: Viruses detection and Infected Cells 

detection. In case a virus is detected, the procedure of the BNB has to be very similar to the 

one implemented by a lymphocyte B. After detecting the virus, the BNB has to encapsulate 

or capture and try to destroy it. It is important to destroy the virus in a safety place to 

prevent virus reconfigurations. 

For Infected Cells detection, the procedure is quite different because the BNB should 

destroy the cell but it is not necessary to encapsulate it. Cytotoxic substances can be use to 

initiate a lysis process, but these substances have to be injected inside the cell, this means 

the BNB has to penetrate somehow the cellular membrane to kill the infected cell. The 

basic functionality is represented by this flow chart that specifies the two main detections as 

different eliminating processes. It is remarkable the difference between the lysis process 

and the degradation process in the way they are executed. 

 

 
Figure 26:  Flow chart of the BNB’s Main Functionality. 

 

This flow chart shows a trapped element like the token that initiates all processes. This 

trapped element is an element that activates the sensors of the BNB and also has some 
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attributes to be identified as a virus or as an infected cell. In the case that an other BNB, a 

normal cell or any other element gets trapped, the BNB should not initiate any of the 

elimination processes, instead of that, the BNB should free the element. 

 

4.4 Limitations and Specifications 

Living in a complex environment implies a lot of limitations. Each BNB will perceive 

the blood stream in a different way, and it is impossible to determine how are going to be 

the interactions. Knowing the most probable interactions, and the main functionality it is 

possible to determine some specifications and limitations to the BNB. [16,17] 

The first limitation has to be biological. If an artificial element enters in the human body, 

it is necessary to eliminate it after some period of time. This is going to be known as life 

cycle of the BNB. The life cycle has to be long enough to allow the BNB do its work, but it 

has to be short enough in order to prevent problems, like an immune system that does not 

learn because of the action of the BNBs. Life cycle is the most important limitation for this 

design and has to be carefully study. 

Reviewing the interactions of the BNB, it can find antigens, cells, BNBs and molecules 

like proteins. The first two elements are the ones the BNB should recognize but other BNB 

and molecules should not harm the BNB. A direct collision between two BNB can be very 

dangerous. Each BNB has compounds that can be harmful for the surrounded cells. The 

physical design has to prevent the damages provoked by collisions between the two most 

rigid structures, two BNBs. 

  Because of the mechanical and electric parts of the BNB, it needs a battery supply. This 

module needs a special treatment to prevent intoxication due to the elements use in the 

manufacture of this kind of devices. Even though the materials used for this module have to 

be biodegradable or biocompatible. 

Finally, the BNB has to be about the same size of a cell in order to encapsulate antigens 

and to eliminate infected cells. A greater size can affect drastically the normal life of cells, 

smaller sizes change the design to a specific antigen BNB not a more generic one like the 

present in this work.      
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4.5 Definition of Blocks 

It is necessary to divide the processes that the BNB has to complete, in different 

functional block. The first process involves the interaction between the BNB and the other 

elements. This process has to be designed very carefully because is the basis of the BNB. 

An incomplete or failure interaction between the BNB and the blood stream elements will 

be fatal for the design.  

This block is know as Biological Interaction Block and includes all the sensors, 

actuators and processes needed to catch and recognize virus and infected cells. The main 

function of this block is to attach, identify and capture specific antigens or infected cells. 

Right now, the black box diagrams of the functional block are not described, this means 

that in and out signals between these blocks are not yet specified. 

The second block corresponds to the Main Processor Block. The main function of this 

block is to determine, with the information provide by the Biological Interaction Block, 

which element is attached to the BNB. The Main Processor Block is also in charge of the 

synchronism of all processes inside the BNB, it is like the brain of the BNB. 

The third block is in charge of the production of substances to eliminate viruses and 

infected cells. This block receives the information from the Main Processor Block to 

activate the processes of injection of cytotoxic substances for infected cells, or to capture 

and disintegrate the virus inside the BNB. This block has movable parts and it is not only a 

processing block like the Main Processor Block. 

 

 
Figure 27:  Blocks of the BNB. 
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The last block is the Power Supply one. This block is extremely important because of its 

toxicity. Normally, the power supply has toxic substances, but for the BNB is critical the 

materials of this power supply. First al all, the location inside the BNB of the power supply 

has to be very stable and resistance because an accident can be mortal. The second 

consideration is the number of individual power blocks, it is common in robotics that 

electronics and actuators have different power supplies to prevent undesired currents on 

electronic circuits. The final consideration for this block is the materials used to store the 

energy, mercury and other elements are toxic for human beings even in small amounts, so 

silver and platinum can be replacement elements for the energy storing. 

 

4.6 Drawing a BNB 

The initial modeling of the BNB has to be very precise in so many different aspects, but 

it is important to let some freedom degrees for changes and optimization. The first 

approximation of the BNB aspect is focus in the main functionality and the way the BNB 

can interact with the biological elements, like cells and viruses. 

 

 
Figure 28:  Main movable parts of the BNB. 

 

Figure 28 shows the main movable external parts of the BNB. There is a central 

movable part that can have a displacement in one direction caused by the pressure generate 
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by the cell. This pressure can be calculated knowing the densities of the cell and the BNB. 

The other movable parts consist in the arms of the BNB that can be closed to capture the 

cells or other biological elements. It is implicit in this figure that the BNB has two rotors, 

each for one arm and can be located at the front part of the BNB, centered in the axis of the 

arm’s circular movement. 

 

 
Figure 29:  First contact of the cell and the BNB. 

  

Figures 29 and 30 show the process of a cell captured. The cell and the BNB crash 

randomly, the BNB feels the pressure caused be the cell and begin to close its arms to press 

the cell, increasing of the pressure inside the cell. This new pressure is transmitted to the 

BNB because of the hydro-pressure of the cell. It is important to remember that cells are 

composed in a 70-80% of water. The new pressure can be used to initiate the lysis process 

(killing the cell) by penetrating the membrane and injecting cytotoxic substances. 

During the life cycle of the BNB inside the blood stream, it moves in a liquid substance 

(the blood). Due to this aspect, it is necessary to include hydrodynamic concepts in the 

design. The BNB has to have smooth borders to diminish the friction with the blood. Figure 
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31 (Top view) and figure 32 (lateral view) shows the hydrodynamic in the design, and the 

flux of blood surrounded. In the lateral view it can be appreciated that the BNB is flattened 

at the top and bottom surfaces, this is done because over these surfaces the plackets are 

going to be attached. 

 

      
Figure 30:  Pressure over the cell due to the movement of the BNB’s arms. 

 

 
Figure 31:  Top-view of the Hydro-dynamism of the BNB.   
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Figure 32:  Lateral-view of the Hydro-dynamism of the BNB. 

 

Right now, the general model of the BNB is described. The main movable parts and the 

hydrodynamic of it are briefly explained, but some concepts, like sizes, are missing. It is 

necessary to get an idea of the tri-dimensionality of the BNB to combine all the aspects 

studied and to describe more specific parts of it. Figure 33 gives us an idea of the geometry 

of the BNB. In the center of the front part is the main spring that acts like a sensor for 

detecting cells due to their weight. In the middle of this structure it is the tube that can 

penetrate the cellular membrane.  

 

 
Figure 33:  Tri-Dimensionality of the BNB. 
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This figure also gives an idea of the dimension’s relation of the BNB. Length is greater 

than height and width. Even though the BNB is not complete in this figure, it can be seen 

that there is a relation of about a quarter between height and width. The height of the 

clamps, at the end of the movable arms, is greater than the height of the body of the BNB, 

and also the clamps have a specific geometry to attract the captured cells to the body of the 

BNB instead of moving them away.  

 

4.7 Modeling Specific Parts of the BNB 

It is necessary to describe the two interactions that the BNB has. The first one is the 

process that the BNB initiates when it encounters a cell. This process is compound by many 

steps, beginning with the recognition of the cell, and ending with the liberation or the 

killing of the infected cell. 

The second interaction process is the one between a virus and the BNB. In order to get a 

more detailed model, the BNB is going to be design to detect HIV, free in the blood stream 

(virus), or inside cells (infected cells). Anyone can ask about the chosen of the HIV as the 

antigen to be detected. Even though the HIV is one of the most complex viruses known, it 

is also remarkable that there is plenty information of it and its cycles and interactions. The 

last thing to say is that the BNB is not pretended to be the cure for the HIV, it can be part of 

a cocktail of medicines to control or eliminates the HIV. 

 

4.7.1 Interaction with Cells 

The interaction between the BNB and cells begins with the recognition of a cell. For this 

purpose it is necessary to have sensors to detect the presence of cells. Using the first model 

approximation, it can be notice that the central movable part, called main spring, can be 

used as a sensor and as an actuator. Since the cell is crashing with the BNB, specifically 

with the central movable part, the pressure generate can be measure in order to 

differentiates the crash of a cell or the one caused by a bacteria, protein or virus. 

Remembering the size relation between human cells (~10µm) and bacterias (~1µm), viruses 

(~100nm) or proteins (~15nm), it is easy to discriminate these elements by the 
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measurement of the weight of the element, or even easier, with the displacement of the 

main spring.      

The physical model of the main spring involves more components that have to be 

described. First at all, the spring is not a single spring, it is a set of spring for the system. 

This part acts like a pressure sensor for the detection of cells, but also acts like a penetration 

tube to break the cellular membrane of trapped cell. For this reason there are two main parts 

of the spring, the first one is the cellular weight sensor. This set of springs has a complete 

degree of movement nearly to 7µm.  

The second part of the spring is in charge of the penetration of the membrane. The 

movement of the tube is done after the cell is recognize and pressed, this means that the 

tube initiates its penetration while the first part of the spring completes its movement 

(7µm). The movement of the springs is determined by the pressure done by the cell due to 

the force applied (to the cell) by the movable arms of the BNB. This physical model of the 

springs is shown in figure 34, but the complete description of the springs is explained 

further on this document.    
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Figure 34:  Physical model of the sets of springs. 

 

The end part of the main spring (the one that contacts the cell) has a geometry that 

protects the vulnerable components of it (figure 35). In this case, the tube is the most 

breakable part, and it is located at the middle of the structure. The inner walls of the end 

part are intruded to prevent crashes of the tube with other BNBs. This preventive geometry 

is used several times to protect vulnerable part from crashes with other BNBs (the hardest 

elements in the blood stream).   

 

 
Figure 35:  Protective geometry of the End part of the main spring. 

 

Over the main spring end part, the cellular recognition sensors are located. The location 

of these sensors is not randomly selected, they are next to the fixed parts of the main spring 

to detect the displacement (of the main spring) because of the cell weight. The design of 

this sensor is the same used in accelerometers, which is a piezo-resistive material over the 

main spring and a simple electronic circuit that relates the resistance of the material with 

the weight of the element in contact. If the circuit decides that the weight of the element is 

about the same of a lymphocyte, then the arms of the BNB are activate to trap the cell. It is 

important to mention that an inner accelerometer is needed to establish a relation between 

the acceleration of the BNB, which depends on the pressure of the blood stream, and the 

weight of the element detected. 
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After the cell is trapped and its membrane penetrated, the BNB introduces small 

particles inside the cell in order to determine if the cell is infected with HIV virus. These 

particles, called nanoparticles, join to HIV proteins. If these particles are attached to HIV 

proteins the BNB can’t recuperate them, and it initiates a lysis process to kill the cell. After 

these steps, the BNB liberates the cell, which is dying if it is identified as an infected cell. 

In case almost all nanoparticles are recuperated, the BNB does not kill the cell, and due to 

the flexibility of the cellular membrane, the hole made by the penetrating tube is sealed. 

        

 
Figure 36:  Basic Interaction between a cell and the BNB. 

 

4.7.2 Interactions with Viruses 

To detect the presence of a free HIV virus, the BNB has arrays of sensors located at the 

rear clamp of each movable arm (figure 37). These sensors can be either antibodies, or 

specific adhesive molecules for the virus (i.e. CD4, CD8). In both cases the size of each 

protein sensor is about 20nm x 10nm, and the height of the arrays is about 2µm, the same 

height of the end part of the main spring to perform the encapsulation of the viruses.  

 

 
Figure 37:  Arrays of virus detecting sensors in the rear clamps of the BNB. 
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After the virus is attached to the sensor, the arms move to the central part of the BNB. 

At the final position, the arms are very close to each other, about 100nm of distance, the 

diameter of the HIV virus. The arms and clamps of the BNB have some inner tubes that 

redirect part of the blood stream to the attached virus. The velocity and pressure of this flux 

liberates the virus and move it to the end part of the main spring. The virus continues it way 

to an encapsulation box inside the BNB through an inner tube of the main spring. 

 

 
Figure 38:  Basic interaction between a virus and the BNB. 

 

The inner tube of the main spring is different from the one used to introduce the 

nanoparticles inside the cell. This is important to prevent accidents between non infected 

cells and encapsulated viruses. The detailed description of these systems is in further 

chapters.  

 

4.8 Bottom-Up through the Biochemistry  

The first part of the design is a Top-Down description of the BNB, even though it is 

necessary to change this methodology at this point and to present a Bottom-Up design. The 

first part of this document contemplates the basic functionality, limitations and interactions 

of the BNB, which can be explained and postulated easily with a Top-Down design 

method. The next part of the document contains the detailed explanation and considerations 

of the model, most of them dependent of the biology of the elements involved (cell, virus, 

proteins, etc). For these topics is better to initiate the design process on the basis of the 

biology, chemistry and physics and to evolve the concepts to more complex systems. 

 

4.8.1 Main Spring 
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The most important part of the BNB is the main spring. This part is not only in charge of 

the detection of the cells, but also penetrates the cellular membrane, injects the 

nanoparticles inside the cell and introduces the viruses to the encapsulation box. 

Summarizing, it can be said that the main spring is the main microsystem of the BNB, but it 

is also a critical part of it, because any error can alter the functionality of the BNB. 

 

4.8.1.1 Cell’s deformation Analysis 

One of the functional processes of the BNB begins when it detects a cell. After this 

detection, the BNB closes its arm to press the cell. Due to this pressure, the cell has a 

deformation that also produces a hydro-pressure inside it. It is necessary to know the 

maximum elongation of the cell before it breaks apart and the pressure needed to make this 

happened.  

The “bubble theory” [18] explains that any sphere can be elongate up to the double of its 

diameter before it breaks apart. Modeling the cell and the pressure made by the BNB arms, 

it is possible to determine all the information described above. For this purpose the system 

is modeled in ANSYS ® Multi-Physics Software. 

The cell is modeled with a hyper-elastic element to generate great deformations on its 

shape due to the pressure applied. The cell representation is a circle with a pressure applied 

at both sides with the same magnitude, and in the same positions, symmetrically to the 

center of the cell. The only not moving node is the center node assuming a simultaneous 

pressure of each clam over the cell. (The information of the cell model is summarized in the 

Deformation Analysis at the Apexes).  

After many simulations changing the value of the pressure applied to the cell, a value of 

0.8 MPa is enough to produce a deformation over 3µm at any part of the cell. Limiting the 

deformation of the cell with the bubble theory, the maximal deformation of the cell before 

it breaks apart is about ½ of the diameter (15µm of diameter). To prevent this, the 

maximum elongation at any axis of the cell is established below 6.5µm. With a pressure of 

0.9 MPa this elongation is achieved (new diameter 21.5µm). All the modeling process can 

be seen in figures 38 to 40.        
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Figure 39:  Physic Model of the interaction between the cell and the arms of the BNB.   

 

 
Figure 40:  Maximum elongation of a cell, initial and final shape. 

 

The physical model of the cell is explained in detail in figure 39, where the axis origin 

coincides with the center of the cell. The pressure of each clam is represented with a 

constant pressure value over three nodes at each side of the cell. The pressure at each node 

is in X direction and do not vary in time. Even though the symmetry of the problem, the 

deformation of the cell is not completely symmetry, as it can be seen in figures 40 and 41.  

Figure 40 shows a relation between the original shape and the final shape of the cell due to 

the pressure applied, where the final length of the cell is almost the double of the original 
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one. Figure 41 illustrates the change of shape of the cell during the application of pressure, 

illustrating the asymmetry of the deformation.  

 

 
Figure 41:  Maximum elongation of a cell, three states of the deformation process.    

 

The results of this elongation are contained in figures 42 to 46. Figures 42, 43 and 44 are 

the stress, hydro-pressure and Von Misses pressure analysis, and the central node of the cell 

is represented by an x-y-z axis. From these figures it can be obtained the pressure and stress 

suffered by each part of the cell. Figure 43 illustrates the pressure the cell transmits to the 

end part of the main spring. This pressure can be calculated watching the hydro-pressure 

inside the cell, and determining the contact area of the cell and the main spring. 

The area of contact between the cell and the main spring is the end part of it, and it is 

about 2.1µm of height by 1µm of width. Considering that the cell is a sphere (inside the 

blood stream) and presents radial symmetry for this analysis, it can be estimate that there is 

enough volume in the cell, with a hydro-pressure of 1.7 MPa, to cover all the contact area 

of the main spring. It is important to notice that there is symmetry in the pressure and stress 

analysis even though there is not symmetry in the displacement as it can be seen further on.   
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Figure 42:  Stress Analysis of the cell. 

 
Figure 43:  Hydro-Pressure inside the cell.   
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Figure 44:  Von Misses pressure analysis inside the cell 

 
Figure 45:  Displacement in X Axis of the cell. 
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Figure 46:  Displacement in Y Axis of the cell. 

 
Figure 47:  Total displacement of the cell. 
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Like pressure and stress, displacement can be measured, figures 45, 46, 47 and 48 

illustrate the displacement of the different nodes of the cell. The displacement can be 

measured as a combination of movements, or like independent axis movement. The way to 

determine the displacement is subtracting the final position (given by ANSYS) to the 

product of the radius (7.5µm) and the cosine of the angle of the node.  

 

positionrntDisplaceme −= θcos  

 

 
Figure 48:  Vector Analysis of the displacement of the cell. 
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Figure 45 illustrates the movement of the cell over the x-axis, with a maximum 

displacement of almost 6µm (15µm-9.088µm) in the top left of the cell. At the bottom right 

the maximum displacement is nearly 4.5µm (15µm-11.656µm) so there is no symmetry 

about the x-axis displacement. Figure 46 illustrates the displacement over the y-axis and 

figure 47 illustrates the sum of displacement over the two axes. Figure 48 is a vector 

analysis of the displacement of different point of the cell, showing that displacement has 

not have symmetry and that the maximum distance between two points of the membrane is 

about 38µm (21.516µm + 16.734µm), almost the double of the diameter (15µm), 

accomplishing the “bubble theory”. 

 

4.8.1.2 Calculus of the Main Spring 

Using the information from the past analysis, now it is time to calculate and carefully 

design the main spring, and all of its components. One way to create spring at micro-scales 

is to use cantilevers because of their deformation properties and their micro-fabrication 

facilities. The basis cantilever model is the one shown in figure 49, illustrating the three 

dimensions of it. 

 

 
Figure 49:  Dimensions of the cantilever. 

 

Using this model, it is necessary to establish a desire deflection due to a concentrate 

load. This physic model is used because of its simplicity in calculus, and the design 

parameters that have already been established. The deflection of a simply-supported beam 

carrying a concentrated load (W) is defined as: 
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The value of the concentrated load can be calculated from the simulation of the Hydro-

pressure inside the cell and the contact area of the cell with the front part of the BNB. 

 

A
W

P =  

 

Where P is the pressure, W is the force (concentrated load) and A is the area where 

pressure is applied. The resulting Force due to the pressure applied to the cell can be 

calculated as: 
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Figure 50:  Model of the cantilever. 1) substrate, 2) supported walls, 3) cantilever.  

 

Using the first model of the BNB, it can be determined the maximum length of the 

cantilever and the ideal deflection produced by the hydro-pressure of the cell. 

 

mL µ20=  

mvD µ7≈  

 

The Young’s Module of the Silicon is [21]: 
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Substituting the cantilever by two cantilevers with the half of width (w) allows to pass 

the tube through the middle of the cantilevers and to diminish the movement in the other 

directions.  

 

 
Figure 51:  Dual cantilever with the tube through them. 

 

The tube that crosses between the two cantilevers is the one used to move the virus to 

the encapsulation box. This tube starts at the end part of the main spring, and ends at the 

entrance of the encapsulation box. A part of this tube is attached, not only to the dual 

cantilever, but also to the end part of the main spring.  

In order to know the deflection of the cantilever, a piezo-resistive material is deposited 

over the dual cantilever. In a simple version of this system the material is deposited near to 

the fixed points of the upper cantilever, because it is reasonable to think that both 

cantilevers move in the same way. With this model the BNB needs a circuit for interpreting 

the resistance of the two materials, each one at each fixed point. This microsystem is equal 

to the ones used in simple accelerometers to measure the deflection of a cantilever attached 

to a mass, in this case the mass is the end part of the main spring plus the mass of the 

element (cell, bacteria, virus, protein, etc). In case there is an important difference between 

the displacements of each cantilever, due to rotational components of the movement, the 

piezo-resistive material can be deposited over the two cantilevers copying the model of a 

more complex accelerometer with four resistances.       
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4.8.1.3 S imulation of the Main spring 

In order to verify the mathematics used in the calculus of the main spring, it is modeled 

in ANSYS in various stages. Like in the previous part, the simulation is a process in which 

different details are attached to the model after a particular calculus is verified. After the 

mathematical model is proved the model suffers an adaptation stage to include other parts 

of the BNB. 

The fist simulation model is a single cantilever attached by the two ends, with a 

concentrated load (W) in the middle of it. Figure 52 shows an upper view of the model in 

steady state. 

 

 
Figure 52:  Model of the single-supported cantilever with a concentrated load. 

 

After the cantilever is exposed to the concentrated load, it should act like a spring with a 

maximum displacement of 7 micrometers. Figures 53 and 54 shows the displacement in Z-

axis (parallel to the load) of the cantilever. The maximum displacement occurs in the 

middle of the cantilever, due to the symmetry of the model, and it is almost 7µm 

(6.984µm).  
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Figure 53:  Simulation of the single-supported cantilever with a concentrated load. 

 

 
Figure 54:  Simulation of the single-supported cantilever with a concentrated load. 
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The result verifies the mathematical procedure for the original problem, even though the 

main spring cantilever is a composed cantilever, with a gap in between to allow a tube pass 

through. The second model is a dual cantilever with a gap and concentrated loads of W/2 

value on each cantilever. The loads are located in the center of the cantilevers, like in the 

first model. Figure 55 shows the model in steady state.  

 

 
Figure 55:  Model of the single-supported dual cantilever with a concentrated load. 

 

Figure 56 is a 3D image of the dual cantilever that confirms the theoretical assumptions 

used in the calculus. In this case, the maximum Z-axis displacement of the cantilevers is 

7µm, and in both cases the maximum displacement is located in the center of each 

cantilever.  

It is important to remember that this model does not contain a structure that transports 

the pressure done by the cell, to the cantilevers. That is why the third model contains a 

single structure in the center of both cantilevers with a length of 1µm, this is the 20th part of 

the cantilever’s length.   
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Figure 56:  Simulation of the single-supported dual cantilever with a concentrated load. 

 

 
Figure 57:  Model of the dual cantilever with a concentrated load over an area. 
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The dimensions of the structure are randomly taken, but they are useful to maintain a 

“concentrated load” concept in the model, and are appropriated in case of fabrication. The 

concentrated load has been placed in the front area of the communicating structure. Figures 

57 shows a more realistic model in the steady state. 

 

 
Figure 58:  Simulation of the dual cantilever with a concentrated load over an area. 

 

Figure 58 shows a significant decrease in the maximum displacement of the cantilevers 

(6.212µm). The length of the communication part maintains the center part of the 

cantilevers almost perpendicular to the force, decreasing the possible movement of it. 

Other important factor is the lost of force in the gap. The force is applied at the center of 

the front area of the communicating part, but the back area is not in full contact with the 

cantilevers, a part of it has not have contact, because of the gap, so a fraction of the original 

force is not useful.  
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To prevent this, the fourth model has a communicating part that distributes the force 

only to the cantilevers. In the front part of this part is the contact area (the one that enters in 

contact with the cell), and because its dimensions are known, (Cell’s deformation analysis), 

the structure can be integrated to the model. The communicating part is a four-piece part in 

which the pressure done by the cell is applied directly to the contact area, replacing the 

concentrated load of the previous models. With these new assumptions, the model of the 

main spring is a more complete and it is integrating the cellular analysis, with the physics 

of the cantilevers. Figure 59 shows the steady state of this new model. 

 

 
Figure 59:  Model of the dual cantilever with a pressure over a structure. 

 

Figure 60 shows the results of this analysis in which the maximum displacement of the 

dual cantilever is 6.931µm. The dimensions of the communicating part are randomly 

selected, maintaining the length of 1µm from the original one in order to compare the 

results. This model is very important in the process because solves the problems of force-

distribution. But it is also important to probe the distributing geometry changing some 

parameters, and to get conclusions about it. If the geometry works successfully, the 
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communicating part can change to contain the inner tube (to move the virus to the 

encapsulation box), if not, the geometry has to be change.   

  

 
Figure 60:  Simulation of the dual cantilever with a pressure over a structure. 
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Figure 61:  Simulation of the dual cantilever with a pressure over a structure. 

 

It can be seen that the displacement of the dual cantilever is independent from the 

dimensions of the end part of the main spring. The last model includes a new geometry of 

the end part and contains the inner tube of the main spring. This tube is used to move the 

viruses from the end part to the entrance of the encapsulation box. The detailed design of 

this tube and the encapsulation box is described in further chapters. Figures 62 to 66 show 

the design and results of this model that finishes with a maximum displacement of 6.9 mm, 

almost the same result obtained with the theoretical calculations.   

 

 
Figure 62:  Model of the first approximation of the main spring with a pressure over it. 
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Figure 63:  Geometry of the first approximation of the main spring.  

 

 
Figure 64:  Geometry of the first approximation of the main spring. 
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Figure 65:  Close up of the first approximation of the main spring. 

 

 
Figure 66:  Simulation of the first approximation of the main spring. 
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4.8.1.4 Process Description 

Right now, the design of the main spring is finished and supported with calculations and 

simulations, and with important conclusions like the independence of the maximum 

displacement with the geometry of the end part. Even though, it is important to summarize 

the functionality of the main spring with a description of its processes, remembering that 

the main spring is one of the most complex and crucial parts of the BNB. 

 

 
Figure 67:  a) First moment of the interaction between a cell and the BNB. 

 

   In case the BNB encounters a cell, and this encounter is detected by the BNB through 

the main spring, the BNB closes its arms to press the cell against itself. Not every encounter 

is a valid encounter for the BNB, it is only valid if the cell hits the main spring frontally. At 
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the first moment, the main spring perceives the cell because of the difference in the 

acceleration of each element in the blood stream (the cell and the BNB). Using a relation 

between the acceleration of itself (BNB), and the displacement of the main spring, the BNB 

can determine if the element is a cell, and can calculate its approximate volume. Figure 67a 

describes this first moment of the encounter. Some parts of the main spring 

(communicating part) are not shown to improve the understanding of the process. 

The small blue figures near to the fixed points of the cantilever are the piezo-resistive 

materials that allow the BNB to have a measurement of the displacement of the main 

spring. After the recognition of the cell, the BNB closes its arms to trap it and produce 

more stress over the cell membrane resulting in a greater displacement of the main spring. 

This process can be seen in Figure 67b. 

 

 
Figure 67: b) BNB trapping a cell. 
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The system that introduces the nanoparticles inside the cell is not shown in these figures 

because is not a part of the movable main spring, even though, it is part of the external 

structure, near at the end part of the main spring. This system is going to be explained in 

detail in further chapters. 

 

 
Figure 68:  Interaction between a HIV virus and the BNB. 

 

In the case of an encounter between a HIV virus and the BNB, the virus is detected by 

the clamp’s sensors, which are bio-sensors compatible with this antigen. After the 

encounter, the BNB closes totally its arms, with a final separation between the clamps of 

100nm. This separation is about the same size of the HIV diameter, in order to avoid escape 

routes for the virus. Closing the arms, the BNB redirects part of the flux of the blood stream 

through its arms to push the virus into the main spring tube. This tube finishes at the 
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entrance of the encapsulation box. The flux is shown with gold arrows in Figure 68. There 

are three moments in this process. The first moment is when the virus joins the bio-sensors 

due to compatibility, the second moment is the closing of the arms, and the redirection of 

the flux, which traduces in the movement of the virus from the clams to the main spring 

tube. The third moment is the encapsulation of the virus inside the BNB. The encapsulation 

box is not shown in the figure, but its location corresponds to the position of the tag number 

three. 

 

4.8.2 Bio-Micro-Sensors-Actuators 

In the previous section the main spring design and functionality is described, even 

though, there are steps of these procedures that are not described yet. For example, how the 

HIV virus joins the clams of the BNB, or the way the cell is infected, are some samples of 

missing sensors and actuators. This section explains all about the sensors and actuator that 

are directly related with the biology or chemistry of the different elements, like cells and 

viruses.  

Right now, the definition of a Bio-sensor, or a Bio-actuator, can be understand like a 

component with electric (or mechanical) parts that enters in contact with non-artificial 

elements and traduces biological or chemical signals into Electro-mechanical signals. The 

design process of these components or systems begins with a study of the interaction 

element (cell, virus, etc), and ends in a way to traduce the bio-chemical signals into signals 

that can be used in traditional microcircuits or Microsystems. 

 

4.8.2.1 HIV 

The HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus) is a virus found in the body fluids, 

commonly blood and semen. The HIV affects only humans, there are related viruses that 

affects other species in a similar way, like the FIV (Feline Immunodeficiency Virus), that 

affects cats. The HIV is a microscopic sphere that contains some molecules that allows it to 

attach to lymphocytes Th and other blood cells. After this attachment, the HIV enters the 

cell and begins a process of replication inside the cell. The HIV is unable to replicate itself, 
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so it uses the protein assemble abilities of the cell to produces more viruses in the 

cytoplasm of the cell [36].  

Once this happens, the virus effectively hides from the immune system while it 

replicates before spreading to infect other lymphocytes and killing the hostage lymphocyte. 

HIV does not cause any symptoms for up to several years as it spreads through the 

lymphocytes that control the immune system. Eventually the virus destroys many 

lymphocytes and the body is left unprotected against other diseases At this stage, an 

infected person carries the virus but shows no outward signs of AIDS (Acquired 

Immunodeficiency Syndrome), but after some years the person presents lung infections, 

like pneumonia, or a rare skin cancer called Kaposi's sarcoma develop, which are the 

diseases that normally cause the AIDS sufferer's death. 

Currently, there is no cure for HIV, and over world-wide there are an estimated 42 

million people who are infected with the virus. Treatments, like the antiviral medicine 

AZT, can slow the progress of HIV infection to full-blown AIDS. A person infected by the 

HIV can pass on the virus to others by having sexual intercourse or in direct blood-to-blood 

contact, most commonly when drug users share infected needles. Also an HIV positive 

mother can pass the virus to their unborn child. 

 

4.8.2.1.1 Structure 

The HIV uses and needs human cell to thrive and replicate. The virus weakens the 

immune system because of the invasion of specific healthy white blood cells (CD4 

Lymphocytes also known as T-Cells), and destroys them in order to replicate itself. It is 

well known that the HIV is a highly adaptable virus capable of mutating quickly, and this is 

main problem to control it [34]. 

The HIV has a complex structure that allows it to attach CD4 cells. But also has the 

necessary proteins to be replicated inside the cell. Figures 69 and 70 show the structure of 

the HIV including the different proteins of it. The inner part of the virus contains the 

genetic material of the virus, all the information needed to replicate the virus, it is the 

analog to the genetic material of any living organism.  
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Figure 69:  HIV structure. [34] 

 

The genetic material of the HIV is contained in two RNA (Ribonucleic Acid) chains 

(Retrovirus), and also has reverse transcriptase, a protein that can transform the RNA 

chains into a DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) chains, the same type of genetic material 

humans have. With this transcription, the genetic material of the HIV can join the genetic 

material of the cell, and the cell begins to produce the proteins needed to assemble more 

HIV viruses. All these material is inside a protein structure called the core. The core is 

made of p24, a protein that joins making the particular structure of the hollow core. Outside 

the core, a protein (p17) organizes making a structure called the matrix (or core shell). The 

matrix is all around the core, like a protecting membrane. 

 

 
Figure 70:  HIV protein structure. [34] 
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In the external part of the virus are the virus membrane and the surface proteins, like the 

gp120 and gp41 (Glyco-proteins). The difficulties for trying to make a vaccine against the 

HIV are related with the surface proteins of the virus that are changing constantly. 

Although the inner proteins, the ones in the core and in the shell do not change or mutate 

(not commonly).  

All these protein structures make the HIV a sphere-like virus with an approximate 

diameter of 100nm outside the cell (in the blood stream). Inside the cell, the virus suffers a 

series of changes in order to replicate itself inside the cytoplasm of the cell. 

 

4.8.2.1.2 Cycle inside the Cell 

Because it is a virus, the HIV is not alive. All living organism breathe, eat excrete and 

reproduce, even the simplest ones, HIV does not do all of these, it needs a cell in order to 

replicate. As it is explained in the previous section, the HIV is made of many proteins, 

some of the inner ones, and other over the surface. 

Cells have many protein receptors over their membranes in order to communicate with 

other organisms and interchange substances with the environment. Macrophages and 

Lymphocytes T have a protein called CD4 over their membranes [35]. This protein is used 

by the HIV to stick to the cell, using the surface Glycoprotein gp120. Once in contact, the 

gp120 fits into the CD4, acting like a key, unlocking the receptor and allowing the virus to 

get inside the cell. This process is called fusion because the cell’s membrane fuses to the 

outer envelope of the HIV.  

After getting inside, the HIV starts an uncoating process to liberate the genetic 

information contained in the RNA chains. Once the RNA chains are free, the enzyme 

reverse transcriptase transforms the RNA into a double stranded DNA chain. The DNA 

contains all the information needed to replicate the virus. Although there is a DNA chain, 

the cell does not recognize the information contained in this chain unless it is integrated to 

the cell’s DNA inside the nucleus. While the process is not fully understood, it is thought to 

be aided by transport proteins supplied by HIV. This process is knows as integration, 
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because the final DNA chain of the cell is composed by the original DNA plus the DNA 

produced by the virus. 

At this point the cell can not differentiate between the DNA fragments of the virus as its 

own DNA, so it begins a transcription process in which the viral DNA is converted again 

into RNA. These RNA chains are translated by the cell into proteins of the virus, like the 

p24 (core protein) and the p17 (matrix protein), in a process called translation. This process 

is used by all cells to traduce DNA fragments into proteins for metabolic processes. Some 

of these RNA chains are not translated and become the RNA chains of new HIV viruses. 

Finally all the proteins needed are available and they must be separated (cleavage) and 

assembled into new HIV by a protein called protease. After that, the new HIV viruses can 

leave the cell in a process known as budding. With its genetic material tucked away and a 

new outer coat made from the host (CD4) cell's membrane. All these processes described 

above can be seen in figure 71. At the end the CD4 cell dies. 

 

 
Figure 71:  HIV cycle inside the cell. [34] 

 

4.8.2.2 CD4 Sensor 

A good way to interact with the HIV is by using the same methods the virus uses to 

interact with a cell. In this case, a CD4 receptor can be the answer for the requesting 
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interaction between the HIV and the BNB. The HIV tries to join the CD4 protein in order to 

get into the cell, even though, the HIV can not differentiate between the CD4 of a cell and a 

CD4 placed in an artificial surface. 

In order to define a sensor that uses CD4 as the biological interface, it is necessary to 

define the structure of the CD4. Knowing the structure of the CD4 a microsystem can be 

design as the transducer between the chemical interaction and an electric signal.   

 

4.8.2.2.1 CD4 Description 

The CD4 molecule (T4) is a 55 kDa (~9.13x10-23 kg) single chain transmembrane 

glycoprotein found on the surface of mature lymphocytes T (45% of peripheral blood 

lymphocytes), macrophages as well as thymocytes (80%), langerhans, neural, and glial 

cells (Sekaly and Rooke, 1998). Originally, CD4 was used as a marker for helper T-cells 

(Lymphocytes Th) until further investigations demonstrated that it plays an important role 

in activation of cells and recognition of antigens. (Janeway et al., 1999).   
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Figure 72:  Approximate length of the CD4 protein. (see Apex 3 for details) 

 

The primary function of the CD4 is to act like a coreceptor for the T-cell receptor, 

decreasing the amount of antigen required for cell activation, as it is explained in previous 

chapters. (Miceli et al., 1991). It reduces by 100-fold the amount of antigen required to 

stimulate a T-cell response. (Janeway et al., 1999). The CD4 helps the MHC-II molecule to 

associate with the TCR and at the same time increases the signal transduction in case of 

antigen recognition and activates the T-cell to begin secreting cytokines, even though this 

mechanism is not completely clear. 

 

 
Figure 73:  Approximate height of the CD4 protein. 

 

In addition to its primary function, the CD4 has a co-ligand activity, being able to bind 

antigens directly through a smaller range of contact (Huang et al., 1997). The main example 
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of this is the role in HIV infection, where the glycoprotein gp120 of the HIV binds to amino 

acids 40-60 of the D1 domain of CD4 (Sekaly and Rooke, 1998). 

 

 
Figure 74:  Approximate width of the CD4 protein. 
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Figure 75:  a) 3D model of the CD4 protein (Front and left view). 

 

The CD4 is composed by four extracellular subunits, called D1 to D4 (blue ribbons in 

figures 72-74), that are made of 397 amino acids in total, a transmembrane region of 23 

amino acids, and a cytoplasmic tail with 38 amino acids (red ribbons). The D1 domain is 

the furthest from the cell membrane and it has the same structure as inmunoglobulins, with 

three complementary determining loops. It is thought that the CDR-1, CDR-2, CDR-3, and 

a loop on D2 named FG bind to MHC class II molecules. The place of this binding is not 

the same where TCR and MHC-II concurrently associate, it is in regions of the alpha2 and 

beta2 domains of MHC-II. Domains D1 and D2 are connected immediately, making this 

part of the molecule very rigid. Domains D3 and D4 are also rigidly connected and both 

sections (D1-D2 and D3-D4) are connected by a hinge region [38,39].  

 

 
Figure 75: b) 3D model of the CD4 protein (Rear and right view). 
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The approximate area occupied by a CD4 protein (in an array configuration) is a 

rectangle of about 11nm by 7nm (Figures 72 and 74). The approximate height of the 

molecule is 11nm (Figure 73). This means that in an area of  2µm2 (2µm x 1µm) it can be 

arranged more than 1x104 CD4 proteins, compared to the 105 antigen receptors of a 

lymphocyte. Figures 75a and 75b show the 3D structure of the CD4 molecule. 

At present days, there are companies that produce CD4 protein for uses including 

protein arrays. The next table includes the information provided by one of the companies 

that produces this human CD4. 

 

Table 1:  Commercial Human CD4 protein [37]. 

Company Product Number Product Name Unit Cost 

Raybiotech, Inc. IP-05- 145 Human CD4 
500µg 

1 mg 

USD $ 189 

USD $ 299 

 

4.8.2.2.2 CD4 Matrix 

In order to achieve the virus identification, the BNB has HIV detection sensors, which 

are CD4 matrixes incorporated over the rear part of each clamp. The area designated for 

these sensors is approximately 2µm2 (2µm x 1µm) in each arm. It is necessary to transform 

the reaction between the CD4 molecule and the HIV into an electrical signal for a further 

treatment and interpretation. 

 The design of this transduction process begins with the incorporation of the CD4 as the 

biological interaction item [40,41]. Using positioning techniques the CD4 can be placed 

over a matrix that has not only the molecule, but also, electronic components and also other 

proteins or materials. The fabrication process is not going to be describe in this document, 

because it is not part of the research, but some characteristics are included to help with this 

goal. 

As it is explained before, the CD4 molecule occupies an approximated are of 11nm x 

7nm, and the HIV mean diameter is about 100nm, which implies that the virus is much 

bigger than the molecule. This is important to know, because part of the design of the CD4 

Matrix is based on this principle. Figure 76 shows how the gp120 (glycoprotein of the HIV 
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membrane) joins the CD4 molecule. The dark blue strand represents the gp120, the light 

blue strand represents the CD4 end part (same orientation of figures 72 and 73), and finally 

the green and cyan strand represent an isolation antibody for the gp120. 

 

 
Figure 76:  CD4 protein joined with gp120 (HIV surface protein). 

 

If there is a substrate in which small gold channels can be formed (about 10nm width), 

and over them a CD4 molecule is placed, an electric conduction is created between the gold 

channel (electric wire), and the molecule. Knowing that the CD4 length is about 11nm, the 

gold channels can be formed with a middle separation greater that 11nm from each other, 

this means there is a short distance between the CD4 molecule of one channel and the CD4 

molecule of the following one. With this description, a HIV detector can be thought like the 

contact between two CD4 (from the matrix) and a gp120 of the HIV. Even if the gp120 is 

not larger enough for creating a physical contact between the CD4 molecules, the size of 
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the virus will make this happens. Figure 77 shows this structure with an atom 

representation of the gold channels and the molecules of the matrix. 

It is necessary to consider the surrounding environment of the CD4 matrix, which is the 

blood stream. At this scales, blood can be seen as a combination of water and proteins (not 

including cells), so the surface of the matrix substrate is continuously exposed to water and 

also to the HIV and cellular membranes. In order to maintain better chemical conditions, 

the substrate can be (or converter to) a hydrophobic material (hates water), which implies 

that the water molecules try to minimized the contact area with it. But if the material is 

hydrophobic it is important to recover it with an other molecule that can make a thin layer, 

and change this property of hydrophobia to a hydrophilic condition. This molecule can be 

the same one present in the cellular membrane, a lipid, which can be easily arranged in a 

mono-layer structure over the substrate and performs the biochemical interactions between 

the BNB clamps and cells and HIV.        

 

 
Figure 77:  Atomic representation of a CD4 matrix sensor. 
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Now it is important to determine the difference between the CD4 Matrix sensor in a 

steady state and in contact with the HIV. For this determination, the presented model has to 

be seen as an electric circuit, because that is the final goal of the CD4 Matrix, to transform 

a chemical interaction into an electric signal. Figure 78 shows a simplified electric model of 

the previous figure. 

 

 
Figure 78:  CD4 protein joined with gp120 (HIV surface protein). 

 

Knowing that lipids are good conductors, and proteins have a greater resistance (CD4 at 

37ºC), the simplified model is composed by five resistances which are: Rlip, the resistance 

perceived by the lipid monolayer between two CD4 molecules; Rp1, is the resistance 

between the gold channels (electric wire) and the lipid monolayer through the CD4 protein; 

Rp2, is the resistance between the lipid monolayer and the D1-D4 subunits through the 
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CD4; Rp3, is the resistance of the D1-D4 subunits of the CD4 and finally Rgp, is the 

resistance between two CD4 molecules joined by a gp120 through this last molecule. 

This model consists in a bio-resistance sensor that changes its electric value when the 

VIH joins the CD4 Matrix and interconnects two CD4 molecules. When HIV is not present, 

the resistance between two CD4 molecules is a large a value (open circuit), even though if 

the HIV is present, the resistance between two CD4 molecules is decreased, decreasing 

also, the resulting resistance between the two gold channels (electric wires).      

 

With out HIV contact:  LIPPEQ RRR += 12  

With out HIV contact:  ( )[ ]GPPPLIPPEQ RRRRRR 22//2 321 +++=  

 

, if N is the number of the resistances in the matrix, the total CD4 Matrix resistance is: 

With out HIV contact: 
N
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If a HIV contacts one resistance (CD4 molecule) , then 
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Figure 79:  CD4 Matrix Open Circuit (HIV not present). 
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Figure 80:  CD4 Matrix Close Circuit (HIV present). 

 

Due to the scales of the gold channels, it is necessary to establish a basic model to 

prevent fabrication mistakes, which is why a basic implementation design is included in 

this chapter. Figure 81 is a simple representation of the positioning of CD4 molecules over 

gold channels over the substrate. With this symmetric implementation it is easier to place 

the molecules and if the alignment is not perfect it does not change the resistive nature of 

the sensor. When a HIV joins the matrix it changes its equivalent resistance even if the HIV 

is making contact between two or more molecules of CD4. 

 

 
Figure 81:  CD4 protein joined with gp120 (HIV surface protein). 
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As it is explained before, the available area in each clamp of the BNB is 2µm2 (2µm x 

1µm), so the CD4 Matrix can be represented like in figures 82a and 82b. Figure 82a shows 

the gold channels and the space occupied by the CD4 molecules (blue rectangles). The 

space between the CD4 molecules is calculated considering the geometry of the molecule. 

Figure 82b represents the electric model of the same structure, and the violet rectangles are 

the resistances between the gold channels. The arrangement of this matrix represents a 

parallel resistance model, in which the presence of the HIV decreases the equivalent 

resistance of the matrix. 

Using this dimensions, the number of CD4 molecules in each clamp is about 104, which 

means that the BNB has 2x104 CD4 receptor, more or less the 15 percent of the CD4 

molecules in an active lymphocyte.  

 

 
Figure 82:  CD4 Matrix, a) Molecular diagram, b) Resistance diagram. 

 

The change on the resistance value of the matrix is not high because of the number of 

parallel resistances in the model (~9x103). This difference can be measure and amplified 

using the CD4 Matrix as one of the resistances in a non-inverting amplifier configuration. 
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This means that the change in the resistance is related with a change in an output voltage. 

Even if it is difficult to determine the number of HIV viruses over the CD4 Matrix, it is 

possible to determine the approximate delta caused by one HIV, but it will not be a discrete 

value. Figure 83 shows a basic model for the recognition of the presence of HIV over the 

CD4 Matrix. 

 

 
Figure 83:  Electric Schematic of the CD4 Matrix Circuit. 

 

The Output voltage can be defined as: 

IN
GOLDCD

OUT V
RR

R
V ⋅⎟⎟
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⎝

⎛
+

+=
4

11  

 

A complete description about the calculus of the slightly changes in the value of the 

resistance of the CD4 matrix is available at the apexes of the document. This analysis 

concludes that the size of the CD4 matrix is extremely big to handle completely by only 

one amplification circuit. A matrix of about 100 of CD4 molecules is easily to handle and 

provides a better resolution, so the final implementation maybe needs a number of CD4 

matrixes, of 100 molecules each, to detect the presence of the HIV. 

It is also important to include more amplification stages and filters, the presence of the 

HIV in the matrix can be a low frequency signal instead of the high frequency signals 

produced by the movement of the molecules. This circuit is presented with the purpose of 
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illustrating a simple model to connect the CD4 matrix, but it is clearly not a complete 

circuit for the incorporation of a CD4 matrix into an electric micro-circuit. Although the 

information contained in the apexes is useful to the design of a complete circuit. 

 

4.8.2.3 Monoclonal Antibodies 

In order to recognize infected cells, it is necessary for the BNB to have some kind of 

bio-receptors to extract information from the cell. These receptors have to be non-toxic for 

cells, and have to be small enough to prevent problems inside the cell. Although, the main 

characteristic of these receptors is the exclusivity of its recognition, this means, that only 

recognize the wanted information, in this case, the presence of HIV inside the cell.   

 

4.8.2.3.1 Description 

Monoclonal Antibodies [MABs] are a specific kind of antibodies [44]. As it is explained 

in a previous chapter, antibodies are 3D structures that fit very precisely with a specific 

type of antigen. Antibodies present a Y structure, in which the upper legs configuration 

depends on the type of antigen it can attached to. The bottom leg is the same for all 

antibodies and is called H (heavy chain). The upper legs called L (light chains) represent 

the Fab fragments (Fragment for antigen binding). Antibodies are produced by 

lymphocytes B, even though, in 1975 Georges Köhler and César Milstein created a process 

to produce monoclonal antibodies, and after almost ten years, in 1984, they won the Nobel 

Prize in Physiology or Medicine for the discovery. 

MABs are produced by cells that derive from a single antibody-producing cell. This 

means that they are highly specific and pure in their recognition action. This specificity 

allows MABs to be used in humans and in animals for disease diagnosis and treatment. 

The production of MABs requires to immunize an animal, normally a mouse. The 

animal is infected with an antigen that the immune system can recognize and make a 

response including the production of antibodies. After this process is done, some 

lymphocytes B of the animal are removed and are fused with myeloma cells (immortal 

white blood cells) to make them grow and divide indefinitely producing more antibodies, 

which are very precise and pure, and are called monoclonal antibodies. The small variation 
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(if any) in recognizing the antigen helps to reduce side effects if the MABs are used in 

medical treatment or recognition, like the one needed by the BNB. 

 

4.8.2.3.2 Commercial References 

In the case of the BNB the antigen can be one of the inner proteins of the HIV. The HIV 

is a commonly mutating virus, but the mutating proteins are not the inner ones, because it 

implies that the main structure of the virus is altered and can not be assembled. The p24 

core protein of the HIV is the perfect antigen for the BNB recognition. If a cell presents 

p24, it means that the cell is infected by the HIV. The recognition of the p24 using MABS 

allows to detect the HIV presence on a cell in two different periods. The first one is when 

the virus is in the uncoating process (p24 exposed) after getting inside the cell, and the 

second one is when the cell is already producing more HIV viruses, and the p24 is fully 

exposed in the cytoplasm. 

When the p24 protein is not exposed in the cytoplasm is not possible to recognize the 

presence of the HIV inside the cell by the method incorporated by the BNB. Another 

technique for the recognition of the HIV may be the detection of the RNA/DNA viral 

chains but this solution is not contemplated in this work, because the method requires the 

direct interaction with the genetic material of the cells. 

In present days, there are companies that produce MABs for several antigens, including 

p24 HIV core protein. The next table includes the information provided by two of the 

companies that produces this MAB. 

 

Table 2:  Commercial MABs for p24 HIV core protein [42,43]. 

Company Product Number Product Name Unit Cost 

PerkinElmer  NEA9306001EA 
Alliance Monoclonal 

Antibody P24 (1A) 

(Mouse) 

1EA USD $ 1000 

Zeptometrix 
0801004 

0801125 

MONOBODIES 

ANTI-HIV-1 p24 

Clone 38/8.7.47 

100µg 

1 mg 

USD $ 115 

USD $ 479  
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Although some specific information of the MABs is not included, the MAB can be 

modeled using the structure of an other p24 antibody, which is almost the same structure of 

all Immunoglobulins IGg1 [45]. Figures 84 to 87 show the structure of the MAB, including 

the principal dimensions. It can be seen the Y structure of the molecule, in which the 

bottom end correspond to the Heavy Chain (H). This molecule is a ~150 kDa protein 

(~2.5x10-22 kg), which means, that is a heavy molecule, compared to the CD4 molecule (55 

kDa). 

 

 
Figure 84:  Approximate length of the Monoclonal Antibody type IGg1. 
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Figure 85:  Approximate height of the Monoclonal Antibody type IGg1. 

 

 
Figure 86:  Approximate width of the Monoclonal Antibody type IGg1. 
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Figure 87:  3D model of the Monoclonal Antibody type IGg1. 

 

4.8.2.4 Nanoparticles 

Nanoparticles are sub-micrometer sized particles (nanometer sized) made of different 

materials as gold, calcium, silver, cadmium, etc [17,46,47]. These particles are normally 

spheres found suspended in water, which are called colloid structures. Michael Faraday 

worked on a serious research about colloidal gold in 1850 [48], creating the basis for the 

fabrication and usage of gold nanoparticles.  

At present days, gold nanoparticles are subject of intense research in a wide range of 

knowledge areas like: medicine, electronics, materials, pharmaceutics and the synthesis of 

materials with unique properties. The more frequently observed shapes of nanoparticles are 

spheres, rods, cubes and caps, even though there are many others. 
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4.8.2.4.1 Introduction 

As it is mentioned before, the BNB uses an invasive method for the detection of HIV 

inside cells. The use of monoclonal antibodies solves the problem for the HIV inner protein 

recognition, although there is not a full design of the procedure that the BNB follows to 

detect this recognition. Gold nanoparticles have been used by many research groups for 

nano-ballistics (ballistics at nano-scales) with cells and living microorganisms. This works 

conclude that small quantities of gold (nanoparticles) do not alter the cells, and are 

commonly used for bio-interaction (interactions with biological organisms) procedures. 

Taking advantage of this result, the BNB incorporates gold nanoparticles as the carrier 

of monoclonal antibodies, reconfiguring them with unique properties. But the fabrication of 

gold nanoparticles is usually by liquid chemical methods, commonly known as dirty 

methods by the microelectronics laboratories. Actually there are many methods for the 

production of nanoparticles, and in order to get a deeper analysis in the description, the 

more known ones are explained here.           

The first method is pioneered by Turkevitch in 1951 [49] and it was refined in the 70’s 

by G. Frens and is the simplest method available [50,51]. Dissolving HAuCl4 (hydrogen 

tetrachloroaurate) in deionized water (faint yellowish solution) and heating it until it boils. 

After this, sodium citrate solution is added while it is stirred vigorously for approximately 

30 minutes. The color of the solution changes from the faint yellowish to a wine-red, 

passing through the gray, purple and dark purple. The final step is the addition of water. 

The sodium citrate acts as a reduction agent, and the negative ions of the citrate are 

absorbed by the gold nanoparticles introducing surface charges that repels the particles 

preventing their aggregation. 

This method produces gold nanoparticles around 10-20nm in diameter, although using 

less sodium citrate reduces the number of citrate ions and this cause that small 

nanoparticles aggregate into bigger ones, until the citrate ions are enough to cover the 

surface area of the particles.        

The second method, discovered in 1990’s by Brust and Schfrinn [50], can be used to 

produce, in organic liquids, gold nanoparticles that are not usually miscible with water, like 

the toluene. This recipe also uses HAuCl4 in water. After this, TOAB (tetraoctylammonium 
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bromide) is dissolved and is stirred for about 15 minutes. While it is stirring NaBH4 

(sodium borohydride) is added, and the color of the solution changes from orange to a dark 

red, passing through white, purple and red colors. The solution has to be stirred for some 

hours to ensure the monodispersity of the particles. Finally the organic phase is separated 

and washed with H2SO4 (sulphuric acid) and distilled water several times. 

In this method the gold nanoparticles are around 5 to 6nm. The NaBH4 is the reducing 

agent, and TOAB acts as the phase transfer catalyst and the stabilizing agent. It is important 

to notice that the binding between gold nanoparticles and the TOAB is not strong, so after 

some weeks the solution aggregates gradually. Thiols, in particular alkanethiols are 

stronger binding agents that bind covalently with gold and prevent the aggregation.   

 

4.8.2.4.2 Design 

The BNB uses the gold nanoparticles as the carries for the MABs inside the trapped cell. 

It is necessary to determine some characteristics for these nanoparticles to ensure a good 

differentiation of the infected cell from the healthy one. The nanoparticles have to be 

recuperated by the BNB in order to be analyzed after a shot trip inside the cell’s cytoplasm. 

If somehow, the BNB can inject a specific quantity of nanoparticles with MABs attached 

into the cell, the nanoparticles should go all way around the cell and return to the start 

point. After a while, the BNB recuperates the nanoparticles and determines if most of the 

nanoparticles return, or by the contrast, most of them are lost. If this last thing happens, it is 

very probable that the cell is infected with HIV, and the “lost” nanoparticles are attached to 

the p24 protein, which is in the cytoplasm of the cell.       

This simple model allows the BNB to inject non-toxic substances (nanoparticles) inside 

the cell and get information about the presence or not of the p24 HIV core protein. It is also 

necessary to establish a way for the BNB to recuperate the nanoparticles, because it can be 

supposed that they travel among the cell at a high velocity, pumped by water, but how the 

nanoparticles get inside the BNB again. 

Knowing that gold nanoparticles are charged due to the reducing agent, they can be 

attracted by a magnetic field controlled by the BNB. This magnetic field has to be turned 

on when the particles return to the start point in order to have a greater attraction force. 
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Some studies suggest that the minimum diameter for magnetic attracted gold nanoparticles 

is about 50nm. This means that the gold nanoparticles has a greater size than the MABs, 

allowing one nanoparticle to have many MBS (approximately 10) attached to it. The 

reasons for these postulants are detailed in the apexes. Figures 88 and 89 show the model of 

these nanoparticles. 

  

 
Figure 88:  3D Model of the gold nanoparticle attached with the monoclonal antibody. 

 

 
Figure 89:  Scene of nanoparticles inside the water stream. 
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The nanoparticle is compound by a gold (Au) sphere of about 50nm of diameter. The 

length of the MAB is about 10 - 15nm when attached to the gold sphere. The approximately 

diameter of the nanoparticle is 60nm. It is important to recall that the MAB is not joined 

directly to the gold nanoparticle, it can be joined by a Thiol or a surfactant molecule. 

 

4.8.2.4.3 Mass and Volume 

In order to know the needed attraction force it is necessary to calculate the mass and 

volume of the nanoparticles. Having this information, it can be calculated the most 

probable traces of the nanoparticles inside the cell, which is pressed by the arms of the 

BNB. Once these traces are established, the velocity of the particles and the spent time can 

be calculated for a further analysis of accelerations, forces, angular positions and finally the 

magnitude of the magnetic field, but these are topics of a further chapter. 

The detailed calculus of these procedures is presented in the apexes, but some of the 

main results are included in this chapter. Right now, the mass and volume of the particles 

have to be calculated. 

 
m = δ.v = mgold + mprotein 

 

The mass of the particle can be defined as the factor of the density and volume, or as the 

sum of the mass of the gold sphere with the mass of the proteins (MABs). For calculating 

the mass of the gold sphere it is necessary to know the density and the volume of it. 

 

mgold = δgold . vgold  

δgold = 19300 [kg/m3]

vgold = 4/3 π r 3    

vgold = 1.13x10-22 [m3] 

mgold = 2.18x10-18 [kg] 

 

The mass of the proteins attached to the nano-sphere can be calculated using the 

description of the MABs in the past chapter. Since the mass of one MAB is about 150 kDa  
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(~2.5x10-22 kg), it is reasonable to attach up to ten of these molecules. This upper limit is 

used to calculate the mass of the proteins.  

 
mprotein = 2.50x10-21 [kg] 

 

Finally, the mass of the nanoparticle can be is approximately: 

 
m = 2.19x10-18 [kg] 

 

4.8.2.5 Cytochromes 

Following the procedure that he BNB has to complete in case of encountering an 

infected cell, the next step, after the recognition and detection of the p24 core protein, is to 

induce the infected cell into a lysis process, an apoptosis process, which is the death of the 

cell. It is important to be careful with the use of toxic substances, even if there are inside 

the BNB, even though the nature provides some automatic mechanisms that the cell 

contains to initiates a suicide if something goes wrong. 

Inside the mitochondrions there are some small particles that helps with the movement 

of electrons, like red globules with oxygen, and are called cytochromes. In case the cell’s 

mitochondrions of the cell brake away, these particles are thrown around the cytoplasm. 

The cell, somehow, can identify these particles and if there are many of them, initiates its 

apoptosis dying some time after. This method, is natural, biodegradable and the most 

important is that comes from cellular biochemistry, which makes it a proper method. 

 

4.8.2.5.1 Introduction 

There are many types of cytochromes, but most of them are membrane-bound proteins, 

contain heme groups and transport electrons [52]. Cytochromes are found in eukaryote cells 

at the mitochondrial inner membrane, in plants at the chloroplasts, in bacterias and in 

photosynthetic microorganisms. The heme group is a conjugated ring, in which the 

electrons are very movable, surrounding an iron ion that inter-converts between a reducing 
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state (Fe2+) and an oxidation state (Fe3+). That is why hey are capable to perform 

oxidations and reductions. 

With the companion of other complexes, cytochromes help with the synthesis of the 

ATP, which is used by the cell as an energy source. The different types of cytochromes can 

be distinguished by spectroscopy, knowing the exact structure of the heme group, the 

inhibitor sensitivity, and the reduction potential. The types of cytochromes can be classified 

as: 

 

Cytochrome a  

Cytochrome a3  

Cytochrome b  

Cytochrome c 

Cytochrome c1  

Cytochrome f 

 

The most interested type of cytochromes for the BNB is the cytochromes c, which is a 

small heme protein found associated with the inner membrane of the mitochondrion [54]. 

Unlike other cytochromes, the C type is a soluble protein and is an essential component of 

the electron transfer chain. It does not bind to oxygen and is capable of undergoing 

oxidation and reduction processes. It transfers electrons between Complexes III and IV. 

This cytochrome is a very conserved protein among different species like plants, animals 

and even unicellular organisms. The weight of the cytochrome c is about 12 kDa (~2x10-23 

kg), which implies that is a very small molecule. 

 

4.8.2.5.2 Description 

Actually there are companies that produce different types of cytochromes, even some of 

them have found the genetic information of them. The next table includes the information 

provided by one of the companies that produces these cytochromes for ELISA, WB, 

Antibody Production, Assay Development, and Protein Array. 
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Table 3:  Commercial Cytochromes [55]. 

Company Product Number Product Name Unit Cost 

Abnova  H00001337-P01 

cytochrome c 

oxidase subunit VIa 

polypeptide 1 

10µg 

25µg  

100µg  

500µg 

USD $ 170 

USD $ 330 

USD $ 855 

USD $ 2430 

 

Although some specific information of the cytochrome is not included, the human 

cytochrome c structure is known, and it has been studied for many groups that have 

described it very precisely. Figures 90 to 93 show the dimensions and 3D structure of this 

small molecule [53] that can initiates an apoptosis process with their presence in the 

cytoplasm of a cell. 

 

 
Figure 90:  Approximate length of the human cytochrome c. 
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Figure 91:  Approximate height of the human cytochrome c. 

 
Figure 92:  3D model of the human cytochrome c (Front and left view). 
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It can be seen that the cytochrome c can be modeled like a sphere of about 3.1nm of 

diameter with a tail of 2nm of length. This means that is a very small molecule, and that it 

is easy to storage due to its capacity to be organized, at natural state (mitochondrial inner 

membrane) and they do not aggregate. Also cytochromes are good conductors and placed 

like a thin film, the can act like nano-wires, which can be very useful. 

 

 
Figure 93:  3D model of the human cytochrome c (Rear and right view). 

 

4.8.3 Hydrodynamics  

All the biological sensor and actuators have been defined in the previous chapter, now it 

is time to define the systems that use and store them. In the case of a viral recognition it is 

necessary to impulse it from the CD4 matrix, located in the clamps, to a storage box located 

inside the body of the BNB. By the contrast, if there is a cell detected, it is necessary to 

inject it with a mix of water and nanoparticles, in order to identify if is an infected cell or 
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not. Furthermore, if the cell is identified as infected, cytochromes have to be released inside 

it. 

With all these preconditions, it is clear to think that the BNB needs an specific 

hydrodynamic design that allows it to manipulate the fluxes around [56]. All these design is 

included in this chapter, beginning with the study of the hydrodynamics of the cell in steady 

state, and ending with the definition of different structures necessaries for all these 

procedures.  

 

4.8.3.1 Cell’s Area Analysis 

The first part of these analysis consists in the study of the changes suffer by the cell. If 

the BNB encounters a cell, the main spring deflects, if this deflection overpass a threshold 

value, the BNB closes it arms to trap it. In order to validate the process of closure of the 

arms, it is necessary to compare the beginning volume and the end volume of the trapped 

cell. If the cross area still the same in a layer analysis, the volume of the cell remains the 

same and the analysis provided by ANSYS® can be used for more analysis of this type. 

Figures 94 and 95 show the initial and end shape of the cell during the trapping process in 

which the cell suffers a noticeable deformation, changing its shape from a circle, to an 

eight-shape.  

The analysis made shows the approximate deformation suffered by a cell of 15µm of 

diameter (approximately the size of a leukocyte). The analysis made in a previous chapter 

(Cell’s deformation Analysis) is used to know the pressure obtained by the hydro-pressure 

(hydrostatics) of the cell over the main spring, even though there is not the same analysis 

needed to study the hydrodynamics inside the cell, because in this one, it is important to 

simulate the moving water inside the cell, and the most probable fluxes cycles. 
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Figure 94:  Cross area of the cell at steady state. 
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Figure 95:  Cross area of the cell at the end of the trapping process. 

 

Making a matrix over the cells it is easier to calculate the cross area of both cases, the 

detailed information of this analysis can be found in the apexes. It is also useful to know the 

fluxes inside the cell, and that is why the figures also contain the velocity at different nodes 

of the cell. The next table describes the cross areas, and in both cases the total value is 

713.94µm2 and means that the volume of the cell does not change, which is expected. 

 

Table 4:  Calculus of the cross area of the trapped cell. 

Case Ratio 1 

[µm] 

Ratio 2 

[µm] 

Prom. 

 

Area 

[µm]2 

Initial State 15.75 14.4 15.08 713.94 

End state 20.25 9.9 15.08 713.94 

      

4.8.3.2 Hydrodynamics due to Pressure 

A cell can be normally compare to a bag full of water, but this water is continuously in 

movement. If the cell is pressed somehow, for example by the arms of the BNB, it is 

expected to see changes in the movement of the water. These changes can be called 

hydrodynamics changes due to pressure applied over the cell’s membrane. Because the 

BNB has to introduce particles (nanoparticles and maybe cytochromes) inside the cell, it is 

necessary to make predictions and calculus about the probable fluxes that are inside the cell 

to see if the method is or is not effective. 

 In this analysis the cell has an eight-shape produced by the pressure over to opposite 

parts of the membrane (by the two clamps), and it can be seem, also with the information of 

the two previous figures, that the velocity of the fluxes changes dramatically, specially near 

to the pressure zone. Figure 96 shows a vector analysis of the velocity at many nodes of the 

cell. This analysis also gives information about the integrity of the cell. The deformed 

shape of the cell does not exceed the maximum elongation of a bubble before it breaks 

apart, validating again the Cell’s deformation Analysis. The complete information of this 

analysis can be found in the apexes of this document.     
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Figure 96:  Vector analysis of the velocity of the pressed cell. 

 

4.8.3.3 Nanoparticles Traces 

Having the description of the hydrodynamics inside the cell it is possible to introduce 

new parameters, like the ejection flux provided by the BNB to the cell in order to introduce 

the nanoparticles in the cytoplasm. Using the same model of the past analysis, this new flux 

is introduced at the left part of the cell, following the structure of the cell when it is trapped 

by the BNB. The simulation tool used (ANSYS®) allows to introduce small particles in the 

flux analysis to get a description of the movement of the particles, due to their size and 

density. Using this possibility, the information of the nanoparticles is introduced to the 

analysis, providing new information about the most probable traces followed by them 

inside the cell. 

Even if the analysis shows a trace, it is important to remember that each type of blood 

cell has different organelles, distributions and sizes. For this reason, the most probable 

traces are divided in three categories, depending on the type of the blood cell studied. At 

this point it is necessary to remember some important aspects of the geometry and structure 

of the different blood cells. 
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The BNB tries to find lymphocytes, but in this search, it might encounter different types 

of cells like reed blood cells [RBC] (erythrocytes), platelets and leukocytes. Because of the 

small size of the platelets, the BNB does not recognize them as cells (main spring 

sensibility), but RBC and all the leukocyte types can be trapped by the BNB.  

The first probable trace is based on the geometry of the lymphocytes, which have a large 

nucleus that occupied almost all the volume of the cell leaving only a small space between 

the cellular membrane and the nucleus membrane (figure 10). For this reason the most 

probable trace of the nanoparticles if a road next to the membrane. Even if some fluxes try 

to move the nanoparticles in other directions, the nucleus blocks them. This trace is 

supposed to be the larger one, not only in distance, but also in time, because the velocity of 

the water near to the membrane is lower due to the friction. Figure 97 shows the first trace 

of the nanoparticles with the displacement relation at each point. Figure 98 shows the trace 

in a node representation that summaries better the trace, and gives the needed information 

for the calculus of distance, velocity and time spent by the nanoparticles.   

 

 
Figure 97:  First probable vector trace of the nanoparticles. 
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Figure 98:  First probable node trace of the nanoparticles. 
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Figure 99:  Velocity of the nanoparticles related with distance. 

 

The velocity of the nanoparticles at each node can be seen in figures 99 and 100. Figure 

99 shows the velocity depending on the distance reached by the particles, and it is easy to 

see that the maximum velocities appear when the particles are near to the pressed points. 

Figure 100 shows the velocity depending on the time scale, in which two low velocity 
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zones can be differentiated from the two high velocity zones. The first ones are larger in 

time and describe the effect of the friction of the water and nanoparticles with the 

membrane. The total distance of this trace is 26.95µm and the necessary time for one 

complete loop is 1.25µs. The detailed information of this analysis can be found at the 

apexes. 
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Figure 100:  Velocity of the nanoparticles related with time. 

 

The second probable trace is based on the geometry of the RBC, which do not have a 

nucleus and are smaller than leukocytes (figure 8). For this reason the most probable trace 

of the nanoparticles is the shortest one, because there is not an obstacle to block the flux, 

and of course is a small round trace in the left part of the pressed cell. Even if some fluxes 

try to move the nanoparticles in other directions it is important to determine the shortest 

probable trace, in distance and time, for further calculus and considerations. Figure 101 

shows this trace of the nanoparticles with the displacement relation at each point. Figure 

102 shows the trace in a node representation that summaries better the trace, and gives the 

needed information for the calculus of distance, velocity and time spent by the 

nanoparticles. 
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Figure 101:  Second probable vector trace of the nanoparticles. 

 

 
Figure 102:  Second probable node trace of the nanoparticles. 

 

The velocity of the nanoparticles at each node can be seen in figures 103 and 104. Figure 

103 shows the velocity depending on the distance reached by the particles, and it is easy to 

conclude that the maximum velocities appear when the particles are in the middle of the 

cell, far away from the membrane and from its friction effect. Figure 104 shows the 
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velocity depending the time scale, in which two low velocity zones can be differentiated 

from the two high velocity zone.  
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Figure 103:  Velocity of the nanoparticles related with distance. 
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Figure 104:  Velocity of the nanoparticles related with time. 
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The first ones are larger in time and have small accelerations in contrast with the high 

velocity zone in which particles gain a high acceleration. The total distance of this trace is 

12.88µm and the necessary time for one complete loop is 0.85µs. The detailed information 

of this analysis can be found at the apexes. 

The third probable trace is not based on the geometry of any blood cell, but it is 

important to study it because it is the most probable trace given by the simulation tool. For 

this reason the most probable trace of the nanoparticles is very complex and is a mix of the 

first trace and a reverse flux in the right part of the cell that makes the particles to make a 

turn; supposing that there is not an important obstacle to block the flux. Figure 105 shows 

this trace of the nanoparticles with the displacement relation at each point. Figure 106 

shows the trace in a node representation that summaries better the trace, and gives the 

needed information for the calculus of distance, velocity and time spent by the 

nanoparticles in the same way done by the previous analysis. 

 

 
Figure 105:  Third probable vector trace of the nanoparticles. 
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Figure 106:  Third probable node trace of the nanoparticles. 
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Figure 107:  Velocity of the nanoparticles related with distance. 

 

The velocity of the nanoparticles at each node can be seen in figures 107 and 108. Figure 

107 shows the velocity depending on the distance reached by the particles, and it can be 

seen that there are three high velocity regions, two of them, similar to the first trace 

analysis, correspond to the pressed point of the cell. The third one is the middle high 
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velocity region, which is the zone where nanoparticles make a turn far away from the 

membrane, but the maximum velocity is not as high as in the other two regions. Figure 108 

shows the velocity depending on the time scale, in which four low velocity zones can not 

be easily differentiated. The low velocity regions are not larger enough from the high 

velocity ones, and this makes this trace the most homogenous one. The total distance of this 

trace is 22.64µm and the necessary time for one complete loop is 0.98µs. The detailed 

information of this analysis can be found at the apexes. 
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Figure 108:  Velocity of the nanoparticles related with time. 

 

4.8.3.4 Force’s Analysis 

With the information provided by the trace analysis the acceleration of the particles at 

each node can be calculated (see apexes for details), using this data and knowing the mass 

characteristics of the nanoparticles the analysis of forces can be done. The importance of 

this analysis is to determine the force needed to attract the nanoparticles into the BNB after 

being inside the cell. As it is mentioned before, the BNB injects the nanoparticles inside the 

trapped cell; after the nanoparticles travel inside the cytoplasm the BNB has to recuperate 

them to determine if the cell is infected or not. 
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The nanoparticles have a negative charge over their surface (see nanoparticles chapter 

for details) so they can be attracted by a magnetic field. The strength of the field has to be 

calculated depending on the charge of the nanoparticles and their movement inside the cell. 

The magnetic field has to be strong enough to alter the inertia of the particles changing the 

final destination of the nanoparticles getting them out of the cell. 

At this point is necessary to determine the part of the BNB that is introduced inside the 

cell after pressing it. In the previous analysis this information is included, even though it is 

not mentioned. The width of the structure, called the needle, is 80nm, with a hollow tube of 

65nm, at the end part. The physical description of this part is explained in the Hydro-

systems chapter. 

For determine the necessary attractive force it is necessary to know the force that the 

nanoparticle has when it passes over the initial point (injected point) after a complete loop. 

Detailing the information of the three probable traces, it can be seen that the last three 

nodes are the same (nodes 74, 64 and 54). Node 54 is the initial point (yellow filled) so it is 

reasonable to try to attract the nanoparticle before it reaches this node again. Figure 109 

illustrates the trace and shows the necessary force needed to obligate the particle to go 

forward at node 64 and not follow the normal trace to node 54. 

 

 
Figure 109:  Relation of forces and nodes at the injected point. 
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Fi (blue arrow) is the force needed to change the trajectory of the nanoparticle, and γ is 

the angle between the trace and the new desire position (end part of the needle). Using the 

node position information and some trigonometric relations between forces and vectors, the 

value of the angle is calculated. The value of the angle is 0.223rad. Having the acceleration 

from the trace analysis and the mass of the nanoparticle from the nanoparticle chapter, the 

force Fi can be calculated. The detailed information of these analyses is included at the 

apexes.    

 

Fi sen γ = m.a 

Fi =m.a / sen γ 

m = 2.19x10-18 [kg]   

a = 4.9 x1014 [µm/s2]  = 4.9 x108 [m/s2]

Fi = 4.88 x10-9 [m.kg/s2]   

 

Now that the force is calculated, it is necessary to equal this force to the one produced 

by a magnetic field over a moving particle (in this case the nanoparticle). With these two 

equations, the magnitude of the magnetic field can be obtained. Once again it is necessary 

to know the angle between the nanoparticle and the field, so the information provided by 

the trace analysis is used and this angle is determine by the position of the nodes.  

 

F =  q v B sen θ  = 4.88 x10-9 [m.kg/s2] 

qgold = 4.4E-08 [C]   

v = 2.9 x107 [µm/s]  = 29.160 [m/s] 

θ = π − γ1    

θ =  1.4952 [rad]   

B = 3.8 [mT]   

 

The necessary magnetic field is about 3.8 miliTeslas [mT], which is the data needed for 

further calculus, designs and conclusions. It is important to notice that the charge of the 

nanoparticle has to be experimentally validated. If the nanoparticle has more charge, there 

is a greater attraction and it is more probable for the BNB to attract all the passing particles.  
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Figure 110:  Length Relation of forces and nodes at the injected point. 

 
Figure 111:  Height of forces and nodes at the injected point. 
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But what happens with the nanoparticles when the cell is infected. Many nanoparticles 

attach to the p24 protein, which is normally arranged in a protein matrix. This process 

increases the mass of the moving particles, decreasing the acceleration and movement. If 

the new structure is very heavy, almost all the initial inertia of the nanoparticles is lost by 

the increment of mass.  

The p24 protein is a small molecule that likes to associate to form a matrix. Figure 110 

and 111 show the size and structure of the molecule (red colored). The approximate height 

of the molecule is 4.5nm, event though, figure 112 illustrate the way in which this molecule 

forms a matrix. The left green ribbon of the figure 112 corresponds to one p24 protein. 

Figures 113, 114 and 115 illustrate the new size of the molecule, and it can be noticed a 

great increment in the mass of the structure (figure 115). Even though, the p24 inside the 

cytoplasm of the cell forms bigger matrixes. 

 

 
Figure 112:  Matrix of p24. 
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Figure 113:  Height of the matrix of p24. 

 

 
Figure 114:  Width of the matrix of p24. 
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Figure 115:  Structure of the matrix of p24. 

 

 
Figure 116:  p24 joined to a monoclonal antibody chain. 
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Figures 116 and 117 illustrate the way the light chain of the monoclonal antibody (green 

and blue) joins the p24 molecular structure (red). Finally, figures 118 and 119 show the 

way two monoclonal antibodies join the p24 structure, concluding that, many nanoparticles 

can join (through the monoclonal antibodies) a big p24 matrix incrementing severally the 

mass of the moving particle, decreasing in the same way the acceleration of the particle and 

its movement. With this new information, it is possible to say that if the cell is infected it is 

not expected for a nanoparticle to complete a loop inside the cell. 

 

 
Figure 117:  p24 joined to a monoclonal antibody chain. 
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Figure 118:  p24 joined with two monoclonal antibody chains. 

 

 
Figure 119:  p24 joined with two monoclonal antibody chains. 
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4.8.3.5 Probabilities and Distributions 

Until this point, almost all calculations have been done, although, all these results are 

deterministic and it is necessary to include some variations in the parameters. The 

information contained in this chapter is the repetition of some of the previous calculations 

but including some probability functions instead of using deterministic variables. 

In the case of the traces followed by the nanoparticles inside the cells, the three of them 

have the same node termination and beginning (Nodes 74-64-54), but it is possible that the 

nanoparticles pass near to this nodes, but not over them. In order to include these 

differences, a probabilistic model is built using the information of the three nodes (74-64-

54). Figure 120 illustrates the three nodes and the probabilistic model, which is based on 

the position of the nanoparticles at node 64, the same point where the magnetic field begins 

the attraction of the particle. 
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Figure 120:  Probabilistic model of the nanoparticle’s position based on node 64. 

 

The probabilistic model supposes that the mean value for the position of the 

nanoparticles if the exact position of node 64, but also determines that the particles can be 

between nodes 74 and 54 at that moment. The probabilistic function limits the position of 

the particle between these nodes, and has a mean value exactly at node 64. Because of the 
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differences of distances between the two extreme nodes (54 and 74) and node 64, the 

probabilistic function can not have a normal distribution. 

Using CrystalBall®  Monte Carlo simulations, the distribution of the model has 

determine as a Weibull function (figure 121) accomplishing all the description mentioned 

before. The importance of this analysis is to determine the necessary force needed to attract 

the nanoparticle, because depending on the position, the particle has a different 

acceleration. 
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Figure 121:  Position histogram fitted to a Weibull distribution. 

 

This analysis is made using CrystalBall® and Excel® and the data extracted from the 

trace analysis. The value of the acceleration between the nodes is calculated using linear 

regressions, and all the calculated values are made with Monte Carlo simulation of 10.000 

trials. The detailed information of this data is available in the apexes. 

Figures 122 and 123 illustrate the value of the acceleration related with the node number 

or the position (node 54 correspond to the origin), all position are measure as the distance 

from node 54. Node 64 is located at 584nm, so the functions are centered in this value. The 

pendants of the two segments of this function are calculated using the distances between 

nodes and the value of the acceleration at each node. The values of the pendants are 

referred as m1 and m2 for each segment respectively. 
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m1 = 1.110x1014 [1/s2] 

m2 = 1.142 x1016 [1/s2] 
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Figure 122:  Acceleration of the particles referred to node number. 
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Figure 123:  Acceleration of the particles referred to distance. 
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As it is done before, the calculations for the necessary force are made using the mass and 

acceleration of the particle. Starting with the probability distribution of the position of the 

particle, the acceleration is calculated. This process uses two different distributions for 

inferring the necessary force; the first one is the distribution of the position, which has a 

Weibull shape. The second distribution corresponds to the acceleration function and has a 

triangular shape. This supposes that the distribution of the resulting force is unknown. 

Figure 124 shows the distribution of the inferred acceleration of the particle due to its 

position. 
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Figure 124:  Histogram of the acceleration of the nanoparticle due to its position. 
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Figure 125:  Probability function of the force. 
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From this graph, it can be concluded that the acceleration has a impulsive distribution, in 

which almost the 50% of the times the particle has a small range of values, even though the 

other 50% of the times, the particle has a wide range of values. With this data, the 

necessary force for attracting the particle can be easily calculated. 
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Figure 126:  Density function of the force. 
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Figure 127:  Force histogram fitted to a Lognormal distribution. 

 

Figures 125 and 126 illustrate the probability function (frequency chart) and the density 

function (cumulative chart) of the force. The shape of these functions is very similar to the 
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previous ones. In order to establish a mathematical model for the obtained force, the 

histogram is fitted to a distribution that minimizes the square distance, this operation is 

done using the fitting tools of Crystalball®. Figure 127 shows the fitted distribution that is 

a Lognormal function with a mean value at 4.8 x10-9 [m.kg/s2] and a standard deviation of 2.5 

x10-10. The mean value obtained is very close to the value obtained by deterministic 

calculations (4.88 x10-9 [m.kg/s2]), which is a good symptom of the probabilistic model. All 

the information from the distributions and histograms can be found explicitly at the apexes. 

 

4.8.3.6 Hydro-systems of the BNB 

As it is mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, all the biological sensors and 

actuators have been designed, and even more, the calculations for the hydrodynamics inside 

the cell and the effects suffered by the nanoparticles. The only things that have not been 

mentioned are the mechanical structures that the BNB has, to change the movement of 

water in each process. In the design of the hydro-systems of the BNB there are many 

aspects to take care on. The first, and more important is the use of structures that have the 

minimum number of moving parts to prevent damages and imperfections. The second one, 

is that not only water is present, but also an important quantity of molecules like proteins, 

and microorganisms like viruses, bacterias, that can black the different micro-nano-

channels and tubes [57,58,59,60]. 

The design of the hydro-systems begins with the accomplishment of the two basic 

procedures: encapsulation of viruses and injection of cells. It is important to remember that 

a HIV is a 100nm structure and a blood cell can be a 15000nm (15µm) structure. In order to 

encapsulate HIV, the BNB has specifically design structures to retain the virus in 

distinguish of its alignment in the blood stream. This characteristic is very important 

because the BNB is continuously moving and it is not predictable the orientation of it at 

each moment. Figure 128 illustrates the first part of the hydro-systems of the BNB, in 

which it can be identified the main spring (with its dual cantilever) and the encapsulation 

tube that is attached to the main spring. 

The encapsulation tube is divided in four main parts: main spring tube, separating tube, 

encapsulation box and water exits. The main spring tube is the hollow part of the main 
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spring that serves as a tube as goes from the end part of the main spring to the entrance of 

the BNB central body. This is the moving part of the encapsulation tube because it is 

connected to the dual cantilever. The separating tube is a hollow box cavity inside the 

central body of the BNB in which the viruses (HIV) are separated from water and small 

proteins. This tube is wider than the previous one, because inside it, the main spring tube 

enters when the main spring is deflected by the pressure of a cell.  

 

 
Figure 128:  Viral Hydro-system of the BNB. 

 

The encapsulation box is connected to the separation tube and its entrance is a hole of 

about the same size of an HIV (150nm), and finished in a bigger cavity in which viruses are 

encapsulated. The walls of the cavity can be covered by CD4 proteins in order to attach the 

virus and to avoid undesirable escapes. Finally the water exit is a small tube (30nm) (can be 

many tubes of the same width) that allows the exit of all the water that enters into the 
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hydro-systems of the BNB. Figure 129 to 132 illustrate the geometry of these systems, 

although the detailed geometry can be found in the apexes of the document. 

 
Figure 129:  Viral Hydro-system of the BNB. 

 

Figures 133 to 136 illustrate the cellular hydro-system, which is a small tube that starts 

at the separating tube and ends in a small needle (80nm/65nm inner) right over the main 

spring end part. When a cell is pressed by the BNB the main spring goes backward, but the 

needle is joined to a structure called not moving part, and maintains the needle in the same 

position. After a while, the membrane of the cell is penetrate by the needle and the water 

stops moving through the encapsulation tube, and begins moving through the cellular tube 

in the direction of the cell. 
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Figure 130:  Viral Hydro-system of the BNB. 

 

 
Figure 131:  Viral Hydro-system of the BNB. 
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Figure 132:  Viral Hydro-system of the BNB. 

 

 
Figure 133:  Cellular Hydro-system of the BNB. 
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Figure 134:  Cellular Hydro-system of the BNB. 

 

 
Figure 135:  Cellular Hydro-system of the BNB. 
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Figure 136:  Cellular Hydro-system of the BNB. 

 

Almost all the structures that are part of the hydro-systems are mentioned, but it is 

necessary to describe the fluxes of water during the different operations processes of the 

BNB. Following the same order of the mentioned structures, the first process to be 

described is the viral encounter, which is when the HIV attaches the CD4 matrix. 

When the HIV contacts the CD4 matrix, an electric signal is perceived by the main 

processor of the BNB, and its arms begin to close. The rear part of the clamps of the BNB 

can not touch each other, when arms are totally closed these parts of the clamps are about 

100nm away from each other, meanwhile the front part of the clamps are in-touch. This 

space of 100nm is incorporated in the design because this is the approximately size of the 

HIV. If the arms are closed, the blood stream (that is pushing the BNB from the back) can 

enter into the inner tubes of the arms. This is because the entrance of this tubes are align 

with the blood stream flux when they are closed, and in other position the flux can not enter 

easily into the tubes losing velocity and strength. 
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The inner tubes of the arms have an “n” shape changing the direction of the blood (at 

this scales are almost water) that enters into the tubes (figures 137 and 138). The new 

direction of this amount of water points to the encapsulating tube. Because of the speed of 

the blood stream, the entered water impulses the HIV (that is attaches only by the CD4-

gp120 bridge) into the encapsulating tube. The height of the CD4 matrix is the same of the 

end part of the main spring, so it is very probable that the HIV enters into the encapsulating 

tube and does not get lost in the blood stream. As it is mentioned before, the end part of the 

main spring has a protective geometry that acts like a funnel for the HIV. 

 

 
Figure 137:  inner tubes of the arms. 

 

 
Figure 138:  inner tubes of the arms. 
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When the arms are closed the water pressure at the end part of the main spring is very 

low because of the body of the BNB blocks the blood stream. This is very useful when the 

arms are closed because it is easier to change the direction of the water by the inner tubes of 

the arms. The entering water exits the BNB through the water exit tube, but the virus, 

which is bigger than this tube enters into the encapsulation box. After this happens, the 

arms of the BNB are opened and the BNB finishes in a steady state again. It is possible that 

the CD4 protein, attached with the HIV, get separated from the matrix by the water from 

the inner tubes of the arms, but considering the number of CD4 proteins of the molecule 

and the life cycle of the BNB it is not important. 

When a cell crashes the BNB, the main spring deflects and the BNB begins to close its 

arms. This process is very similar to the previous one, because by closing the arms almost 

all the process is done. While the arms are closing, the cell begins a deformation process, 

getting an eight shape. With the deformation process, the pressure over the main spring is 

increased and also its deflection. The needle, which is a non-moving part, begins to 

penetrate the cellular membrane. The water that enters into the inner tubes of the arms is 

minimum because the cell is obstructing the exit of these tubes, and the arms are not 

completely close (cellular hydro-pressure). This means that the water exit of the rear part of 

the BNB is no more an exit but an entrance of water (blood stream). The water that enters 

by this tube tries to get out from the BNB, but the encapsulating tube is closed by the cell 

(end part of the main spring) and the main spring tube has entered into the separating tube 

due to the deflection of the dual cantilever.  

The only available road for the water is the cellular tube. The cellular tube is not closed 

at the needle because it breaks the cellular membrane and it is in contact with the 

cytoplasm, which is mainly made of water. Water in cells can move trough the membrane 

with no needing of ATP, this means that water molecules can cross the membrane with out 

energy-cost processes, in other words water goes to the cytoplasm with no problem. The 

internal density of the cell is maintained because of this freely movement of the water 

molecules. Joined to the cellular tube is the nanoparticles box, which is very similar in 

geometry with the encapsulation box. Nanoparticles are stored in this box, but when the 

water crosses the cellular tube at high speed (due to blood pressure), the nanoparticles exit 
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the box and goes directly to the cytoplasm of the cell. This physic phenomena is the same 

use in sprays and aerosols, a high speed flux (water, air), pumps an other substances or 

particles, as paint or snow spray, for example. 

The cellular tube does not have the same width at every point, the thinner section goes 

from the separating box to the nanoparticles box, and its width is about 30nm) the same of 

water exits). The section from the nanoparticles box to the needle has a width of 65nm, 

because nanoparticles are about that size. When the particles are returning to the ejected 

position (as explained in a previous chapter) the BNB attracts them, using an 

electromagnetic field, into the cellular tube. At this point the BNB decides if the cell is 

infected or not. If it is infected, cytochromes are released to the cellular tube, and using the 

same flux of water, are spread into the cytoplasm. The cytochromes are stored in a cavity 

named cytochromes box, which is also connected to the cellular tube, but is covered by a 

micro-mechanism called cytochromes dispenser. This microsystem controls the movement 

of the cytochromes and it is explained in the next chapter. 

Even if the fabrication processes is not an issue of this work, some of the materials that 

can be used for making these hydro-systems are mentioned. The IBM patented SU-8 epoxy 

based photoresist can be use for the fabrication of the three-dimensional structures. Even 

though, Low temperature Co-fired ceramic (LTCC) tapes can also be used. Actually, the 

techniques used for the fabrication with these materials have minimal dimensions of ~ 

50µm. Further techniques can be developed in order to reduce the minimal dimensions of 

fabrication to decades of nanometers, but it is necessary to maintain the characteristics of 

the materials proposed.  

The basis of the actual fabrication process consists in the superposition of different 

layers, one over the other. When various layers are putted recreating a pile, the three 

dimensional structures can be obtained. Finally, it is necessary to stick thee different layers 

to produce a single structure, like the obtained using LTCC green tape, in which the 

resulting structure does not have division marks of each original layer.   
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4.8.3.7 Cytochromes Dispenser 

One of the most crucial decisions of the BNB is to determine if the pressed cell is 

infected or not with HIV. The BNB has to count somehow the number of nanoparticles that 

return from the cell, and with this information decides to release or not the cytochromes. 

Because of the difficulty of this small process, a micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) 

is designed to accomplish all this description.  

This microsystem has to count the nanoparticles and manage the cover of the 

cytochromes box with simple principles. But it is also necessary that the microsystem does 

not spend too much energy or a constant current for its operation because of the energy 

limitations of the BNB. 

 

4.8.3.7.1 Microsystem Description 

This microsystem is based on a cantilever that is held by an axis located in the central 

part of it. This microsystem functions as a balance with a counterweight in its right side, 

which is shorter than the left one. Over the right side the microsystem has an electromagnet 

to attract the nanoparticles. The length of this arm is about 2µm for having a considerable 

space for the attraction of many nanoparticles. Every nanoparticle has an approximate 

diameter of 60nm, but they have negative charges over their surface, so the number of 

nanoparticles that can be attracted and maintained by the micro-electromagnet is about 30. 

Figure 139 illustrate the structural description of the cytochrome dispenser, and the 

necessary calculations to design a horizontal equilibrium cantilever are: 

 

damdF ⋅⋅=⋅=τ  

 

, where d is the distance of the center of mass of the object from the axis 

 
ga =  

( )lhwVm ⋅⋅⋅=⋅= ρρ  

dglhw ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅= )(ρτ  
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Figure 139:  Structural description of the Cytochrome dispenser. 

 

With these values for the different dimensions it is in complete horizontal equilibrium, 

even though it is important to remember that the acceleration perceived by the microsystem 

is different from the gravity. The main force perceived is the force made by the pressure of 

the passing water, through the cellular tube. Figure 140 describes the scene in which some 

nanoparticles are attracted by the electromagnet and how the cytochrome dispenser works. 

The process of this microsystem initiates with the ignition of the electromagnet for 

nanoparticles. After three cycles of loop of the nanoparticles (time taken from the trace 

analysis), the counter electromagnet is ignited by a few seconds. If there are many 

nanoparticles over the microsystem, the right part cantilever does not rise, but in the 

contrast, if there are a few nanoparticles attached, the right part of the cantilever rises a few 

nanometers, the necessary to open the cytochromes box for the release of the cytochromes 

into the cellular tube. It is important to remember the size of the cytochromes (~ 5.5nm x 

3nm x 3nm), so the necessary deflection of the cantilever at its right end is about 10nm. 

After the opening of the cytochromes box, the counter electromagnet is turned off and the 
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cantilever returns to a steady state in which the remained cytochromes are encapsulated 

again. 

 
Figure 140:  Functional description of the Cytochrome dispenser. 

 

After this process happens, it is necessary to stored again the returned nanoparticles for a 

further use. It can be also useful to count the number of nanoparticles that return and are 

available for the next cellular recognition. The deflection of the cantilever cause by the 

weight of the nanoparticles and the vibration produced by the moving water can be measure 

by a small change in the electric field of the counter electromagnet, in a similar way as 

AFM (Atomic Force Microscope) works. Having this information the next cellular 

recognition process can be recalculated and the necessary pulse for the counter 

electromagnet can be lower, supposing that there are a few lost nanoparticles in each 

recognition process. It is important to have a notion of the number of nanoparticles that can 

be lost due to the different organelles of the cell that act like obstacles. For each type of 

blood cell there are different probabilities for these losses, which are explained in a further 

chapter.    

This microsystem is in charge of the attraction of the nanoparticles, the counting of the 

returned nanoparticles (after getting inside the trapped cell) and the release of cytochromes 

in the infected cells. Some materials suggested for this microsystem are: SU-8, Green 
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Ceramic Tape for the zones that are in contact with water (upper surface of the cantilever, 

cytochrome box and axis) due to their characteristics; and poly-silicon and/or metals for the 

electromagnet parts and the necessary wires for the circuits. 

 

4.8.4 Other Microsystems 

There are two other microsystems that have not been explained. The first one is the 

micro-electromagnet for the nanoparticles, which is located over the cytochrome dispenser. 

The second one corresponds to the two rotors of the BNB, each one for each the movement 

of each arm. These microsystems are not going to be explained at detail, but some 

references are included to illustrate some probable designs for them.  

 

4.8.4.1 Micro-Electromagnet 

Unfortunately electromagnets implemented in microsystem have not shown the desirable 

results. Part of the state of the art of micro-electromagnets is based on microstructures with 

furnace geometry. This geometry is one of the most similar structures to a spiral, generally 

used in the fabrication of electromagnets. Although this similarity, this microsystems do not 

transform efficiently a flown current into a magnetic field and the size of these structures is 

still high. The approximate available space for this microsystem is a cube of 2µm, 100nm 

and 60nm, which means there are other probable geometries that maybe work better.    

The needed magnetic field for the attraction of the nanoparticles into the cellular tube is 

about 3.8mT. The calculi are included at the apexes, but some of the main calculi are 

included here [62]. 

 
F =  q v B sen θ  = 4.88E-09  [m.kg/s2] 

me = 2 h q / 4 π m   

µb = 9.3E-24 [J/T]  

h = 6.6E-34 [Js]  

me = 9.3E-19   

q = 4.4E-08 [C]  

v = 2.9E+07 [µm/s]  

θ = π − γ1   
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θ =  1.495 [rad]  

B = 3.8E-03 [T]  

 

One example of a implemented micro-electromagnet with a similar value of magnetic 

field is shown in figures 141a and 141b, taken from a paper of the Division of Engineering 

and Applied Sciences and Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge. This 

micro-electromagnet is composed by a single loop, made of a gold wire. But as it is 

mentioned before there are other different structures used. A current of 0.35A in the wire 

produces a magnetic field peak of 2.7mT, located at the center of a ring trap above the 

insulating layer. This value is similar to the needed one, and the magnetite nanoparticles 

used in this paper have a diameter between 1 and 20nm. 

 

 
Figure 141:  Harvard University micro-electromagnet. a) without current, b) with a 

current of 0.35A. [62] 

 

 This example illustrates a simple geometric model for the implementation of a micro-

electromagnet, but as mentioned before, there are other approaches to this type of devices. 

One of the investigation groups, working for NASA, is implementing new methods for the 

fabrication of micro-electromagnets [64] in a way similar to the macro-electromagnets. 

This methodology requires a three dimensional fabrication technique very similar to the 

exposed at the hydro-system chapter. By using a series of layers, three dimensional 

structures can be fabricated, and spiral geometries can be done. Although, this methods 

have not been improved and there are fabrication problems. With this type of geometry is 

expected to have a greater magnetic field in a smaller volume, due to the number of loops. 
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Figure 142 shows part of the fabrication process, in which it is absolutely clear the 

similarity with the suggested fabrication process of the hydro-system.  

 

 
Figure 142:  NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory fabrication model for a micro-

electromagnet. [64] 

 

Based on the two references used in this chapter, two general models for the micro-

electromagnet can be suggested [65]. The first one (figure 143) uses the same principle of a 

single loop to attract nanoparticles, this model has the advantage of the similarity between 

the objectives, positioning of charged nanoparticles. Due to the size of the gold ring, the 

micro-electromagnet is not over the cytochromes dispenser, but the center of the ring 

corresponds with the right surface of the dispenser. The advantage for this implementation 

is that the micro-electromagnet does not have to be fabricated over the dispenser cantilever 

that decreases the fail rate.     

The second model uses the same principle for the fabrication of three dimensional 

structures. The advantage of this method is that the micro-electromagnet does not use more 

space than the right part of the dispenser’s cantilever. The geometry of the cantilever is 

useful for this implementation because it is not a planar structure but a cubic one. Figure 

144 illustrate the way this model can be implemented.  
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Figure 143:  First suggested model. 

 

 
Figure 144:  Second suggested model. 

 

4.8.4.2 Rotors 

The last microsystem included in this document is the rotor. The BNB needs two rotors 

to open and close the arms, one for each arm. It is also possible two use a single rotor two 

open and close both arms, but if the mechanisms can be simple, it is better to maintain that 

philosophy. The size of the rotors is determined by the available space in the front part of 
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the BNB, which are the lateral spaces at each side of the main spring. This space has an 

area of about 30µm2 each one, which means the suggested rotor must have a diameter of 

5mm. Even though, it is necessary to remember that the arms of the BNB do not have to 

rotate 360º, they only need a rotation angle of about 90º (figure 145). With this parameter it 

is thinkable to use a micro-motor with a diameter of 10µm, and implement only a part of it, 

and not the whole rotor. 

 

 
Figure 145:  Full rotational angle of the arms. 

 

 
Figure 146:  Dimensions of the motors, arms and main spring. 

 

In 1988 the Berkeley University fabricates the first electric and controlled micro-motor, 

and it has a diameter of 100µm [61]. About fifteen years later, the same university 

fabricates the first nano-metric motor, which has an approximate diameter of 500nm. With 

this information it is not crazy to think about the fabrication of two rotors with a diameter 
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of 5 – 10µm. It is important to know the torque that the rotors have to give. Figure 146 

relations the dimensions of the main spring, the diameter of the suggested motors and the 

length of the arms, in order to calculate the torque.  

Using the effective length of the arms, the torque can be calculated knowing the force 

applied to a trapped cell. This force can be calculated from the pressure applied to the cell, 

which is 0.9MPa (see Cell’s deformation Analysis chapter) and the area of exposure, which 

is the contact area of the clamps with the cell. The following calculations summarize this 

procedure and determine the necessary torque of the motors. 

 

The effective length of the arm can be calculated using Pythagoras: 

mL µ79.135.910 22 =+=  

 

The torque can be defined as: 

( ) LAPLF ⋅⋅=⋅=τ  

Replacing the Force as the product between the Pressure and the Area, then 

 

( ) [ ]NmxmmmMPa 111048.279.13129.0 −=⋅×⋅= µµµτ  

 

Getting back to the Berkeley research, figures 147 and 148 illustrate the two mentioned 

motors. 

  

 
Figure 147:  Micro-motor from the Berkeley University. [61] 
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Figure 148:  Nano-motor from the Berkeley University. [61] 

 

4.9 Cycle of the BNB 

The BNB is an artificial body that enters into the blood stream, which is a rich life 

world. This work can not be complete if the cycle of the BNB is not described. The cycle of 

the BNB includes the necessary processes before, during and after the introduction of the 

BNB in the guest organism. 

The intention of this chapter is to illustrate, in a simple way, some procedures that are 

part of the design, but are not included in the previous chapters because are not related with 

sensors, actuator or structures. They are related with medical procedures supposing that this 

design (BNB) is fully fabricated and approved for human in-vivo use. 

 

4.9.1 Initial Process 

As it is mentioned in the first part of this document, this design is not intended to be the 

cure against HIV, it can be part of a medicine cocktail against ADIS, or it can be modified 

as used like a detection method. Having these statements clear, the initial procedure for the 

use of BNB in humans is described here. 

Due to the differences between the immune system of each organism, it is necessary to 

adapt the BNB in a personal way. Once inside the blood stream, the BNB are vulnerable to 

the immune system and it tries to eliminate it. The suggested materials for the fabrication of 
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the BNB are biodegradable, this means that if a macrophage tries to ingest a BNB, it can be 

decomposed with out killing the cell. Although this, the external materials of the BNB 

(surface parts), are not invisible to the immune system and it is poorly probable for a BNB 

to find an infected lymphocyte before the immune system detects it. For this reason it is 

necessary to give a protecting coat for the BNB, but only for a few days. 

Biocompatible materials can be used to coat the BNB, but this implicates that the 

immune system never reacts to the BNB and it can be dangerous to have a great quantity of 

BNB “living” for ever in the blood stream. Other alternative is to create a self-destruction 

procedure inside each BNB, but if this procedure fails, it can be even more dangerous. 

Nobody wants to have micro-robots in the blood for long periods of time, or even worst, for 

ever. 

This method has to give the necessary time for the BNB to find infected cells, but has to 

depend on the guest organism and not in a self-destruction routine to destroy or extract the 

BNB. Knowing that the method has to be personalized, it is a good idea to use some 

elements of the same guest organism, to deceive the immune system for a few days. In 

order to accomplish these parameters, many living organism and proteins are studied and 

analyzed. The platelets, as it is mentioned in the first part of the document, are small cells 

that act like a stick tape. When platelets are inside the blood stream, they live for about 5 

days, these means that after a blood extraction of the patient, his or her platelets can live for 

approximately 5 days, and can be injected again in the blood stream. 

The main idea of the platelets as the coat for the BNB is to give them a temporary 

invisibility to the immune system, about 5 days [10,12], enough time for the BNB to find 

infected cells. If somehow, platelets are joined to the BNB, they can be injected in the 

blood stream and have immunity for some days, after that period of time, platelets begin to 

die and the BNB are going to be exposed again. If the platelets die, macrophages (cells that 

ingest death cells), try to “eat” them and if they are attached to the BNB, the macrophages 

eat them too. If when the platelets die the get separate from the BNB, these last ones are 

visible to the immune system, so once again macrophages try to destroy them. In other 

words, after a short period of time (5 days) the BNB are vulnerable to the immune system 

and are going to disappear with the encapsulated viruses from the blood stream. 
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The necessary procedure for this idea begins with the blood extraction (figure 149-1) of 

the patient (guest organism). The platelets have to be separated from the other cells (figure 

149-2), using a common method called centrifugation. The BNB are exposed to the 

platelets (with plasma), and if the BNB are well designed, the platelets attach the BNB with 

a random distribution (figure 149-3). There are three cases for these random distributions, 

the first one is when the BNB gets a few number of platelets attached. When these BNB 

enter into the blood stream, they are going to be very exposed, and their life expectation is 

lower. The second case is when the BNB get a great number of platelets attached, and 

maybe the movable parts, arms and main spring can not move or operate properly. These 

BNB can not work properly, but they may have a life cycle of about 5 days inside the blood 

stream. These two cases represent the useless BNB. Finally the third case is when the BNB 

get a proper cover of platelets, but the moving parts and operation work properly, and they 

correspond to the active BNB inside the blood stream. The mean life cycle of these BNB is 

about 5 days. If the random distribution is the same for each case, the third part of the BNB 

works properly, and the other two thirds of the population is useless. 

 

 
Figure 149:  Methodology for the application of BNB in a patient. 
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After the exposition of the BNB to the platelets, the new compound (BNB with platelets 

attached and plasma) is injected (figure 149-4) in the patient (guest organism). If using like 

a detection method, some BNB can be extracted with a blood sample after some days (less 

than 5) and examined. If not, there is no need for a new blood sample, and the patient can 

live a “normal” life for a week with BNB inside the blood stream. After this period of time 

the expected results includes that the BNB, with the encapsulated HIV, are eliminated by 

the immune system and the infected cells (HIV positive cells) have been eliminated by the 

BNB. Playing with the time from the initial blood sample (platelets extraction), and the 

introduction of the BNB into the blood stream, the life cycle of the BNB can be decreased. 

Figure 149 summarizes the process described above. 

        

4.9.2 Probabilities for Different Encounters 

When the BNB are inside the blood stream they begin a search for infected lymphocytes, 

but it is important to determine some statistics about the encounters and the time between 

them of the BNB with the different blood cells. These analyses are based on information 

collected from studies of the blood cells, and maybe can not give a precise number, but give 

a notion of this information. Having an idea of these results is important to validate the 

model [66,67,68], because it can be a good model, but if in practice does not work, or if the 

required time for the detection of an infected cell is one month, the model has to be 

changed. 

Starting with the number of blood cells in a cubic millimeter, and the approximate 

volume, the percentage of volume can be calculated for each blood cell. For the calculus of 

the volume of the different blood cells, it is necessary to remember the geometry of two 

types of cells, RBC (erythrocytes) and lymphocytes. Figures 150 and 151 illustrate the 

geometry (and relation with a sphere) of these two types of cells. All leukocytes present the 

same sphere geometry. The volume of the platelets and HIV can also be obtained 

approximating them like spheres, but the volume of the RBC can not be obtained 

approximating them as spheres, but as a fraction of spheres, like it is shown in figure 150. 

The detailed information of this analysis is included at the apexes of the document. 
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Figure 150:  Volume relation of a RBC. 

 

 
Figure 151:  Volume relation of a lymphocyte. 

 

Using the information provided by some references, the number of encounter per day of 

every BNB with each type of blood cell can be estimated. This data indicates that almost all 

encounters are with RBC, which is logical due to the number of erythrocytes inside the 

blood stream, even though, the number of lymphocytes found per day is approximately one, 

which means that in average, a BNB finds five lymphocytes during its life cycle. This 

number is a good signal of the process, because the effectiveness of the immune system is 

quite similar. If supposing that the time required for the detection in each encounter is less 
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than the needed by the immune system (5 minutes), as it is shown in the nanoparticles 

cycles, the number of lymphocytes found per days increases up to 10 encounters per day. 

The next table summarizes the number of encounters per day assuming five minutes as the 

time between encounters. 

 

Table 5:  Number of encounters per day. 

Group 
 

Type 
 

# Encounter
per day 

Red 

Blood Cells 
Erythrocyte 280 

Platelets Platelets 3 

Neutrophil 4 

Lymphocyte 1 

Monocyte 0 

Eosinophil 0 

White 

Blood Cells 

Basophil 0 

HIV Virus Virus 0 

 

The case of the number of encounters per day of the HIV has to be examined from 

another point of view. One of the functions of the BNB is to encapsulate HIV, but the 

model uses the same way the HIV joins a lymphocyte and traduces it to a CD4 Matrix. This 

means that the BNB do not search for HIV, but the HIV viruses search for the CD4 

molecule. If the viruses can not differentiate between CD4 from the matrix and CD4 of a 

lymphocyte, the probability of a union between a HIV and a BNB or lymphocyte depends 

on the number of CD4 molecules and the number of elements of each one in the blood 

stream. 

A BNB has approximately the 15% of the CD4 molecules of a lymphocyte, if the 

number of BNB per cubic millimeter is the same as the lymphocytes, the percentage of an 

encounter between the HIV and the BNB is the 15% of the all active encounters 

(infections) of the HIV. The number of lymphocytes per cubic millimeter is about 2.500, 

and a person (70 kg) has 6 liters of blood. Even though, if one BNB can find 30 
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lymphocytes during its life cycle (average value between 1 and 10 encounter per day), the 

number of the injected BNB should be one thirtieth of the previous result, using the BNB as 

a infected cell control method. With this information and calculations, the total number of 

BNB per cubic millimeter of blood of the patient is about 84. 

If the idea is to optimize the number of active encounters between the HIV and the BNB, 

the number of BNB per cubic millimeter has to be increased with the relation referred 

before. In case the use BNB is for encapsulation of HIV and degradation of infected cells, 

the number of BNB per cubic millimeter of blood should be about 2.500. 

 

4.9.3 Life Cycle 

Other important topic is the vertical structure of the different parts. Due to the size of 

most of the actuator and sensors, the structure has to contain different layers. Similar to a 

microelectronic circuit, the parts of the module of biological interactions need connections, 

protection covers and of course a specific geometry. For example, the CD4 matrix, located 

at the rear part of each clamp, needs connecting wires to the amplification circuit, which 

can be located at the central processor module. The only physical route between the clamps 

and the processor (inner body of the BNB) is through the arms. But the arms has inner 

tubes that cover almost all the cross area (horizontal) of the arms. The only solution is to 

create the connecting wires at a different level (vertically) inside the same structure. But the 

arms are continuously in contact with biological element (cells and viruses), so the surface 

layers may be covered with a non-toxic material. Figure 152 illustrates the basic 

composition of the vertical structure. 

The structural material is the layer that not only includes all the geometry and inner 

structures, but also gives the main mechanical and thermal properties of the part. If the 

structural material is not elastic, the part is not elastic. Returning to the examples of the 

arms, the structural material can be green tape, in order to create the inner tubes, but also to 

support the structure due to its mechanical properties. 
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Figure 152:  Vertical structure of the parts. 

 

In order to create a protecting coat over the external surfaces of the BNB, it needs to 

have a material that stimulates the attachment of platelets. This attachment has to be 

carefully controlled because platelets can make a cluster of them over the BNB increasing 

its size, which can be dangerous in small arteries.  

The proposed material for the covering of the surfaces of the BNB is the glycerin. 

Glycerin is a stimulated material for the activation of platelets, but the quantity of glycerin 

used has to be restricted to a thin layer. Using the same fabrication techniques for the 

deposition of thin layers in microelectronics, a thin layer of glycerin (~50-100nm) can be 

deposited over the surfaces of the BNB. The protected surfaces are the not moving ones, for 

example, the arms and the main spring surfaces may not be covered. 

Using the size of the platelets as a control method to avoid the appearing of clusters, a 

mask can be applied to control the deposition of glycerin. The proposed mask is a matrix 

with rectangles of 1m by 4m and a space of 2m between rectangles. Figure 153 shows the 

design of the glycerin mask. A platelet looks like a disc with a minor diameter of 2m and a 

major diameter of about 5m, this means that over each rectangle, only one platelet can be 

attached. With this distribution, the mean number of platelets needed to cover one BNB is 

25. With a sample of one cubic millimeter of a patient can be covered more than four cubic 

millimeters of the BNB solution. If an average person has 6 litters of blood, the necessary 

platelets can be found in a sample of less than one and a half liters. 
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Figure 153:  Glycerin mask over the BNB with platelets attached. 

 

Another important aspect to determine is the quantity of nanoparticles that every BNB 

has to have. This number is determined by the number of encounters, but also by the 

probability of loss of nanoparticles in each encounter. This statement is include in this 

chapter because is one of the limits of the functionality of the BNB for cellular detection, in 

other words, part of what it is described as life cycle. Considering the previous table, the 

number of encounters per day is approximately 290. From this number, 280 are with RBC 

so it is important to analyze the losses of nanoparticles during these encounters. 

The RBC, or erythrocytes, are small cells that lack a nucleus and are unable to move 

actively, which is positive for the reduction of losses of nanoparticles, even though it is 

necessary to have a better description of these cells.  Erythrocytes do not have a nucleus 

and organelles, their plasma membrane encloses hemoglobin that is responsible for O2-CO2 

binding inside them. The hemoglobin contributes with about the 30% of the weight of an 

erythrocyte.  Because the nucleus is absent, all the intracellular space is available for O2 

transport and are remarkably elastic and can withstand deformation. Also, because 

mitochondria are absent they are anaerobic cells. This means that the losses of 

nanoparticles in erythrocyte’s encounters are minimal, because there are not big structures 

that can hinder the movement of the nanoparticles. Even though, it is necessary to confirm 

this preposition with experimental data.  

The loss probability for one nanoparticle can be up to 5% (in erythrocytes) if the 

quantity of nanoparticles inside the BNB at the beginning is 30. Traducing this information, 

it can be said that in 100 encounters a total of 5 nanoparticles can be lost with out loosing 
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the functionality of the BNB before the encounter with a lymphocyte. Even though, 

counting the five days of ideal operation of the BNB inside the blood stream, the loss 

probability has to be up to 1% in erythrocytes.  
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5 Results and Conclusions 
 
 
 
This document has presented many descriptions and analyses, some of them taken from 

mechanics, electronics, fluids or bio-chemistry. Even if this thesis is for electronic based 

studies, several knowledge areas has been used and joined to produce a design. This design 

is not only modeled as an artificial object, but as an object that has different types of 

interactions with living and not living organism, and in various stages. Bio-compatibility, 

chemical reactions and of course engineering aspects have been considered during its 

design, and all of them have imposed parameters and limitations to it. 

That is why all the biological interaction between the immune system and the HIV are 

represented as engineering signal interchanges in the first part of the document. In order to 

generate a complete model, it is necessary to have all the available information in a 

compatible format, and because the biology is not compatible with technology, the black 

box model is used during all the investigation to compile all the information. This 

engineering point of view of biological and chemical interactions allows to work with out 

missing information and passing over limitations. Even if there is a initial top-down design 

architecture, to establish the limitations and the preconditions, a bottom-up architecture is 

used in the design of all the structures, sensors and actuator of the BNB.   

The complete design of the BNB is divided in four main parts, and two of them are 

explained in this document. One of the missing parts is the central processor. Even if the 

logic sequence of the BNB inside the blood stream is very simply, it is necessary to create a 

basic element to distribute and process the electric signals originated by the sensors and 

actuator. In previous chapters the basic algorithms and procedures are explained to be 

implemented in an electric circuit, but the analysis of a main processor is never included.  

The last part, battery or power generation, is not included because the main interest of 

this work is the design of structures for cellular (blood cells) and viral (HIV) interactions. 

Even though, having some of the characteristics of the different elements of the BNB, the 

qualities of the power circuit can be determined. Figure 154 illustrates the four main parts 
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that compose the BNB with four different colors. The Module for biological interactions 

is composed by every sensor or actuator that enters in direct contact with the environment. 

In this module the CD4 matrix, the main spring, rotor and arms are included. The systems 

in charge of the encapsulation and degradation processes are in green, and correspond to 

the hydro-systems of the BNB, and also the used of nanoparticles, antibodies and 

cytochromes. The dark blue part is the central processor, which is in charge of the 

management of the electric signals and of course the connection between the different parts. 

Finally the battery or power circuit is in blue, and is located at the rear part of the BNB 

because is the most stable structure. 

 

 
Figure 154:  Model of the BNB parts. 

 

Finally, a complete structural model of the BNB can be modeled. The two missing 

studied parts (central processor and power circuit) are included in the model, but the 

available space for them can change after a detailed analysis of each one. Even though, a 

3D model is create using ANSYS to provide most of the geometric information needed. 

The next figures illustrate different angles of the 3D model (uncovered and covered), and 

the detailed information is available at the apexes of the document. 
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Figure 155:  Uncovered 3D model of the BNB including dimensions. 

 

 
Figure 156:  Uncovered 3D Model of the BNB including dimensions. 
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Figure 157:  Uncovered 3D Model of the BNB Lateral view. 

 

 
Figure 158:  3D Model of the BNB, close up of the needle and main spring. 
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Figure 159:  3D Model of the BNB with covers. 

 

 
Figure 160:  3D Model of the BNB showing the internal structures (Top view). 
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In order to present all the sensors and actuators of the BNB in a simple way, the next 

table briefly describes the main designed structures. The table includes the name given in 

the document for each part and a number to relate it with its location in the next two 

figures. Some of the explained structures are molecules used for the detection and 

identification of the HIV in the blood stream, and also, inside the cells. 

 

Table 6:  Description of the different structures. 

Structure name Number Approximate S ize Brief description 

Main Spring 1 12µm / 3µm / 2µm 

Detection of cells in the blood 

stream due to their weight. Initiates 

the process for cell identification. 

Movable structure based on a dual 

cantilever. 

Arms and clamps 2 9µm / 2µm / 2µm 
Main movable parts. Immobilization 

of cells and viruses. 

Inner tubes (arms) 3 
9µm / 0.1µm / 

0.1µm 

Conducting of high pressure water 

to move the trapped virus (HIV) to 

the encapsulation tube. 

CD4 Matrix 4 2µm / 1µm / 15nm 
Bio-sensor made of CD4 protein. 

Attaches and detects HIV. 

CD4 Molecule 4a 10nm/11nm/7nm 

It is the protein that the HIV uses to 

make contact with a cell. 

(Complement of gp120 HIV surface 

protein).  

Encapsulation tube 5 
9µm / 0.2µm / 

0.2µm 

Hydro-system for moving the 

trapped virus from the outside 

(clamps) to the encapsulation box. 

Encapsulation box 6 2µm / 2µm / 0.2µm Cavity for the retention of the 
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trapped HIV. 

Water Exit 7 2µm / 30nm / 30nm 
Exit tubes for the water that enters 

into the BNB. 

Needle 8 1µm / 80nm / 80nm 
Hollow structure for the injection of 

the cells. 

Cellular tube 9 9µm / 80nm / 80nm 

Tube for the release of water, 

nanoparticles and cytochromes into 

the trapped cell.  

Nanoparticles box 10 1µm / 80nm / 1µm 
Cavity for the storage of 

nanoparticles. 

Gold Nanoparticles 10a 50nm/50nm/50nm 

Gold nano-spheres injected into the 

cells to search HIV p24 core 

protein. They carry the monoclonal 

antibodies. 

P24 Monoclonal 

Antibodies 
10b 11nm/14nm/5nm 

Protein that fits with the p24 HIV 

core protein, are attached to the gold 

nanoparticles. 

Cytochromes 

Dispenser 
11 

2µm / 0.5µm / 

60nm 

Determines if a cell is infected or 

not with HIV. Counts the returned 

nanoparticles and dispenses the 

cytochromes. 

Cytochromes 11a 6nm/3nm/3nm 

Small molecules that can initiate an 

apoptotic response in a cell. 

Released molecules for killing the 

infected cells. 

Nanoparticles 

Electromagnet 
12 5µm / 5µm / 0.1µm 

Generated the magnetic field to 

recuperate the released 

nanoparticles. 

Motors 13 5µm / 5µm / 0.2µm Move the arms. Rotation angle of 
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90º only. 

Glycerin Matrix 14 
15µm / 15µm / 

0.1µm 

Protective cover against the immune 

system for about 5 days. 

 

 
Figure 161:  3D Model of the BNB showing the internal structures. 

 

The next two figures explain the complete process for the viral and cellular interactions. 

In the viral interaction, the HIV joins a CD4 molecule located at the CD4 matrix in the 

clamps. In the next figure the HIV virus is represented as a red circle, and in this case, the 

HIV joins the CD4 matrix of the left clamp. The electric signal produced by the interaction 

between the HIV and the matrix is detected by the BNB and the arms begin to close. At 

steady state a flux of water (blood stream) from behind enters into the BNB (water exit) and 

exit through the main spring (encapsulation tube). The water fluxes are represented as white 

lines. Once the arms are closed, a new flux is generated from the inner tubes of the arms. 

This new flux changes the direction of the water inside the BNB and the water begins to 
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flow from the front (encapsulation and cellular tubes) to the back part (water exit) pushing 

also the HIV into the encapsulation tube. The HIV crosses the encapsulation tube and 

enters into the encapsulation box (due to its size), the water follows its road through the 

water exit. Finally the BNB begins to open its arms and to return to the steady state. 

 

 
Figure 162:  Viral interaction basic process. 

 

For the cellular interaction, the BNB begins in the same steady state, this means there is 

a flux of water that goes from behind to the main spring. When a cell crashes the BNB 

(front hit) the main spring, it is deflected depending on the weight of the cell. If the 

deflection overpasses a threshold value (not in the case of platelets or lighter structures), the 

BNB begins to close its arms. The pressure made by the arms changes the shape of the cell 

and the main spring suffers a greater deflection. Because the encapsulation tube is 

obstructed by the cell, the water stops to flow through the BNB. Mean while, the needle, 

which is a non-moving part, begins to penetrate the cellular membrane. When the 

membrane is broken, the water starts to flow from the back part (water exit) through the 

cellular tube and ends in the cell’s cytoplasm. Due to the speed of the passing water, the 

nanoparticles (yellow circles) are spread into the cell. The nanoparticles cross the cell and 

return to the injection point (needle). If the cell is infected with HIV, the p24 core protein 

(blue circles) of the virus is exposed in the cytoplasm and some nanoparticles attach the 
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p24 matrix and stay in the cytoplasm. The returned nanoparticles are attracted by the 

electromagnet and counted by the cytochrome dispenser, and if there are a small number of 

them, cytochromes (green circles) are released into the cell, using the same flux of water. 

After this process is done, the BNB begins to open its arms and the cell changes to its 

original shape. If the cell finishes with cytochromes, it initiates an apoptotic process and 

dies after a while. A water flux from behind to the main spring (through the encapsulation 

tube) begins and the BNB starts to close totally its arms again. When the arms are totally 

closed the flux of water changes and the new direction goes from the front part 

(encapsulating and cellular tubes) to the water exit. The electromagnet is turned off and the 

water flux pushes the nanoparticles to the nanoparticles box, to storage them for the next 

cellular interaction. 

   

 
Figure 163:  Cellular interaction basic process. 
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Figure 164:  Image of the BNB with blood cells (platelets, erythrocyte and lymphocyte). 

 

The interactions mentioned include some elements with different sizes and shapes. The 

past figures (Figures 162 and 163) illustrate a real scale between the BNB cells and viruses, 

even though the size of the p24, cytochromes and nanoparticles is exaggerated in order to 

see them. The figures 164, 165 and 166 show the scale of some of the different elements 

presented in the interactions and figure 166 represents the interaction between the BNB 

with a lymphocyte surrounded by many red blood cells (erythrocytes) inside the blood 

stream. 
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Figure 165:  Scale of different elements. 

 

 
Figure 166:  Representation of a BNB inside the blood stream. 
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6 Final Considerations 
 
 
 
I left this space for some personal ideas that I want to write in this document. The first 

one is about the further work that can follow this investigation. The second one is a 

personal evaluation of ANSYS, the multi-physics simulator used in several cases for this 

design. 

 

6.1 Further Work 

It is necessary to recognize the limitations of the design, even if most of the calculations 

include probabilistic models in order to prevent non-hoped situations, an experimental 

phase is obligated. Most of the interactions of the BNB are with living organisms, and some 

of them involve injection of un-known particles inside them. These interactions have to be 

carefully studied before the whole implementation. The necessary quantity of nanoparticles 

can not be determined in a different than experimentally, with a minimization of the error. 

The amount of cytochromes dispensed to an infected cell may depend on the weight of the 

cell, but this can not be demonstrated without biological tests. 

Fabrication aspects and methodology has to be studied. The number of structures of the 

BNB makes necessary to design a fabrication model with many variables, like materials, 

deposition, 3D structuring and of course, part of the fabrication requires chemical processes 

and separation (nanoparticles, antibodies, protein matrixes, etc). 

 

6.2 ANSYS as a S imulating Tool 

ANSYS is the simulation software used for proving some of the mathematical 

calculations of the different structures. Even though this package is not enough to simulate 

and include biological aspects and models. Also the multi-physics simulation is possible 

but difficult to make. The final model of the BNB can not be simulated due to the number 

of nodes, materials and the different sizes of the structures. This makes difficult to maintain 

the multidisciplinary design techniques, and simple analysis may need large time periods. 
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Finally ANSYS provides the necessary techniques to simulate micro-scale structures, 

but it can not simulate nano-structures because it does not have incorporated quantum 

physics, so the results are not compatible with experimental results.     

 

 

“Somebody has to do the small things, even if it is just a billionth of a meter” 

Johann Faccelo Osma Cruz 
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8 Apexes 
 
 
8.1 Apex 1: Cellular Hydro-static Analysis 
In order to simulate the cellular hydrostatic response, due to the pressure applied by the 

clamps of the BNB’s arms, an ANSYS model is used. The properties of the material used to 

simulate the cellular membrane, and supposing that the cell is full of water (density), are 

included in the next table. This characteristics are taken from the experimentation of other 

groups. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32]. The ANSYS 8.0 log file is included (celula1.log). 

 

Cell’s Material Properties Data (ANSYS Model) 
Property Value Description 
NUXY 0.2 Ratio of Poisson 

TB MOONEY Hyper- Elastic Element Type 
TBDATA1 0.163498 Elasticity C1 
TBDATA2 0.125076 Elasticity C2 
TBDATA3 -0.0047583 Elasticity C3 
TBDATA4 0.014719 Elasticity C4 
TBDATA5 0 Elasticity C5 
TBDATA6 0.0003882 Elasticity C6 
 

Cellular Hydro-static Simulation Code (celula1.log) 
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
10:44:01    04/08/2004 
RESUME,'celula1','db','.'    
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
10:44:02    04/08/2004 
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLNSOL,NL,HPRE   
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
/REPLOT  
APLOT    
FINISH   
/PREP7   
WPSTYLE,,,,,,,,1 
KWPLAN,-1,       4,       3,       1 
KWPLAN,-1,       2,       4,       1 
FLST,2,2,1,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,14   
FITEM,2,19   
NWPAVE,P51X  
/VIEW,  1, -0.125305403925    , -0.753425573769    , 

APLOT    
ASEL,S, , ,       2  
/REPLOT  
ALLSEL,ALL   
CM,tubo,NODE 
APLOT    
ASEL,NONE    
FLST,5,2,5,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
FITEM,5,-2   
ASEL,S, , ,P51X  
ASEL,S, , ,       1  
/REPLOT  
ALLSEL,ALL   
CM,celula,NODE   
/REPLOT  
!*   
/NOPR    
/PMETH,OFF,0 
KEYW,PR_SET,1    
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1  
KEYW,PR_THERM,0  
KEYW,PR_FLUID,0  
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0.645483121808 
/ANG,   1,   13.0219296850   
/REPLO   
/VIEW,  1, -0.118925815886    , -0.962446302611    , 
0.244036400780 
/ANG,   1,   26.6919780173   
/REPLO   
/VIEW,  1, -0.184375013318    , -0.176067909276    , 
0.966957054779 
/ANG,   1,   1.69540508309   
/REPLO   
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 
/REP,FAST    
/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 
/REP,FAST    
/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 
/REP,FAST    
NWPLAN,-1,      14,      20,      19 
NWPAVE,      14  
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
/VIEW, 1 ,,,-1   
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
/VIEW, 1 ,,1 
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
FLST,2,4,1,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-2   
FITEM,2,8    
FITEM,2,14   
NWPAVE,P51X  
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
CSYS,0   
WPAVE,0,0,0  
CSYS,0   
!*   
WPCSYS,-1,0  

KEYW,PR_ELMAG,0  
KEYW,MAGNOD,0    
KEYW,MAGEDG,0    
KEYW,MAGHFE,0    
KEYW,MAGELC,0    
KEYW,PR_MULTI,0  
KEYW,PR_CFD,0    
/GO  
!*   
/COM,    
/COM,Preferences for GUI filtering have been set to 
display: 
/COM,  Structural    
!*   
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:36:59    04/08/2004 
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:37:01    04/08/2004 
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:37:02    04/08/2004 
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:37:02    04/08/2004 
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:37:03    04/08/2004 
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:37:04    04/08/2004 
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:37:04    04/08/2004 
FINISH   
! /EXIT,NOSAV    
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:38:12    04/08/2004 
RESUME,'celula1','db','.'    
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:38:12    04/08/2004 
/PREP7   
ADELE,       2, , ,1 
ACLEAR,       2  
APLOT    
ADELE,       2, , ,1 
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
/POST1   
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RECTNG,18,23,-0.5,0.5,   
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:19:17    04/08/2004 
APLOT    
WPCSYS,-1,0  
WPCSYS,-1    
CSYS,0   
WPAVE,0,0,0  
CSYS,0   
!*   
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
RECTNG,-0.5,0.5,-18,23,  
RESUME   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:20:02    04/08/2004 
/VIEW, 1 ,,,1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
APLOT    
RECTNG,-0.5,0.5,-18,-23, 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,2    
!*   
/GO  
DA,P51X,ALL,0    
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLDISP,1 
SET,LAST 
APLOT    
/EFACE,1 
AVPRIN,0, ,  
!*   
PLNSOL,U,X,0,1   
FINISH   
/PREP7   
!*   
/NOPR    
/PMETH,OFF,0 
KEYW,PR_SET,1    
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1  
KEYW,PR_THERM,0  
KEYW,PR_FLUID,0  
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,0  
KEYW,MAGNOD,0    
KEYW,MAGEDG,0    

SET,LAST 
PLDISP,1 
SAVE 
APLOT    
FINISH   
/PREP7   
FLST,2,6,1,ORDE,6    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,3    
FITEM,2,8    
FITEM,2,13   
FITEM,2,15   
FITEM,2,24   
SFDELE,P51X,PRES 
FLST,2,6,1,ORDE,6    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,3    
FITEM,2,8    
FITEM,2,13   
FITEM,2,15   
FITEM,2,24   
/GO  
!*   
SF,P51X,PRES,0.8 
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLDISP,1 
PLNSOL,NL,HPRE   
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
PLNSOL,NL,HPRE   
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
/REPLOT  
PLNSOL,NL,SEPL   
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
PLNSOL,S,INT 
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
PLNSOL,S,EQV 
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
PLNSOL,NL,HPRE   
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
PLNSOL,U,Y   
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
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KEYW,MAGHFE,0    
KEYW,MAGELC,0    
KEYW,PR_MULTI,1  
KEYW,PR_CFD,1    
/GO  
!*   
/COM,    
/COM,Preferences for GUI filtering have been set to 
display: 
/COM,  Structural    
/COM,  FLOTRAN CFD   
!*   
APLOT    
/MREP,EPLOT  
ASEL,S, , ,       1  
/REPLOT  
ALLSEL,ALL   
/REPLOT  
APLOT    
ALLSEL,ALL   
!*   
ET,2,PLANE42 
!*   
TYPE,   2    
MAT,       1 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM,  
!*   
CM,_Y,AREA   
ASEL, , , ,       2  
CM,_Y1,AREA  
CHKMSH,'AREA'    
CMSEL,S,_Y   
!*   
AMESH,_Y1    
!*   
CMDELE,_Y    
CMDELE,_Y1   
CMDELE,_Y2   
!*   
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLDISP,1 
FINISH   
/SOL 
FINISH   
/PREP7   

PLNSOL,U,X   
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
/REPLOT  
PLNSOL,U,SUM 
!*   
ANCNTR,1,0.5 
PLDISP,2 
FINISH   
! /EXIT,NOSAV    
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
15:36:27    04/14/2004 
RESUME,'celula1','db','.'    
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
15:36:28    04/14/2004 
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLDISP,0 
FINISH   
! /EXIT,NOSAV    
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:06:43    04/23/2004 
RESUME,'celula1','db','.'    
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:06:43    04/23/2004 
FINISH   
! /EXIT,NOSAV    
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8.2 Apex 2: Dual Cantilever (Main Spring) Analysis 
The calculi for the Main spring is verified by simulations using ANSYS 8.0. The files 

cantilever1.log, cantilever2.log, cantilever2a.log, cantilever2b.log and cantilever3.log 
includes the different steps of the development of these simulations.   
 
 

Dual Cantilever Simulation Codes (cantilever1.log) 
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
12:33:52    05/05/2004 
/TITLE,Cantilever 1 tesis    
/PREP7   
!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20  !* Largo del cantilever 
principal 
alto=0.730  !* Alto de un cantilever 
principal 
ancho=0.130 !* Ancho del cantilever principal 
fuerza=-3.6  !* Fuerza Aplicada 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3   
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24  
!* Dibujo del cantilever 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho,  
!* Definicion tamanho del enmallado 
ESIZE,0.2,0, 
!* Enmallado 
MSHAPE,1,3D  
MSHKEY,0 
CM,_Y,VOLU   
VSEL, , , ,       1  
CM,_Y1,VOLU  
CHKMSH,'VOLU'    
CMSEL,S,_Y   
VMESH,_Y1    
CMDELE,_Y    
CMDELE,_Y1   
CMDELE,_Y2    
!* Movimiento del WorkPlane 
FLST,2,4,3,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-4   
KWPAVE,P51X  
!*  Zoom In 
/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 
/REP,FAST    
/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 

/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 
/REP,FAST     
/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 
/REP,FAST    
/DIST, 1 ,0.729000,1 
/REP,FAST    
!* Defincion de Fuerza 
FLST,2,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,3598  
/GO  
F,P51X,FZ,fuerza  
!* Cambio de perspectiva 
/AUTO, 1 
/REP 
/USER,  1    
/VIEW,  1, -0.458400651535    ,  0.413108641143E-
01,  0.887785027570 
/ANG,   1, -0.302305208249   
/REPLO   
!* Anclaje de areas laterales 
FLST,2,2,5,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,-6   
!*   
/GO  
DA,P51X,ALL,0    
!* Cambio de perspecctiva 
/VIEW, 1 ,,-1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST  
!* Escala de visualizacion True Scale 
/DSCALE,1,1.0    
/REPLOT   
!* Solucion 
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
!*  Resultados 
FINISH   
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLNSOL,U,SUM 
ANCNTR,10,0.5    
FINISH    
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/REP,FAST     
 

Dual Cantilever Simulation Codes (cantilever2.log) 
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:25:17    05/07/2004 
/TITLE,Cantilever 2 tesis 
/PREP7   
SAVE 
!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20 
alto=0.365 
ancho=0.130 
delta=0.200 
fuerza=-1.8 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3   
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24  
!* Dibujo de los cantilevers 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho,  
BLOCK,0,largo,alto+delta,alto+delta+alto,0,ancho,   
!* Definicion tamanho del enmallado 
ESIZE,0.2,0, 
!* Enmallado 
MSHAPE,1,3D  
MSHKEY,0 
FLST,5,2,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
FITEM,5,-2   
CM,_Y,VOLU   
VSEL, , , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,VOLU  
CHKMSH,'VOLU'    
CMSEL,S,_Y   
VMESH,_Y1    
CMDELE,_Y    
CMDELE,_Y1   
CMDELE,_Y2   
!* Movimiento del WorkPlane 
FLST,2,4,3,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,9    
FITEM,2,-12  
KWPAVE,P51X  
!*  Zoom In 
/DIST, 1 ,0.578177,1 
/REP,FAST    
/DIST, 1 ,0.578177,1  

/REP,FAST    
/DIST, 1 ,0.578177,1 
/REP,FAST    
!* Defincion de Fuerza 
FLST,2,2,1,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1492 
FITEM,2,3582 
!*   
/GO  
F,P51X,FZ,-1.8   
!* Cambio de perspectiva 
/AUTO, 1 
/REP 
/USER,  1    
/VIEW,  1, -0.581896085702    ,  0.193276856876    , 
0.789962658637 
/ANG,   1,  -3.95012984404   
/REPLO   
WPSTYLE,,,,,,,,0 
!* Anclaje de areas laterales 
FLST,2,4,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,-6   
FITEM,2,11   
FITEM,2,-12  
!*   
/GO  
DA,P51X,ALL,0    
!* Cambio de perspecctiva 
/VIEW, 1 ,,-1    
/ANG, 1  
/REP,FAST    
!* Escala de visualizacion True Scale 
/DSCALE,1,1.0    
/REPLOT  
!* Solucion 
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
!*  Resultados 
FINISH   
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLNSOL,U,SUM 
ANCNTR,10,0.5    
FINISH   
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Dual Cantilever Simulation Codes (cantilever2a.log) 
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:25:17    05/07/2004 
/TITLE,Cantilever 2a tesis 
/PREP7   
SAVE 
!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20  !* Largo de los cantilevers 
principales 
alto=0.365  !* Alto de un cantilever 
principal 
ancho=0.130 !* Ancho de los cantilevers 
principales 
delta=0.200 !* Separación entre cantilevers 
principales 
fuerza=-3.6  !* Fuerza Aplicada 
union=0.5  !* Largo medio de la union 
de la pieza a los cantilever principales 
ancho_union=2 !* Ancho de la primera pieza de 
union 
base=0  !* Altura extra de la base 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3   
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24  
!* Dibujo de los cantilevers 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho,  
BLOCK,0,largo,alto+delta,alto+delta+alto,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,largo/2-union,largo/2+union,0-
base,2*alto+delta+base,ancho,ancho+ancho_union,    
!* Definicion tamanho del enmallado 
ESIZE,0.2,0, 
!* Pegado de volumenes 
FLST,2,3,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-3   
VGLUE,P51X  
!* Enmallado 
MSHAPE,1,3D 

MSHKEY,0 
FLST,5,3,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,4    
FITEM,5,-6   
CM,_Y,VOLU   
VSEL, , , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,VOLU  
CHKMSH,'VOLU'    
CMSEL,S,_Y   
VMESH,_Y1    
CMDELE,_Y    
CMDELE,_Y1   
CMDELE,_Y2   
!*  Fuerza sobre el area 
FLST,2,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,7212 
!*   
/GO  
F,P51X,FZ,fuerza   
!* Anclaje de areas 
FLST,2,4,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,-6   
FITEM,2,11   
FITEM,2,-12  
!*   
/GO  
DA,P51X,ALL,0   
!* true scale 
/DSCALE,1,1.0    
/REPLOT 
!* Solucion 
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
!* Resultados 
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLNSOL,U,SUM 
ANCNTR,10,0.5 

 
 

Dual Cantilever Simulation Codes (cantilever2b.log) 
/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:25:17    05/07/2004 
/TITLE,Cantilever 2b tesis 
/PREP7   
SAVE 

!* Creacion area 4 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,64   
FITEM,2,75   
FITEM,2,76   
FITEM,2,53   
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!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20  !* Largo de los cantilevers 
principales 
alto=0.365  !* Alto de un cantilever 
principal 
ancho=0.130 !* Ancho de los cantilevers 
principales 
delta=0.200 !* Separación entre cantilevers 
principales 
fuerza=-3.6  !* Fuerza Aplicada 
presion=1.7 !* Presion Aplicada 
union=0.5  !* Largo medio de la union 
de la pieza a los cantilever principales 
ancho_union=7 !* Ancho de la primera pieza (dual) 
de union 
ancho2=1  !* Ancho de la segunda 
pieza de union 
ancho3=2  !* Ancho de la tercera pieza 
de union 
ancho4=1  !* Ancho de la cuarta pieza 
de union (end part main spring) 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3   
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24  
!* Dibujo de los cantilevers 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho,  
BLOCK,0,largo,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,0,alto,ancho,ancho+ancho_union
,    
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,ancho,an
cho+ancho_union,    
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,0,2*alto+delta,ancho+ancho_uni
on,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2    
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4 
!* Lineas entre la tapa y la barra central 
LSTR,      41,      40   
LSTR,      39,      43   
LSTR,      37,      42   
LSTR,      38,      44   
!* Creacion de las areas a partir de lineas 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,56   
FITEM,2,73   

AL,P51X  
!* Volumen con areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,26   
FITEM,2,31   
FITEM,2,37   
FITEM,2,-40  
VA,P51X  
!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,7,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-7   
VGLUE,P51X   
!* Definicion tamanho del enmallado 
ESIZE,0.2,0, 
!* Enmallado 
TYPE,   1    
MAT,       1 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM,  
FLST,5,7,6,ORDE,4    
FITEM,5,3    
FITEM,5,-4   
FITEM,5,6    
FITEM,5,-10  
CM,_Y,VOLU   
VSEL, , , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,VOLU  
CHKMSH,'VOLU'    
CMSEL,S,_Y   
VMESH,_Y1    
CMDELE,_Y    
CMDELE,_Y1   
CMDELE,_Y2   
!* Presion sobre el area 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,32   
/GO  
!*   
SFA,P51X,1,PRES,presion 
!* Anclaje de areas 
FLST,2,4,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,-6   
FITEM,2,11   
FITEM,2,-12  
!*   
/GO  
DA,P51X,ALL,0   
!* true scale 
/DSCALE,1,1.0    
/REPLOT 
!* Solucion 
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FITEM,2,61   
FITEM,2,75   
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion area 2 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,74   
FITEM,2,54   
FITEM,2,76   
FITEM,2,63   
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion area 3 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,55   
FITEM,2,73   
FITEM,2,74   
FITEM,2,62   
AL,P51X  

FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
!* Resultados 
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLNSOL,U,SUM 
ANCNTR,10,0.5 

 
Dual Cantilever Simulation Codes (cantilever3.log) 

/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:25:17    05/07/2004 
/TITLE,Cantilever 3 tesis 
/PREP7   
SAVE 
!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20  !* Largo de los cantilevers 
principales 
alto=0.365  !* Alto de un cantilever 
principal 
ancho=0.130 !* Ancho de los cantilevers 
principales 
delta=0.300 !* Separación entre cantilevers 
principales 
fuerza=-3.6  !* Fuerza Aplicada 
presion=1.7 !* Presion Aplicada 
union=0.5  !* Largo medio de la union 
de la pieza a los cantilever principales 
ancho_union=1 !* Ancho de la primera pieza (dual) 
de union 
ancho2=4  !* Ancho de la segunda 
pieza de union 
ancho3=2  !* Ancho de la tercera pieza 
de union 
ancho4=1  !* Ancho de la cuarta pieza 
de union (end part main spring) 
xlargo=2.5  !* Largo extra de la segunda 
pieza de union para cantilevers secundarios (no 
incluye la union central) 
xunion=2  !* Ancho de las paredes que 
sostienen a los cantilevers secundario, segunda pieza 
xancho=1  !* Ancho de los cantilever 
secundarios 
xalto=0.200 !* Altura de los cantilevers 

!* Creacion area 4 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,64   
FITEM,2,75   
FITEM,2,76   
FITEM,2,53   
AL,P51X  
!* Volumen con areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,26   
FITEM,2,31   
FITEM,2,37   
FITEM,2,-40  
VA,P51X 
!* Creacion del nuevo cantilever 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo+xunion,largo/2+union+xlargo-
xunion,alto,alto+delta,ancho+ancho_union,ancho+an
cho_union+ancho2,  
VSBV,       5,       8   
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo+xunion,largo/2+union+xlargo-
xunion,alto+(delta-xalto)/2,alto+delta-(delta-
xalto)/2,ancho+ancho_union,ancho+ancho_union+xa
ncho,  
!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,8,6,ORDE,3    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-7   
FITEM,2,9    
VGLUE,P51X   
!* Definicion tamanho del enmallado 
ESIZE,0.2,0, 
!* Enmallado 
TYPE,   1    
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secundarios 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,,   
MPTEMP,1,0   
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3   
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24  
!* Dibujo de los cantilevers 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho,  
BLOCK,0,largo,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,0,alto,ancho,ancho+ancho_union, 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,ancho,anc
ho+ancho_union,    
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo,largo/2+union+xlargo,0,2*alto+delta,ancho+an
cho_union,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2    
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4 
!* Lineas entre la tapa y la barra central 
LSTR,      41,      40   
LSTR,      39,      43   
LSTR,      37,      42   
LSTR,      38,      44   
!* Creacion de las areas a partir de lineas 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,56   
FITEM,2,73   
FITEM,2,61   
FITEM,2,75   
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion area 2 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,74   
FITEM,2,54   
FITEM,2,76   
FITEM,2,63   
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion area 3 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,55   
FITEM,2,73   
FITEM,2,74   
FITEM,2,62   
AL,P51X  

MAT,       1 
REAL,    
ESYS,       0    
SECNUM,  
FLST,5,8,6,ORDE,5    
FITEM,5,3    
FITEM,5,-6   
FITEM,5,8    
FITEM,5,10   
FITEM,5,-12  
CM,_Y,VOLU   
VSEL, , , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,VOLU  
CHKMSH,'VOLU'    
CMSEL,S,_Y   
VMESH,_Y1    
CMDELE,_Y    
CMDELE,_Y1   
CMDELE,_Y2   
!* Presion sobre el area 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,32   
/GO  
!*   
SFA,P51X,1,PRES,presion  
!* Anclaje de areas 
FLST,2,4,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,-6   
FITEM,2,11   
FITEM,2,-12  
!*   
/GO  
DA,P51X,ALL,0   
!* true scale 
/DSCALE,1,1.0    
/REPLOT 
!* Solucion 
FINISH   
/SOL 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE    
FINISH   
!* Resultados 
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
PLNSOL,U,SUM 
ANCNTR,10,0.5 
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8.3 Apex 3: Protein Modeling 
In order to model each protein use in the design, Rasmol and Protein Explorer [33] 

software was used. The name of the files (and international molecule number) used for each 
protein is described in the next table. 

 
Molecule Molecule number 

(PDB) 
Description 

1wiq CD4 complete molecule. The blue chain end 
is where the HIV gp120 attaches. 

1jl4 The D Caín is end chain of the CD4. Chains A 
and B are MHC of a mouse.  

cd4j The same end present in 1jl4 molecule 
1cdj CD4 fragment 
1g9m CD4 fragment 

CD4 

1wio CD4 fragment 
HIV 1bmx HIV capsid 

1hiw p24 molecule 
1uph p24 Matrix 
2hmx p24 Matriz 
1afv Fab of p24 
1e6o Fab of p24 

P24 

1e6j Fab of p24 
1hzh IGg1 structure 
1cfq Antibody attached to p24 
1bog Antibody attached to p24 

P24 Antibody  

1cfn Antibody attached to p24 
Lipid 1jsq Lipid from cellular membrane 

Cytochrome min91* Human cytochrome 
* not an international molecule number 
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8.4 Apex 4: CD4 Matrix Circuit Analysis 
This analysis supposes a unit value for the Lipid resistance [Rlip = 1Ω], the same value 

for the resistances of the CD4 fragments (Rp1,Rp2,Rp3) and for the gp120 resistance (Rgp) 
and different number of resistances in each matrix (101, 102, 103 and 104). The value of 
the equivalent resistance is calculated supposing that one HIV modiffies one CD4 sensor, in 
order to get a scale of sensibility of the matrix. The complete information can be found in 
the file CD4_circuit.xls. 

 

Resistance
Value 

120% 
Value 

140% 
Value 

160% 
Value 

180% 
Value 

200% 
  [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] 
        

Rlip 1 1 1 1 1 
Rp1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Rp2 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Rp3 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Rgp 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
Rc 4.8 5.6 6.4 7.2 8 

            
 

where Rc = 2 Rp2 + Rp3 + Rgp  
 
Equivalent resistance if HIV is not present 
 

Size of 
Value 

120% 
Value 

140% 
Value 

160% 
Value 

180% 
Value 

200% 
Matrix [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] 

        
1.E+01 3.400E-01 3.800E-01 4.200E-01 4.600E-01 5.000E-01
1.E+02 3.400E-02 3.800E-02 4.200E-02 4.600E-02 5.000E-02
1.E+03 3.400E-03 3.800E-03 4.200E-03 4.600E-03 5.000E-03
1.E+04 3.400E-04 3.800E-04 4.200E-04 4.600E-04 5.000E-04

            
 
Equivalent resistance if HIV is present in one resistance 
 

Size of 
Value 

120% 
Value 

140% 
Value 

160% 
Value 

180% 
Value 

200% 
Matrix [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] 

        
1.E+01 3.382E-01 3.784E-01 4.186E-01 4.588E-01 4.989E-01
1.E+02 3.398E-02 3.798E-02 4.199E-02 4.599E-02 4.999E-02
1.E+03 3.400E-03 3.800E-03 4.200E-03 4.600E-03 5.000E-03
1.E+04 3.400E-04 3.800E-04 4.200E-04 4.600E-04 5.000E-04
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Equivalent Resistance (no HIV)
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Equivalent Resistance (HIV)
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Differences of the Equivalent Resistance between the presence or not of the HIV 
 

Size of 
Value 

120% 
Value 

140% 
Value 

160% 
Value 

180% 
Value 

200% 
Matrix [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] [Ω ] 

        
1.E+01 1.807E-03 1.572E-03 1.392E-03 1.249E-03 1.134E-03
1.E+02 1.815E-05 1.577E-05 1.396E-05 1.252E-05 1.136E-05
1.E+03 1.816E-07 1.578E-07 1.396E-07 1.253E-07 1.136E-07
1.E+04 1.816E-09 1.578E-09 1.396E-09 1.253E-09 1.136E-09
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Delta of the Equivalent Resistance w/w-out HIV
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Non-inverting Amplification Circuit 
In the non-inverting amplification circuit the CD4 Equivalent resistance correspond to 

the ground resistance. Supposing that the resistance of the gold contacts is despicable, the 
other resistance has a value of 1KW and the input voltage is 10mV. 

 
HIV is not present 
 

Size of 
Value 

120% 
Value 

140% 
Value 

160% 
Value 

180% 
Value 

200% 
Matrix [V] [V] [V] [V] [V] 

        
1.E+01 29.42  26.33  23.82  21.75  20.01  
1.E+02 294.13  263.17  238.11  217.40  200.01  
1.E+03 2941.19 2631.59 2380.96 2173.92 2000.01 
1.E+04 29411.77 26315.80 23809.53 21739.14 20000.01 

            
 
HIV is present 
 

Size of 
Value 

120% 
Value 

140% 
Value 

160% 
Value 

180% 
Value 

200% 
Matrix [V] [V] [V] [V] [V] 

        
1.E+01 29.58  26.44  23.90  21.81  20.06  
1.E+02 294.28  263.28  238.18  217.46  200.06  
1.E+03 2941.34 2631.70 2381.04 2173.98 2000.06 
1.E+04 29411.93 26315.91 23809.61 21739.20 20000.06 
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Delta of Output Voltage 
 

Size of 
Value 

120% 
Value 

140% 
Value 

160% 
Value 

180% 
Value 

200% 
Matrix [V] [V] [V] [V] [V] 

        
1.E+01 0.1571 0.1093 0.0792 0.0592 0.0455 
1.E+02 0.1571 0.1093 0.0792 0.0592 0.0455 
1.E+03 0.1571 0.1093 0.0792 0.0592 0.0455 
1.E+04 0.1571 0.1093 0.0792 0.0592 0.0455 

            
 

Delta of the Output Voltage w/w-out HIV
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8.5 Apex 5: Gold Nanoparticles Mass and Volume 
The nanoparticle is compound by a Gold (Au) sphere of about 50 nm of diameter. The 

length of the protein is about 10 - 15 nm when attached to the gold sphere. The 
approximately diameter of the nanoparticle is 60 nm. The mass of the protein is calculated 
using the information of the molecule used in kilo—Daltons, and using its equivalent in 
kilograms supposing ten molecules over each nanoparticle. The complete information can 
be found in the file nanoparticles.xls. 

 
m = δ.v = mgold + mprotein 
   
mgold = δgold . vgold  
δgold = 19300 [kg/m3]
vgold = 4/3 π r 3    
vgold = 1.13E-22 [m3] 
mgold = 2.18E-18 [kg] 
   
mprotein = 2.50E-21 [kg] 
   
m = 2.19E-18 [kg] 
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8.6 Apex 6: Cellular Hydrodynamics Analysis 
In order to establish the hydrodynamic changes suffered by the cell after the pressure of  

the clamps, this analysis is done. It begins with the maintenance of the volume of the cell 
(to verified the information), and the most probable traces of the nanoparticles inside the 
cell are examined, including the extracted information (position, velocity and acceleration) 
from ANSYS 8.0. The complete information can be found in the file nanoparticles.xls. 

 
Transversal Area Calculus 
 
Ratio 
1 

Ratio
2 Prom. Area    

  [µm]   [µm]2    
           
15.75 14.4 15.08 713.94  Steady Cell 

         
20.25 9.9 15.08 713.94  Pressed Cell 
           
 
The transversal Area remains the same in both states of the cell, which is the expected 

result. 
 
Nanoparticles Trace Calculi 
 
Trace 1 
 
Node 
Nº X Y Dist. 

Cum. 
Dis. Vel. Time 

Cum 
Time Accel. 

  [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm/s] [ms] [ns] [µm/s2] 
           

54 0.82813 0.56053 0.6852 0.685 1.926E+07 0.0356 35.58 4.3E+14 
53 0.99456 -0.10416 1.8895 2.575 3.994E+06 0.4731 508.67 -1.9E+13
52 -0.71638 0.69771 1.3314 3.906 1.319E+07 0.1009 609.61 -1.9E+14
51 0.61177 0.79103 0.2383 4.144 3.202E+07 0.0074 617.05 1.7E+15 
50 0.40725 0.91331 1.5441 5.689 1.965E+07 0.0786 695.63 -3.8E+14
49 -0.97455 0.22417 0.2077 5.896 4.918E+07 0.0042 699.86 5.8E+14 
48 -0.90721 0.42069 0.5261 6.422 4.671E+07 0.0113 711.12 -8.0E+14
47 -0.56817 0.82291 0.0368 6.459 5.571E+07 0.0007 711.78 -7.0E+16
57 -0.59810 0.80143 0.1016 6.561 1.023E+08 0.0010 712.77 -5.0E+16
67 -0.67635 0.73658 0.0518 6.613 1.519E+08 0.0003 713.11 1.3E+17 
66 -0.63732 0.77060 0.3329 6.946 1.066E+08 0.0031 716.24 1.0E+16 
65 -0.85497 0.51867 0.0167 6.962 7.537E+07 0.0002 716.46 -9.0E+16
75 -0.86351 0.50433 0.3632 7.325 9.523E+07 0.0038 720.27 1.3E+16 
85 -0.98668 0.16265 1.9762 9.302 4.382E+07 0.0451 765.37 -1.7E+15
95 0.89065 -0.45469 0.0810 9.383 1.218E+08 0.0007 766.04 -2.1E+16

105 0.92453 -0.38112 0.0272 9.410 1.359E+08 0.0002 766.24 3.2E+16 
115 0.91380 -0.40616 0.1458 9.556 1.294E+08 0.0011 767.36 8.0E+14 
125 0.96315 -0.26895 0.4494 10.005 1.285E+08 0.0035 770.86 8.6E+14 
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135 0.98368 0.17994 0.4451 10.450 1.255E+08 0.0035 774.41 -4.2E+14
136 0.80815 0.58898 0.4805 10.931 1.270E+08 0.0038 778.19 -2.5E+15
137 0.44014 0.89793 0.2587 11.189 1.363E+08 0.0019 780.09 9.3E+15 
138 0.19510 0.98078 0.2701 11.459 1.187E+08 0.0023 782.36 3.3E+16 
139 -0.07449 0.99722 1.9653 13.425 4.337E+07 0.0453 827.68 4.2E+14 
140 -0.29419 -0.95575 1.9999 15.425 2.435E+07 0.0821 909.81 -2.4E+13
141 0.27850 0.96044 1.1479 16.573 2.630E+07 0.0436 953.46 2.6E+14 
142 -0.80783 0.58941 1.9831 18.556 1.478E+07 0.1342 1087.63 -3.7E+14
132 0.62896 -0.77744 1.5671 20.123 6.402E+07 0.0245 1112.11 -3.6E+15
133 -0.90035 -0.43518 0.8064 20.929 1.515E+08 0.0053 1117.44 6.3E+15 
123 -0.92875 0.37071 0.9106 21.840 1.179E+08 0.0077 1125.16 6.2E+15 
124 -0.24320 0.96998 1.4533 23.293 7.032E+07 0.0207 1145.83 1.2E+15 
114 -0.95482 -0.29718 0.0259 23.319 4.549E+07 0.0006 1146.40 5.0E+15 
104 -0.94680 -0.32182 1.7456 25.065 4.266E+07 0.0409 1187.31 5.8E+14 
94 0.22160 0.97514 0.1787 25.243 1.880E+07 0.0095 1196.82 -1.1E+15
84 0.39159 0.92014 0.9756 26.219 2.943E+07 0.0332 1229.97 -2.5E+14
74 0.98888 0.14872 0.1472 26.366 3.766E+07 0.0039 1233.88 2.2E+15 
64 1.00000 0.00198 0.5844 26.950 2.916E+07 0.0200 1253.92 4.9E+14 
                  
              
  TOTAL 26.95 [µm]  1.25 [ms]   
                

 
 
Trace 2 
 
Node 
Nº X Y Dist. 

Cum. 
Dis. Vel. Time 

Cum 
Time Accel. 

  [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm/s] [ms] [ms] [µm/s2] 
           

54 0.82813 0.56053 0.6852 0.685 1.926E+07 0.0356 3.56 4.3E+14
53 0.99456 -0.10416 1.8895 2.575 3.994E+06 0.4731 50.87 -1.9E+13
52 -0.71638 0.69771 1.3314 3.906 1.319E+07 0.1009 60.96 -1.9E+14
51 0.61177 0.79103 0.2383 4.144 3.202E+07 0.0074 61.71 1.7E+15
50 0.40725 0.91331 1.5441 5.689 1.965E+07 0.0786 69.56 -3.8E+14
49 -0.97455 0.22417 0.0788 5.767 4.918E+07 0.0016 69.72 -2.6E+16
59 -0.95386 0.30024 0.0702 5.838 9.103E+07 0.0008 69.80 -4.9E+16
69 -0.93044 0.36645 0.4111 6.249 1.291E+08 0.0032 70.12 -2.8E+15
90 -0.70437 0.70983 0.0466 6.295 1.380E+08 0.0003 70.15 1.9E+17

101 -0.67057 0.74184 0.5079 6.803 7.462E+07 0.0068 70.83 -3E+15
112 -0.94852 0.31672 0.0575 6.861 9.479E+07 0.0006 70.89 -3.8E+16
123 -0.92875 0.37071 0.9106 7.771 1.179E+08 0.0077 71.67 6.2E+15
124 -0.24320 0.96998 1.4533 9.225 7.032E+07 0.0207 73.73 1.2E+15
114 -0.95482 -0.29718 0.0259 9.250 4.549E+07 0.0006 73.79 5E+15
104 -0.94680 -0.32182 1.7456 10.996 4.266E+07 0.0409 77.88 5.8E+14
94 0.22160 0.97514 0.1787 11.175 1.880E+07 0.0095 78.83 -1.1E+15
84 0.39159 0.92014 0.9756 12.150 2.943E+07 0.0332 82.15 -2.5E+14
74 0.98888 0.14872 0.147161 12.298 3.766E+07 0.0039 82.54 2.2E+15
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64 1.00000 0.00198 0.5844 12.882 2.916E+07 0.0200 84.54 4.9E+14
                  
              
  TOTAL 12.88 [µm]  0.85 [ms]   
                

 
 
Trace 3 
 
Node 
Nº X Y Dist. 

Cum. 
Dis. Vel. Time 

Cum 
Time Accel. 

  [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm] [µm/s] [ms] [ns] [µm/s2] 
           

54 0.82813 0.56053 0.6852 0.685 1.926E+07 0.0356 35.58 4.3E+14
53 0.99456 -0.10416 1.8895 2.575 3.994E+06 0.4731 508.67 -1.9E+13
52 -0.71638 0.69771 1.3314 3.906 1.319E+07 0.1009 609.61 -1.9E+14
51 0.61177 0.79103 0.2383 4.144 3.202E+07 0.0074 617.05 1.7E+15
50 0.40725 0.91331 1.5441 5.689 1.965E+07 0.0786 695.63 -3.8E+14
49 -0.97455 0.22417 0.2077 5.896 4.918E+07 0.0042 699.86 5.8E+14
48 -0.90721 0.42069 0.0478 5.944 4.671E+07 0.0010 700.88 -4.1E+16
58 -0.88605 0.46359 0.1407 6.085 8.859E+07 0.0016 702.47 -3.6E+16
68 -0.81224 0.58332 0.1469 6.232 1.461E+08 0.0010 703.47 -4.9E+16
89 -0.71804 0.69601 0.0890 6.321 1.950E+08 0.0005 703.93 1.4E+16
99 -0.65329 0.75711 0.2142 6.535 1.885E+08 0.0011 705.07 1.6E+16

109 -0.47709 0.87885 0.4066 6.941 1.707E+08 0.0024 707.45 1.3E+16
119 -0.08779 0.99614 0.1199 7.061 1.388E+08 0.0009 708.31 3.7E+16
128 0.03211 0.99948 0.9868 8.048 1.067E+08 0.0092 717.56 4.2E+15
127 0.87436 0.48529 0.5626 8.611 6.827E+07 0.0082 725.80 -2.9E+15
126 0.99798 -0.06353 0.2160 8.827 9.216E+07 0.0023 728.14 4.8E+15
116 0.96107 -0.27632 0.5672 9.394 8.086E+07 0.0070 735.16 3.4E+15
107 0.65616 -0.75462 1.9863 11.380 5.686E+07 0.0349 770.09 -1.9E+15
118 -0.81316 0.58204 1.8899 13.270 1.235E+08 0.0153 785.40 2.9E+15
120 0.99896 0.04561 0.0410 13.311 7.988E+07 0.0005 785.91 8.2E+16
131 0.99625 0.08648 0.9388 14.250 3.792E+07 0.0248 810.66 -1.1E+15
132 0.62896 -0.77744 1.5671 15.817 6.402E+07 0.0245 835.14 -3.6E+15
133 -0.90035 -0.43518 0.8064 16.623 1.515E+08 0.0053 840.47 6.3E+15
123 -0.92875 0.37071 0.9106 17.534 1.179E+08 0.0077 848.19 6.2E+15
124 -0.24320 0.96998 1.4533 18.987 7.032E+07 0.0207 868.86 1.2E+15
114 -0.95482 -0.29718 0.0259 19.013 4.549E+07 0.0006 869.43 5E+15
104 -0.94680 -0.32182 1.7456 20.759 4.266E+07 0.0409 910.35 5.8E+14
94 0.22160 0.97514 0.1787 20.937 1.880E+07 0.0095 919.85 -1.1E+15
84 0.39159 0.92014 0.9756 21.913 2.943E+07 0.0332 953.00 -2.5E+14
74 0.98888 0.14872 0.1472 22.060 3.766E+07 0.0039 956.91 2.2E+15
64 1.00000 0.00198 0.5844 22.645 2.916E+07 0.0200 976.95 4.9E+14
                  
              
  TOTAL 22.64 [µm]  0.98 [ms]   
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Nanoparticles traces Hydro-dynamic simulation (celula_diam_15_inyectada.log) 

/BATCH   
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
15:21:05    03/25/2004 
!*   
/NOPR    
/PMETH,OFF,0 
KEYW,PR_SET,1    
KEYW,PR_STRUC,0  
KEYW,PR_THERM,0  
KEYW,PR_FLUID,0  
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,0  
KEYW,MAGNOD,0    
KEYW,MAGEDG,0    
KEYW,MAGHFE,0    
KEYW,MAGELC,0    
KEYW,PR_MULTI,0  
KEYW,PR_CFD,1    
/GO  
!*   
/COM,    
/COM,Preferences for GUI filtering have been set to 
display: 
/COM,  FLOTRAN CFD   
!*   
!*   
/NOPR    
/PMETH,OFF,0 
KEYW,PR_SET,1    
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1  
KEYW,PR_THERM,0  
KEYW,PR_FLUID,0  
KEYW,PR_ELMAG,0  
KEYW,MAGNOD,0    
KEYW,MAGEDG,0    
KEYW,MAGHFE,0    
KEYW,MAGELC,0    
KEYW,PR_MULTI,1  
KEYW,PR_CFD,1    
/GO  
!*   
/COM,    
/COM,Preferences for GUI filtering have been set to 
display: 
/COM,  Structural    
/COM,  FLOTRAN CFD   
!*   
/PREP7   
!*   
ET,1,FLUID142    
!*   
KEYOPT,1,1,0 

!*   
/GO  
!*   
D,_Y1,PRES,10    
!*   
CMDELE,_Y1   
!*   
FINISH   
  
/SOL 
FLDATA12,PROP,DENS,2 
FLDATA13,VARY,DENS,1 
FLDATA12,PROP,VISC,2 
FLDATA13,VARY,VISC,0 
FLDATA12,PROP,COND,2 
FLDATA13,VARY,COND,0 
FLDATA12,PROP,SPHT,0 
FLDATA13,VARY,SPHT,0 
!*   
FLDATA7,PROT,DENS,LIQUID 
FLDATA8,NOMI,DENS,1, 
FLDATA9,COF1,DENS,0, 
FLDATA10,COF2,DENS,0,    
FLDATA11,COF3,DENS,0,    
FLDATA7,PROT,VISC,LIQUID 
FLDATA8,NOMI,VISC,1, 
FLDATA9,COF1,VISC,0, 
FLDATA10,COF2,VISC,0,    
FLDATA11,COF3,VISC,0,    
FLDATA12,PROP,IVIS   
FLDATA7,PROT,COND,LIQUID 
FLDATA8,NOMI,COND,-1,    
FLDATA9,COF1,COND,37,    
FLDATA10,COF2,COND,0,    
FLDATA11,COF3,COND,0,    
FLDATA7,PROT,SPHT,CONSTANT   
FLDATA8,NOMI,SPHT,-1,    
FLDATA9,COF1,SPHT,0  
FLDATA10,COF2,SPHT,0 
FLDATA11,COF3,SPHT,0 
!*   
FLDATA12,PROP,DENS,2 
FLDATA13,VARY,DENS,1 
FLDATA12,PROP,VISC,2 
FLDATA13,VARY,VISC,0 
FLDATA12,PROP,COND,2 
FLDATA13,VARY,COND,0 
FLDATA12,PROP,SPHT,0 
FLDATA13,VARY,SPHT,0 
!*   
FLDATA7,PROT,DENS,LIQUID 
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KEYOPT,1,3,3 
KEYOPT,1,4,1 
!*   
KEYOPT,1,1,0 
KEYOPT,1,3,0 
KEYOPT,1,4,1 
!*   
!*   
ET,2,FLUID141    
!*   
KEYOPT,2,1,0 
KEYOPT,2,3,0 
KEYOPT,2,4,1 
!*   
CYL4,0,0,7.5  
FLST,5,4,4,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
FITEM,5,-4   
CM,_Y,LINE   
LSEL, , , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,LINE  
CMSEL,,_Y    
!*   
FLST,5,4,4,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
FITEM,5,-4   
CM,_Y,LINE   
LSEL, , , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,LINE  
CMSEL,,_Y    
!*   
LESIZE,_Y1, , ,11,-2, , , ,1 
!*   
FLST,5,4,4,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
FITEM,5,-4   
CM,_Y,LINE   
LSEL, , , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,LINE  
CMSEL,,_Y    
!*   
LESIZE,_Y1, , ,11,-2, , , ,1 
!*   
MSHAPE,0,2D  
MSHKEY,0 
!*   
CM,_Y,AREA   
ASEL, , , ,       1  
CM,_Y1,AREA  
CHKMSH,'AREA'    
CMSEL,S,_Y   
!*   
AMESH,_Y1    
!*   

FLDATA8,NOMI,DENS,1, 
FLDATA9,COF1,DENS,0, 
FLDATA10,COF2,DENS,0,    
FLDATA11,COF3,DENS,0,    
FLDATA7,PROT,VISC,LIQUID 
FLDATA8,NOMI,VISC,1, 
FLDATA9,COF1,VISC,0, 
FLDATA10,COF2,VISC,0,    
FLDATA11,COF3,VISC,0,    
FLDATA12,PROP,IVIS   
FLDATA7,PROT,COND,LIQUID 
FLDATA8,NOMI,COND,-1,    
FLDATA9,COF1,COND, , 
FLDATA10,COF2,COND,0,    
FLDATA11,COF3,COND,0,    
FLDATA7,PROT,SPHT,CONSTANT   
FLDATA8,NOMI,SPHT,-1,    
FLDATA9,COF1,SPHT,0  
FLDATA10,COF2,SPHT,0 
FLDATA11,COF3,SPHT,0 
!*   
/COM,,Steady State Analysis,0    
/COM,,Steady State Analysis,0    
FLDATA2,ITER,EXEC,40,    
FLDATA2,ITER,OVER,0, 
FLDATA2,ITER,APPE,0, 
FLDATA3,TERM,VX,0.01,    
FLDATA3,TERM,VY,0.01,    
FLDATA3,TERM,VZ,0.01,    
FLDATA3,TERM,PRES,1e-008,    
FLDATA3,TERM,TEMP,1e-008,    
FLDATA3,TERM,ENKE,0.01,  
FLDATA3,TERM,ENDS,0.01,  
FLDATA5,OUTP,SUMF,10,    
!*   
FLDATA15,PRES,REFE,14.7, 
FLDATA16,BULK,BETA,1e+015,   
FLDATA17,GAMM,COMP,1.4,  
FLDATA14,TEMP,NOMI,293,  
FLDATA14,TEMP,TTOT,293,  
FLDATA14,TEMP,BULK,293,  
TOFFSET,0,   
!*   
FLDATA15,PRES,REFE,14.7, 
FLDATA16,BULK,BETA,1e+015,   
FLDATA17,GAMM,COMP,1.4,  
FLDATA14,TEMP,NOMI,37,   
FLDATA14,TEMP,TTOT,37,   
FLDATA14,TEMP,BULK,37,   
TOFFSET,423, 
!* 
!* Definicion de velocidad en el nodo entrada 
FLST,5,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,5,54   
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CMDELE,_Y    
CMDELE,_Y1   
CMDELE,_Y2   
!*   
/UI,MESH,OFF 
/USER,  1    
/VIEW,  1,  0.572575096493    , -0.250252593114    , 
0.780724918595 
/ANG,   1,  -5.34316698722   
/REPLO   
/VIEW,  1,  0.566460443395E-01, -0.114765643341   
,  0.991776221115 
/ANG,   1,  0.740714272743   
/REPLO   
/VIEW,  1, -0.264784988793E-01, -
0.820554275051E-01,  0.996275963734 
/ANG,   1,   1.22835475528   
/REPLO   
FLST,5,4,4,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
FITEM,5,-4   
CM,_Y,LINE   
LSEL,R, , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,LINE  
CMSEL,S,_Y   
CMDELE,_Y    
!*   
!*   
!*   
DL,_Y1, ,VX,0,1  
DL,_Y1, ,VY,0,1  
DL,_Y1, ,ENKE,-1,1   
DL,_Y1, ,ENDS,-1,1   
!*   
CMDELE,_Y1   
!*   
FLST,2,1,3,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,3    
!*   
/GO  
FK,P51X,FX,10    
FLST,5,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,5,25   
CM,_Y,NODE   
NSEL,R, , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,NODE  
CMSEL,S,_Y   
CMDELE,_Y    
!*   
!*   
BF,_Y1,FORC,10,0,    
!*   
CMDELE,_Y1   
!*   

CM,_Y,NODE   
NSEL,R, , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,NODE  
CMSEL,S,_Y   
CMDELE,_Y    
!*   
!*   
!*   
D,_Y1,VX,0   
D,_Y1,VY,1E+10    
D,_Y1,VZ,0   
D,_Y1,ENKE,-1    
!*   
CMDELE,_Y1   
!*  
SOLVE    
FLDATA1,SOLU,TRAN,1  
FLDATA1,SOLU,FLOW,1  
FLDATA1,SOLU,TEMP,0  
FLDATA1,SOLU,TURB,1  
FLDATA1,SOLU,COMP,0  
FLDATA1,SOLU,VOF,0   
FLDATA1,SOLU,SFTS,0  
FLDATA1,SOLU,IVSH,0  
FLDATA1,SOLU,SWRL,0  
FLDATA1,SOLU,SPEC,0  
FLDATA1,SOLU,ALE,1   
FLDATA1,SOLU,RDSF,1  
!*   
SOLVE    
FINISH   
/POST1   
SET,LAST 
/EFACE,1 
!*   
PLNSOL,PRES, ,0, 
/EFACE,1 
!*   
PLNSOL,PRES, ,1, 
/EFACE,4 
!*   
PLNSOL,PRES, ,2, 
/EFACE,4 
!*   
PLNSOL,PRES, ,0, 
SAVE 
FINISH   
/PREP7   
FLST,2,2,1,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,25   
DDELE,P51X,PRES  
FLST,5,2,1,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
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FLST,5,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,5,1    
CM,_Y,NODE   
NSEL,R, , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,NODE  
CMSEL,S,_Y   
CMDELE,_Y    
!*   
!*   
BF,_Y1,FORC,-10,0,   
!*   
CMDELE,_Y1   
!*   
FLST,2,2,1,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,13   
BFDELE,P51X,FORC 
FLST,5,2,1,ORDE,2    
FITEM,5,1    
FITEM,5,13   
CM,_Y,NODE   
NSEL,R, , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,NODE  
CMSEL,S,_Y   
CMDELE,_Y    
!*   
/GO  
!*   
D,_Y1,PRES,10    
!*   
CMDELE,_Y1   
!*   
DDELE,       1,PRES  
FLST,5,1,1,ORDE,1    
FITEM,5,1    
CM,_Y,NODE   
NSEL,R, , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,NODE  
CMSEL,S,_Y   
CMDELE,_Y    

FITEM,5,25   
CM,_Y,NODE   
NSEL,R, , ,P51X  
CM,_Y1,NODE  
CMSEL,S,_Y   
CMDELE,_Y    
!*   
/GO  
!*   
D,_Y1,PRES,10e6  
!*   
CMDELE,_Y1   
!*   
FINISH   
/SOL 
SOLVE    
PLNSOL,V,SUM,1,  
/EFACE,2 
!*   
FINISH   
! /EXIT,ALL 
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8.7 Apex 7: Force Analysis 
The complete information can be found in the file nanoparticles.xls. 
 
Attraction Forces Calculi 
 

 
 
γ1= tan-1(y74-y64/x74-x64) 
γ2 = tan-1(y64-y54/x64-x54) 
γ = γ2 − γ1 = tan-1(y64-y54/x64-x54) - tan-1(y74-y64/x74-x64) 
 
Node 
Nº X Y Vel. Acel. 

  [µm] [µm] [µm/s] [µm/s2] 
       

74 0.98888 0.14872 3.766E+07 2.2E+15
64 1.00000 0.00198 2.916E+07 4.9E+14
54 0.82813 0.56053 1.926E+07 4.3E+14
          

 
γ1 =  1.646 [rad] 
γ2 =  1.869 [rad] 
γ =  0.223 [rad] 
 
The necessary force (Fi) to attract the nanoparticle depends on its mass and acceleration. 
 
Fi sen γ = m.a 
Fi =m.a / sen γ 
 
* M. Valero, Fisica Fundamental, Rotation and Energy. 1995. 
 
The acceleration of the nanoparticle at the Node 64 is known. Now, using its mass: 
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Fi =m.a / sen γ    
a = 4.9E+14 [µm/s2]  = 4.9E+08 [m/s2] 
     
Fi = 4.88E-09 [m.kg/s2]   
 
Electromagnetic Force Calculus 
The electromagnetic force of the magnet must greater or equal than the force Fi to attract 

the nanoparticle. 
 
F =  q v B sen θ  = 4.88E-09 [m.kg/s2] 
     
qgold = 4.4E-08 [C]   
v = 2.9E+07 [µm/s]  = 29.160 [m/s] 
θ =  π - γ1    
θ =  1.4952 [rad]   
     
B = 3.82E-03 [T]   
 
* P. Tippens, Physics 2, Magnetism and Magnetic Field. 1996. 
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8.8 Apex 8: Probabilistic Model for Forces and Traces 
All traces have the same node termination and beginning (Nodes 74-64-54), but it is 

possible that the nanoparticles pass near to this nodes, but not over them. In order to include 
this difference, a probabilistic model is built using the information of the these three nodes 
(74-64-54). The complete information can be found in the file nanoparticles.xls. 

 
Node 
Nº Accel. X Y 

Dist. - 
64 

Cum 
Prob Vel. 

  [m/s2] [µm] [µm] [nm] % [µm/s] 
         

54 4.3E+08 0.82813 0.56053 0 0 3.8E+07
64 4.9E+08 1.00000 0.00198 584 50 2.9E+07
74 2.2E+09 0.98888 0.14872 732 100 1.9E+07
              

 

Accel. Nanoparticles

0.0E+00

5.0E+08

1.0E+09

1.5E+09

2.0E+09

2.5E+09

54 64 74

Node Number

A
cc

el
. [

m
/s

2 ]

 
 

m1 = 1.110E+14 [1/s2] 
m2 = 1.142E+16 [1/s2] 

 
Determine that is equally possible for a nanoparticle to pass more closer to 74 or 54 

nodes, a probability density can be calculated. Even though, the type of distribution is 
unknown. 

 
Position 584  Using Crystal Ball Evaluation Version
Accel. 4.9E+08    
Force 4.88E-09    
 
Forecast:  

Position       
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 Summary:      
  Display Range is from 0.00 to 730.00 nanometers  
  Entire Range is from 240.83 to 727.36 nanometers  
  After 10,000 Trials, the Std. Error of the Mean is 0.59 
        
 Statistics for Display Range:    Value 
  Trials     10000 
  Mean     583.899 
  Median     590.458 
  Mode     --- 
  Standard Deviation    59.0771 
  Variance     3490.1 
  Skewness    -0.7184 
  Kurtosis     3.82172 
  Coeff. of Variability    0.10118 
  Range Minimum    0 
  Range Maximum    730 
  Range Width    730 
  Mean Std. Error    0.59077 
 

 
Percentiles for Display

Range:   
    
 Percentile nanometers
 0.00  240.833 
 0.05  475.224 
 0.10  505.665 
 0.15  524.367 
 0.20  537.756 
 0.25  549.164 
 0.30  559.305 
 0.35  568.715 
 0.40  576.120 
 0.45  583.737 
 0.50  590.458 
 0.55  597.282 
 0.60  604.272 
 0.65  611.534 
 0.70  618.780 
 0.75  626.214 
 0.80  633.734 
 0.85  643.034 
 0.90  653.727 
 0.95  668.197 
 1.00  727.357 
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Frequency:       
 Group Start Value   End Value Prob. Freq. 
  -Infinity   0 0 0
 1 0   7.3 0 0
 2 7.3   14.6 0 0
 3 14.6   21.9 0 0
 4 21.9   29.2 0 0
 5 29.2   36.5 0 0
 6 36.5   43.8 0 0
 7 43.8   51.1 0 0
 8 51.1   58.4 0 0
 9 58.4   65.7 0 0
 10 65.7   73 0 0
 11 73   80.3 0 0
 12 80.3   87.6 0 0
 13 87.6   94.9 0 0
 14 94.9   102.2 0 0
 15 102.2   109.5 0 0
 16 109.5   116.8 0 0
 17 116.8   124.1 0 0
 18 124.1   131.4 0 0
 19 131.4   138.7 0 0
 20 138.7   146 0 0
 21 146   153.3 0 0
 22 153.3   160.6 0 0
 23 160.6   167.9 0 0
 24 167.9   175.2 0 0
 25 175.2   182.5 0 0
 26 182.5   189.8 0 0
 27 189.8   197.1 0 0
 28 197.1   204.4 0 0
 29 204.4   211.7 0 0
 30 211.7   219 0 0
 31 219   226.3 0 0
 32 226.3   233.6 0 0
 33 233.6   240.9 0.0001 1
 34 240.9   248.2 0 0
 35 248.2   255.5 0 0
 36 255.5   262.8 0 0
 37 262.8   270.1 0 0
 38 270.1   277.4 0 0
 39 277.4   284.7 0 0
 40 284.7   292 0 0
 41 292   299.3 0.0001 1
 42 299.3   306.6 0.0003 3
 43 306.6   313.9 0 0
 44 313.9   321.2 0.0001 1
 45 321.2   328.5 0.0002 2
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 46 328.5   335.8 0.0001 1
 47 335.8   343.1 0.0002 2
 48 343.1   350.4 0.0002 2
 49 350.4   357.7 0.0003 3
 50 357.7   365 0.0005 5
 51 365   372.3 0.0005 5
 52 372.3   379.6 0.0007 7
 53 379.6   386.9 0.0011 11
 54 386.9   394.2 0.0008 8
 55 394.2   401.5 0.0015 15
 56 401.5   408.8 0.0011 11
 57 408.8   416.1 0.0017 17
 58 416.1   423.4 0.0022 22
 59 423.4   430.7 0.0036 36
 60 430.7   438 0.0044 44
 61 438   445.3 0.0045 45
 62 445.3   452.6 0.0051 51
 63 452.6   459.9 0.0046 46
 64 459.9   467.2 0.0065 65
 65 467.2   474.5 0.0091 91
 66 474.5   481.8 0.0088 88
 67 481.8   489.1 0.0111 111
 68 489.1   496.4 0.0106 106
 69 496.4   503.7 0.0156 156
 70 503.7   511 0.0177 177
 71 511   518.3 0.0189 189
 72 518.3   525.6 0.0217 217
 73 525.6   532.9 0.0255 255
 74 532.9   540.2 0.0309 309
 75 540.2   547.5 0.0316 316
 76 547.5   554.8 0.0341 341
 77 554.8   562.1 0.0384 384
 78 562.1   569.4 0.0402 402
 79 569.4   576.7 0.0482 482
 80 576.7   584 0.0491 491
 81 584   591.3 0.0548 548
 82 591.3   598.6 0.0543 543
 83 598.6   605.9 0.0508 508
 84 605.9   613.2 0.05 500
 85 613.2   620.5 0.05 500
 86 620.5   627.8 0.0472 472
 87 627.8   635.1 0.0486 486
 88 635.1   642.4 0.0394 394
 89 642.4   649.7 0.0366 366
 90 649.7   657 0.0317 317
 91 657   664.3 0.0234 234
 92 664.3   671.6 0.02 200
 93 671.6   678.9 0.016 160
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 94 678.9   686.2 0.0099 99
 95 686.2   693.5 0.0068 68
 96 693.5   700.8 0.0042 42
 97 700.8   708.1 0.0023 23
 98 708.1   715.4 0.0012 12
 99 715.4   722.7 0.0006 6
 100 722.7   730 0.0003 3
  730   +Infinity 0 0
Total:      1 10000
        
Cumulative:       
 Group Start Value   End Value Prob. Freq. 
  -Infinity   0 0 0
 1 0   7.3 0 0
 2 7.3   14.6 0 0
 3 14.6   21.9 0 0
 4 21.9   29.2 0 0
 5 29.2   36.5 0 0
 6 36.5   43.8 0 0
 7 43.8   51.1 0 0
 8 51.1   58.4 0 0
 9 58.4   65.7 0 0
 10 65.7   73 0 0
 11 73   80.3 0 0
 12 80.3   87.6 0 0
 13 87.6   94.9 0 0
 14 94.9   102.2 0 0
 15 102.2   109.5 0 0
 16 109.5   116.8 0 0
 17 116.8   124.1 0 0
 18 124.1   131.4 0 0
 19 131.4   138.7 0 0
 20 138.7   146 0 0
 21 146   153.3 0 0
 22 153.3   160.6 0 0
 23 160.6   167.9 0 0
 24 167.9   175.2 0 0
 25 175.2   182.5 0 0
 26 182.5   189.8 0 0
 27 189.8   197.1 0 0
 28 197.1   204.4 0 0
 29 204.4   211.7 0 0
 30 211.7   219 0 0
 31 219   226.3 0 0
 32 226.3   233.6 0 0
 33 233.6   240.9 0.0001 1
 34 240.9   248.2 0.0001 1
 35 248.2   255.5 0.0001 1
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 36 255.5   262.8 0.0001 1
 37 262.8   270.1 0.0001 1
 38 270.1   277.4 0.0001 1
 39 277.4   284.7 0.0001 1
 40 284.7   292 0.0001 1
 41 292   299.3 0.0002 2
 42 299.3   306.6 0.0005 5
 43 306.6   313.9 0.0005 5
 44 313.9   321.2 0.0006 6
 45 321.2   328.5 0.0008 8
 46 328.5   335.8 0.0009 9
 47 335.8   343.1 0.0011 11
 48 343.1   350.4 0.0013 13
 49 350.4   357.7 0.0016 16
 50 357.7   365 0.0021 21
 51 365   372.3 0.0026 26
 52 372.3   379.6 0.0033 33
 53 379.6   386.9 0.0044 44
 54 386.9   394.2 0.0052 52
 55 394.2   401.5 0.0067 67
 56 401.5   408.8 0.0078 78
 57 408.8   416.1 0.0095 95
 58 416.1   423.4 0.0117 117
 59 423.4   430.7 0.0153 153
 60 430.7   438 0.0197 197
 61 438   445.3 0.0242 242
 62 445.3   452.6 0.0293 293
 63 452.6   459.9 0.0339 339
 64 459.9   467.2 0.0404 404
 65 467.2   474.5 0.0495 495
 66 474.5   481.8 0.0583 583
 67 481.8   489.1 0.0694 694
 68 489.1   496.4 0.08 800
 69 496.4   503.7 0.0956 956
 70 503.7   511 0.1133 1133
 71 511   518.3 0.1322 1322
 72 518.3   525.6 0.1539 1539
 73 525.6   532.9 0.1794 1794
 74 532.9   540.2 0.2103 2103
 75 540.2   547.5 0.2419 2419
 76 547.5   554.8 0.276 2760
 77 554.8   562.1 0.3144 3144
 78 562.1   569.4 0.3546 3546
 79 569.4   576.7 0.4028 4028
 80 576.7   584 0.4519 4519
 81 584   591.3 0.5067 5067
 82 591.3   598.6 0.561 5610
 83 598.6   605.9 0.6118 6118
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 84 605.9   613.2 0.6618 6618
 85 613.2   620.5 0.7118 7118
 86 620.5   627.8 0.759 7590
 87 627.8   635.1 0.8076 8076
 88 635.1   642.4 0.847 8470
 89 642.4   649.7 0.8836 8836
 90 649.7   657 0.9153 9153
 91 657   664.3 0.9387 9387
 92 664.3   671.6 0.9587 9587
 93 671.6   678.9 0.9747 9747
 94 678.9   686.2 0.9846 9846
 95 686.2   693.5 0.9914 9914
 96 693.5   700.8 0.9956 9956
 97 700.8   708.1 0.9979 9979
 98 708.1   715.4 0.9991 9991
 99 715.4   722.7 0.9997 9997
 100 722.7   730 1 10000
  730   +Infinity 1 10000
 
Forecast:  Accel.       
        
 Summary:      
  Display Range is from 455,840,629.41 to 1,614,097,701.44 m/s2
  Entire Range is from 455,840,629.41 to 2,131,785,629.39 m/s2
  After 10,000 Trials, the Std. Error of the Mean is 3,408,164.76
        
 Statistics:     Value 
  Trials     10000
  Mean     7.6E+08
  Median     5.7E+08
  Mode     --- 
  Standard Deviation    3.4E+08
  Variance     1.2E+17
  Skewness    1.15531
  Kurtosis     3.38687
  Coeff. of Variability    0.4512
  Range Minimum    4.6E+08
  Range Maximum    2.1E+09
  Range Width    1.7E+09
  Mean Std. Error    3408165
 
Percentiles:    
     
  Percentile m/s2 
  0.00  4.6E+08
  0.05  4.8E+08
  0.10  4.9E+08
  0.15  4.9E+08
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  0.20  4.9E+08
  0.25  4.9E+08
  0.30  4.9E+08
  0.35  4.9E+08
  0.40  4.9E+08
  0.45  4.9E+08
  0.50  5.7E+08
  0.55  6.5E+08
  0.60  7.3E+08
  0.65  8.1E+08
  0.70  8.9E+08
  0.75  9.8E+08
  0.80  1.1E+09
  0.85  1.2E+09
  0.90  1.3E+09
  0.95  1.5E+09
  1.00  2.1E+09
 
Frequency:       
 Group Start Value   End Value Prob. Freq. 
  -Infinity   4.6E+08 0 0
 1 455840629   4.7E+08 0.0012 12
 2 467423200   4.8E+08 0.0261 261
 3 479005771   4.9E+08 0.2453 2453
 4 490588342   5E+08 0.1838 1838
 5 502170912   5.1E+08 0.0079 79
 6 513753483   5.3E+08 0.0069 69
 7 525336054   5.4E+08 0.0076 76
 8 536918624   5.5E+08 0.0077 77
 9 548501195   5.6E+08 0.0079 79
 10 560083766   5.7E+08 0.0078 78
 11 571666337   5.8E+08 0.0075 75
 12 583248907   5.9E+08 0.0072 72
 13 594831478   6.1E+08 0.0085 85
 14 606414049   6.2E+08 0.0064 64
 15 617996619   6.3E+08 0.0083 83
 16 629579190   6.4E+08 0.007 70
 17 641161761   6.5E+08 0.0073 73
 18 652744332   6.6E+08 0.0089 89
 19 664326902   6.8E+08 0.0079 79
 20 675909473   6.9E+08 0.006 60
 21 687492044   7E+08 0.0061 61
 22 699074615   7.1E+08 0.0063 63
 23 710657185   7.2E+08 0.0087 87
 24 722239756   7.3E+08 0.007 70
 25 733822327   7.5E+08 0.0073 73
 26 745404897   7.6E+08 0.0065 65
 27 756987468   7.7E+08 0.0066 66
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 28 768570039   7.8E+08 0.0073 73
 29 780152610   7.9E+08 0.0075 75
 30 791735180   8E+08 0.0061 61
 31 803317751   8.1E+08 0.0068 68
 32 814900322   8.3E+08 0.0076 76
 33 826482892   8.4E+08 0.0063 63
 34 838065463   8.5E+08 0.0069 69
 35 849648034   8.6E+08 0.0079 79
 36 861230605   8.7E+08 0.0077 77
 37 872813175   8.8E+08 0.0059 59
 38 884395746   9E+08 0.0063 63
 39 895978317   9.1E+08 0.008 80
 40 907560888   9.2E+08 0.006 60
 41 919143458   9.3E+08 0.007 70
 42 930726029   9.4E+08 0.0083 83
 43 942308600   9.5E+08 0.0071 71
 44 953891170   9.7E+08 0.0053 53
 45 965473741   9.8E+08 0.0067 67
 46 977056312   9.9E+08 0.0061 61
 47 988638883   1E+09 0.0062 62
 48 1E+09   1E+09 0.0075 75
 49 1.012E+09   1E+09 0.0072 72
 50 1.023E+09   1E+09 0.0074 74
 51 1.035E+09   1E+09 0.0065 65
 52 1.047E+09   1.1E+09 0.0066 66
 53 1.058E+09   1.1E+09 0.0062 62
 54 1.07E+09   1.1E+09 0.0057 57
 55 1.081E+09   1.1E+09 0.0059 59
 56 1.093E+09   1.1E+09 0.0052 52
 57 1.104E+09   1.1E+09 0.0061 61
 58 1.116E+09   1.1E+09 0.0053 53
 59 1.128E+09   1.1E+09 0.0063 63
 60 1.139E+09   1.2E+09 0.0043 43
 61 1.151E+09   1.2E+09 0.0046 46
 62 1.162E+09   1.2E+09 0.0059 59
 63 1.174E+09   1.2E+09 0.0055 55
 64 1.186E+09   1.2E+09 0.0055 55
 65 1.197E+09   1.2E+09 0.0039 39
 66 1.209E+09   1.2E+09 0.0045 45
 67 1.22E+09   1.2E+09 0.0053 53
 68 1.232E+09   1.2E+09 0.0049 49
 69 1.243E+09   1.3E+09 0.0046 46
 70 1.255E+09   1.3E+09 0.0047 47
 71 1.267E+09   1.3E+09 0.0029 29
 72 1.278E+09   1.3E+09 0.0043 43
 73 1.29E+09   1.3E+09 0.0049 49
 74 1.301E+09   1.3E+09 0.0045 45
 75 1.313E+09   1.3E+09 0.0048 48
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 76 1.325E+09   1.3E+09 0.0043 43
 77 1.336E+09   1.3E+09 0.0035 35
 78 1.348E+09   1.4E+09 0.003 30
 79 1.359E+09   1.4E+09 0.0025 25
 80 1.371E+09   1.4E+09 0.0035 35
 81 1.382E+09   1.4E+09 0.0026 26
 82 1.394E+09   1.4E+09 0.0031 31
 83 1.406E+09   1.4E+09 0.0039 39
 84 1.417E+09   1.4E+09 0.0032 32
 85 1.429E+09   1.4E+09 0.0033 33
 86 1.44E+09   1.5E+09 0.002 20
 87 1.452E+09   1.5E+09 0.0035 35
 88 1.464E+09   1.5E+09 0.0025 25
 89 1.475E+09   1.5E+09 0.0023 23
 90 1.487E+09   1.5E+09 0.0024 24
 91 1.498E+09   1.5E+09 0.0028 28
 92 1.51E+09   1.5E+09 0.002 20
 93 1.521E+09   1.5E+09 0.0026 26
 94 1.533E+09   1.5E+09 0.0034 34
 95 1.545E+09   1.6E+09 0.0017 17
 96 1.556E+09   1.6E+09 0.0012 12
 97 1.568E+09   1.6E+09 0.0018 18
 98 1.579E+09   1.6E+09 0.0016 16
 99 1.591E+09   1.6E+09 0.0016 16
 100 1.603E+09   1.6E+09 0.0018 18
  1.614E+09   +Infinity 0.0202 202
Total:      1 10000
 
Forecast:  Force       
        
 Summary:      
  Display Range is from 4.51E-9 to 1.60E-8 mkg/s2  
  Entire Range is from 4.51E-9 to 2.11E-8 mkg/s2  
  After 10,000 Trials, the Std. Error of the Mean is 3.37E-11 
        
 Statistics:     Value 
  Trials     10000 
  Mean     7.5E-09 
  Median     5.6E-09 
  Mode     --- 
  Standard Deviation    3.4E-09 
  Variance     1.1E-17 
  Skewness    1.15531 
  Kurtosis     3.38687 
  Coeff. of Variability    0.4512 
  Range Minimum    4.5E-09 
  Range Maximum    2.1E-08 
  Range Width    1.7E-08 
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  Mean Std. Error    3.4E-11 
 
Percentiles:    
     
  Percentile mkg/s2 
  0.00  4.5E-09
  0.05  4.8E-09
  0.10  4.8E-09
  0.15  4.8E-09
  0.20  4.8E-09
  0.25  4.8E-09
  0.30  4.9E-09
  0.35  4.9E-09
  0.40  4.9E-09
  0.45  4.9E-09
  0.50  5.6E-09
  0.55  6.4E-09
  0.60  7.2E-09
  0.65  8E-09
  0.70  8.8E-09
  0.75  9.7E-09
  0.80  1.1E-08
  0.85  1.2E-08
  0.90  1.3E-08
  0.95  1.4E-08
  1.00  2.1E-08
 
Frequency:       
 Group Start Value   End Value Prob. Freq. 
  -Infinity   4.5E-09 0 0
 1 4.507E-09   4.6E-09 0.0012 12
 2 4.621E-09   4.7E-09 0.0261 261
 3 4.736E-09   4.9E-09 0.2453 2453
 4 4.85E-09   5E-09 0.1838 1838
 5 4.965E-09   5.1E-09 0.0079 79
 6 5.079E-09   5.2E-09 0.0069 69
 7 5.194E-09   5.3E-09 0.0076 76
 8 5.308E-09   5.4E-09 0.0077 77
 9 5.423E-09   5.5E-09 0.0079 79
 10 5.537E-09   5.7E-09 0.0078 78
 11 5.652E-09   5.8E-09 0.0075 75
 12 5.766E-09   5.9E-09 0.0072 72
 13 5.881E-09   6E-09 0.0085 85
 14 5.995E-09   6.1E-09 0.0064 64
 15 6.11E-09   6.2E-09 0.0083 83
 16 6.224E-09   6.3E-09 0.007 70
 17 6.339E-09   6.5E-09 0.0073 73
 18 6.453E-09   6.6E-09 0.0089 89
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 19 6.568E-09   6.7E-09 0.0079 79
 20 6.682E-09   6.8E-09 0.006 60
 21 6.797E-09   6.9E-09 0.0061 61
 22 6.911E-09   7E-09 0.0063 63
 23 7.026E-09   7.1E-09 0.0087 87
 24 7.14E-09   7.3E-09 0.007 70
 25 7.255E-09   7.4E-09 0.0073 73
 26 7.369E-09   7.5E-09 0.0065 65
 27 7.484E-09   7.6E-09 0.0066 66
 28 7.598E-09   7.7E-09 0.0073 73
 29 7.713E-09   7.8E-09 0.0075 75
 30 7.827E-09   7.9E-09 0.0061 61
 31 7.942E-09   8.1E-09 0.0068 68
 32 8.057E-09   8.2E-09 0.0076 76
 33 8.171E-09   8.3E-09 0.0063 63
 34 8.286E-09   8.4E-09 0.0069 69
 35 8.4E-09   8.5E-09 0.0079 79
 36 8.515E-09   8.6E-09 0.0077 77
 37 8.629E-09   8.7E-09 0.0059 59
 38 8.744E-09   8.9E-09 0.0063 63
 39 8.858E-09   9E-09 0.008 80
 40 8.973E-09   9.1E-09 0.006 60
 41 9.087E-09   9.2E-09 0.007 70
 42 9.202E-09   9.3E-09 0.0083 83
 43 9.316E-09   9.4E-09 0.0071 71
 44 9.431E-09   9.5E-09 0.0053 53
 45 9.545E-09   9.7E-09 0.0067 67
 46 9.66E-09   9.8E-09 0.0061 61
 47 9.774E-09   9.9E-09 0.0062 62
 48 9.889E-09   1E-08 0.0075 75
 49 1E-08   1E-08 0.0072 72
 50 1.012E-08   1E-08 0.0074 74
 51 1.023E-08   1E-08 0.0065 65
 52 1.035E-08   1E-08 0.0066 66
 53 1.046E-08   1.1E-08 0.0062 62
 54 1.058E-08   1.1E-08 0.0057 57
 55 1.069E-08   1.1E-08 0.0059 59
 56 1.08E-08   1.1E-08 0.0052 52
 57 1.092E-08   1.1E-08 0.0061 61
 58 1.103E-08   1.1E-08 0.0053 53
 59 1.115E-08   1.1E-08 0.0063 63
 60 1.126E-08   1.1E-08 0.0043 43
 61 1.138E-08   1.1E-08 0.0046 46
 62 1.149E-08   1.2E-08 0.0059 59
 63 1.161E-08   1.2E-08 0.0055 55
 64 1.172E-08   1.2E-08 0.0055 55
 65 1.184E-08   1.2E-08 0.0039 39
 66 1.195E-08   1.2E-08 0.0045 45
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 67 1.206E-08   1.2E-08 0.0053 53
 68 1.218E-08   1.2E-08 0.0049 49
 69 1.229E-08   1.2E-08 0.0046 46
 70 1.241E-08   1.3E-08 0.0047 47
 71 1.252E-08   1.3E-08 0.0029 29
 72 1.264E-08   1.3E-08 0.0043 43
 73 1.275E-08   1.3E-08 0.0049 49
 74 1.287E-08   1.3E-08 0.0045 45
 75 1.298E-08   1.3E-08 0.0048 48
 76 1.31E-08   1.3E-08 0.0043 43
 77 1.321E-08   1.3E-08 0.0035 35
 78 1.332E-08   1.3E-08 0.003 30
 79 1.344E-08   1.4E-08 0.0025 25
 80 1.355E-08   1.4E-08 0.0035 35
 81 1.367E-08   1.4E-08 0.0026 26
 82 1.378E-08   1.4E-08 0.0031 31
 83 1.39E-08   1.4E-08 0.0039 39
 84 1.401E-08   1.4E-08 0.0032 32
 85 1.413E-08   1.4E-08 0.0033 33
 86 1.424E-08   1.4E-08 0.002 20
 87 1.435E-08   1.4E-08 0.0035 35
 88 1.447E-08   1.5E-08 0.0025 25
 89 1.458E-08   1.5E-08 0.0023 23
 90 1.47E-08   1.5E-08 0.0024 24
 91 1.481E-08   1.5E-08 0.0028 28
 92 1.493E-08   1.5E-08 0.002 20
 93 1.504E-08   1.5E-08 0.0026 26
 94 1.516E-08   1.5E-08 0.0034 34
 95 1.527E-08   1.5E-08 0.0017 17
 96 1.539E-08   1.5E-08 0.0012 12
 97 1.55E-08   1.6E-08 0.0018 18
 98 1.561E-08   1.6E-08 0.0016 16
 99 1.573E-08   1.6E-08 0.0016 16
 100 1.584E-08   1.6E-08 0.0018 18
  1.596E-08   +Infinity 0.0202 202
Total:      1 10000
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8.9 Apex 9: Hydro-system Geometry 
In order to establish the exact geometry of the hydro-systems of  the BNB, the files 

cantilever4.log and cantilever5.log includes the detailed information of all the parts, 
including the cellular and viral systems.  
 
 

Hydro-systems Codes (cantilever4.log) 
/BATCH 
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:25:17    05/07/2004 
/TITLE,Cantilever 4 tesis, hidrodinamica 
/PREP7 
SAVE 
!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20  !* Largo de los 
cantilevers principales 
alto=0.365  !* Alto de un cantilever 
principal 
ancho=0.130  !* Ancho de los 
cantilevers principales 
delta=0.500  !* Separación entre 
cantilevers principales 
fuerza=-3.6  !* Fuerza Aplicada 
presion=1.7  !* Presion Aplicada 
union=0.5  !* Largo medio de la 
union de la pieza a los cantilever principales 
ancho_union=1  !* Ancho de la primera 
pieza (dual) de union 
ancho2=2  !* Ancho de la segunda 
pieza de union 
ancho3=2  !* Ancho de la tercera 
pieza de union 
ancho4=1  !* Ancho de la cuarta 
pieza de union (end part main spring) 
xlargo=2.5  !* Largo extra de la 
segunda pieza de union para cantilevers secundarios 
(no incluye la union central) 
xunion=2  !* Ancho de las paredes 
que sostienen a los cantilevers secundario, segunda 
pieza 
xancho=0.013  !* Ancho de los 
cantilever secundarios 
xalto=0.100  !* Altura de los 
cantilevers secundarios 
xdelta=0.200  !* Separacion entre 
cantilevers secundarios. Altura-Ancho del tubo. 
xancho2=1  !* Ancho de separacion 
entre los cantilevers secundarios 
espacio=3  !* Separacion entre 
cantilever principal y obstaculo 
ancho_obstaculo=0.100 !* Ancho del obstaculo 
alto_obstaculo=0.450 !* Alto del obstaculo 
pared=5   !* Largo de las paredes 

BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo+xunion,largo/2+union+xlargo-
xunion,alto+(delta-
(2*xalto+xdelta))/2+xalto+xdelta,alto+(delta-
(2*xalto+xdelta))/2+2*xalto+xdelta,ancho+ancho_unio
n,ancho+ancho_union+xancho, 
!* Creacion de los segundos cantilevers secundarios 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo+xunion,largo/2+union+xlargo-
xunion,alto+(delta-(2*xalto+xdelta))/2,alto+(delta-
(2*xalto+xdelta))/2+xalto,ancho+ancho_union+xancho
2,ancho+ancho_union+xancho+xancho2, 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo+xunion,largo/2+union+xlargo-
xunion,alto+(delta-
(2*xalto+xdelta))/2+xalto+xdelta,alto+(delta-
(2*xalto+xdelta))/2+2*xalto+xdelta,ancho+ancho_unio
n+xancho+xancho2,ancho+ancho_union+2*xancho+xa
ncho2, 
!* Creacion del hueco del tubo (misma altura y ancho 
del delta) 
BLOCK,largo/2-
delta/2,largo/2+delta/2,alto,alto+delta,ancho+ancho_un
ion+ancho2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+anc
ho4, 
!* Pegado end part 
FLST,2,2,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,6    
FITEM,2,-7   
VADD,P51X    
!* Resta hueco al end part 
VSBV,      13,      12   
!* Creacion del soporte del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0-
espacio,ancho+ancho_union, 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,ancho+ancho_uni
on+xancho,ancho+ancho_union+xancho+xancho2, 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,ancho+ancho_uni
on+2*xancho+xancho2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+a
ncho3+ancho4, 
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laterales 
alto_total=10  !* Alto del cuerpo del 
robot 
fin=15   !* Ancho del fin del 
cuerpo 
tubop=0.03  !* Altura-Ancho Tubos 
pequenhos 
hueco=0.200  !* Ancho del hueco-
trampa para virus 
alto_trampa=2  !* Alto de la trampa para 
virus 
ancho_trampa=2  !* Ancho de la trampa 
para virus 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,, 
MPTEMP,1,0 
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24 
!* Dibujo de las partes 
!* Dibujo de los cantilevers principales 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,0,largo,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,0,ancho, 
!* Dibujo de los piezas de union 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,0,alto,ancho,ancho+ancho_uni
on, 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,ancho,a
ncho+ancho_union, 
!* Dibujo de la segunda pieza de union 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo,largo/2+union+xlargo,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union,ancho+ancho_
union+ancho2 
!* Dibujo de la cuarta pieza de union (end part main 
spring) 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+anch
o3,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4 
!* Dibujo de la tercera pieza de union 
!* Lineas entre la tapa y la barra central 
LSTR,      41,      40 
LSTR,      39,      43 
LSTR,      37,      42 
LSTR,      38,      44 
!* Creacion de las areas a partir de lineas 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,56 
FITEM,2,73 
FITEM,2,61 

!* Creacion de los topes del soporte del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-union,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,largo/2+union,alto+del
ta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,ancho, 
!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,15,6,ORDE,2   
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-15  
VADD,P51X    
!* Creacion del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-xdelta/2,largo/2+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xdelta/2,0-
espacio,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4, 
!* Creacion del tubo 
VSBV,      16,       1  
!* Creacion del obstaculo 
BLOCK,largo/2-union,largo/2+union,alto+delta/2-
alto_obstaculo/2,alto+delta/2+alto_obstaculo/2,0-
espacio,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion del cuerpo 
BLOCK,0-pared,pared+largo,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo-fin,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion de las paredes laterales 
BLOCK,0-pared,0,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
BLOCK,largo,pared+largo,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Creacion de la entrada del tubo al cuerpo 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion de la entrada del tubo al obstaculo 
BLOCK,largo/2-1.05*xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+1.05*xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-
1.05*xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+1.05*xalto+xdelta/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,0-espacio, 
!* Creacion tubo pequenho 
BLOCK,largo/2-tubop/2,largo/2+tubop/2,alto+delta/2-
tubop/2,alto+delta/2+tubop/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo-fin,0-2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion tubos pequenhos laterales 
BLOCK,0-pared,largo/2-xalto-xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-
tubop/2,alto+delta/2+tubop/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo+hueco-tubop,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo+hueco, 
BLOCK,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,pared+largo,alto+delta
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FITEM,2,75 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 2 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,74 
FITEM,2,54 
FITEM,2,76 
FITEM,2,63 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 3 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,55 
FITEM,2,73 
FITEM,2,74 
FITEM,2,62 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 4 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,64 
FITEM,2,75 
FITEM,2,76 
FITEM,2,53 
AL,P51X 
!* Volumen con areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4 
FITEM,2,26 
FITEM,2,31 
FITEM,2,37 
FITEM,2,-40 
VA,P51X 
!* Creacion del hueco para cantilevers secundarios 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo+xunion,largo/2+union+xlargo-
xunion,alto,alto+delta,ancho+ancho_union,ancho+a
ncho_union+ancho2, 
VSBV,       5,       8 
!* Creacion de los primeros cantilevers secundarios 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo+xunion,largo/2+union+xlargo-
xunion,alto+(delta-(2*xalto+xdelta))/2,alto+(delta-
(2*xalto+xdelta))/2+xalto,ancho+ancho_union,anch
o+ancho_union+xancho, 

/2-tubop/2,alto+delta/2+tubop/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo+hueco-tubop,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo+hueco, 
!* Creacion trampa 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,0-2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo+hueco, 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,0-alto_trampa,0,0-
2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo-ancho_trampa,0-
2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo+hueco, 
!* Borrar tubo al obstaculo 
VSBV,       1,       7  
!* Borrar tubo al cuerpo 
FLST,3,6,6,ORDE,3    
FITEM,3,6    
FITEM,3,8    
FITEM,3,-12  
VSBV,       3,P51X   
!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,5,6,ORDE,5    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-2   
FITEM,2,4    
FITEM,2,-5   
FITEM,2,13   
VADD,P51X    
!* Creacion cilindro externo 
CYL4,largo/2,alto+delta/2,3*pared+largo, , , ,50 
CYL4,largo/2,alto+delta/2,3*pared+largo, , , ,-50 
!* Pegado cilindro externo 
FLST,2,2,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-2   
VADD,P51X    
!****************************** 
VSBV,       4,       3   

 
Hydro-systems Codes  (cantilever5.log) 

/BATCH 
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:25:17    05/07/2004 
/TITLE,Cantilever 5 tesis, hidrodinamica con aguja 
/PREP7 
SAVE 
!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20  !* Largo de los 
cantilevers principales 
alto=0.365  !* Alto de un cantilever 

!* Creacion tubo pequenho 
BLOCK,largo/2-tubop/2,largo/2+tubop/2,alto+delta/2-
tubop/2,alto+delta/2+tubop/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo-fin,0-2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion trampa 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,0-2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo+espacio/2,0-
2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo+hueco+espacio/2, 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,0-alto_trampa,0,0-
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principal 
ancho=0.130  !* Ancho de los 
cantilevers principales 
delta=0.500  !* Separación entre 
cantilevers principales 
fuerza=-3.6  !* Fuerza Aplicada 
presion=1.7  !* Presion Aplicada 
union=0.5  !* Largo medio de la 
union de la pieza a los cantilever principales 
ancho_union=1  !* Ancho de la primera 
pieza (dual) de union 
ancho2=2  !* Ancho de la segunda 
pieza de union 
ancho3=2  !* Ancho de la tercera 
pieza de union 
ancho4=1  !* Ancho de la cuarta 
pieza de union (end part main spring) 
xlargo=2.5  !* Largo extra de la 
segunda pieza de union para cantilevers secundarios 
(no incluye la union central) 
xunion=2  !* Ancho de las paredes 
que sostienen a los cantilevers secundario, segunda 
pieza 
xancho=0.013  !* Ancho de los 
cantilever secundarios 
xalto=0.100  !* Altura de los 
cantilevers secundarios 
xdelta=0.200  !* Separacion entre 
cantilevers secundarios. Altura-Ancho del tubo. 
xancho2=1  !* Ancho de separacion 
entre los cantilevers secundarios 
espacio=3  !* Separacion entre 
cantilever principal y obstaculo 
ancho_obstaculo=0.100 !* Ancho del obstaculo 
alto_obstaculo=0.450 !* Alto del obstaculo 
pared=5   !* Largo de las paredes 
laterales 
alto_total=5.5  !* Alto del cuerpo del 
robot 
fin=15   !* Ancho del fin del 
cuerpo 
tubop=0.03  !* Altura-Ancho Tubos 
pequenhos 
hueco=0.200  !* Ancho del hueco-
trampa para virus 
alto_trampa=2  !* Alto de la trampa para 
virus 
ancho_trampa=2  !* Ancho de la trampa 
para virus 
libre=0.100  !* Separacion entre main 
spring y paredes circundantes 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 

2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo-
ancho_trampa+espacio/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo+hueco+espacio/2, 
!* Borrar hueco al tope 
VSBV,      12,      17   
!* Pegado de Volumenes Main spring 
FLST,2,10,6,ORDE,2   
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-10  
VADD,P51X    
!* Borrar tubo al Main spring 
FLST,2,10,6,ORDE,2   
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-10  
VADD,P51X    
VSBV,      12,      11   
!* Borrar tubo y trampa al cuerpo 
FLST,3,4,6,ORDE,3    
FITEM,3,16   
FITEM,3,18   
FITEM,3,-20  
VSBV,      13,P51X   
!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,5,6,ORDE,5    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-2   
FITEM,2,14   
FITEM,2,-15  
FITEM,2,21   
VADD,P51X 
!* Ahora inicia el dibujo del hydro-system para la 
celula 
!* Dibujo de border lateral superior del main spring 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-xlargo-
libre,largo/2+union+xlargo+libre,alto+delta/2+1+libre,
alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Dibujo de la aguja 
BLOCK,largo/2-
0.04,largo/2+0.04,alto+delta/2+1+libre,alto+delta/2+1+
libre+0.08,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3,ancho
+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4 
!* Creacion de las lineas que unen la aguja con 
estructura 
LSTR,     158,     153   
LSTR,     157,     156   
LSTR,     160,     154   
LSTR,     159,     155   
!* Areas a partir de lineas 
!* Area 1 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,254  
FITEM,2,267  
FITEM,2,266  
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KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,, 
MPTEMP,1,0 
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24 
!* Dibujo de las partes 
!* Dibujo de los cantilevers principales 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,0,largo,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,0,ancho, 
!* Dibujo de los piezas de union 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,0,alto,ancho,ancho+ancho_uni
on, 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,ancho,a
ncho+ancho_union, 
!* Dibujo de la segunda pieza de union 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo,largo/2+union+xlargo,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union,ancho+ancho_
union+ancho2 
!* Dibujo de la cuarta pieza de union (end part main 
spring) 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+anch
o3,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4 
!* Dibujo de la tercera pieza de union 
!* Lineas entre la tapa y la barra central 
LSTR,      41,      40 
LSTR,      39,      43 
LSTR,      37,      42 
LSTR,      38,      44 
!* Creacion de las areas a partir de lineas 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,56 
FITEM,2,73 
FITEM,2,61 
FITEM,2,75 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 2 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,74 
FITEM,2,54 
FITEM,2,76 
FITEM,2,63 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 3 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,55 
FITEM,2,73 
FITEM,2,74 
FITEM,2,62 
AL,P51X 

FITEM,2,162  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 2 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,267  
FITEM,2,255  
FITEM,2,269  
FITEM,2,160  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 3 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,257  
FITEM,2,266  
FITEM,2,268  
FITEM,2,152  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 4 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,256  
FITEM,2,269  
FITEM,2,268  
FITEM,2,157  
AL,P51X  
!* Volumen a partir de las areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,6    
FITEM,2,71   
FITEM,2,80   
FITEM,2,-83  
VA,P51X  
!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,4,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-4   
VADD,P51X    
!* Dibujar el tubo de 65 nm de la aguja 
BLOCK,largo/2-
0.032,largo/2+0.032,alto+delta/2+1+libre+0.007,alto+d
elta/2+1+libre+0.072,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4 
!* Dibujo de lineas para conectar tuberias 
LSTR,     167,     135   
LSTR,     165,     136   
LSTR,     166,     133   
LSTR,     168,     134  
!* Areas a parir de lineas 
!* Area 1 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,283  
FITEM,2,284  
FITEM,2,272  
FITEM,2,203  
AL,P51X  
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!* Creacion area 4 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,64 
FITEM,2,75 
FITEM,2,76 
FITEM,2,53 
AL,P51X 
!* Volumen con areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4 
FITEM,2,26 
FITEM,2,31 
FITEM,2,37 
FITEM,2,-40 
VA,P51X 
!* Creacion del soporte del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0-
espacio,ancho+ancho_union, 
!*BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,ancho+ancho_
union+xancho,ancho+ancho_union+xancho+xancho
2, 
!*BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,ancho+ancho_
union+2*xancho+xancho2,ancho+ancho_union+anc
ho2+ancho3+ancho4, 
!* Creacion de los topes del soporte del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-union,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,largo/2+union,alto+
delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,ancho, 
!* Creacion del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xdelta/2,0-
espacio,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+anch
o4, 
!* Creacion del tubo 
!*VSBV,      16,       1  
!* Creacion del obstaculo 
BLOCK,largo/2-union,largo/2+union,alto+delta/2-
alto_obstaculo/2,alto+delta/2+alto_obstaculo/2,0-
espacio,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion del cuerpo 
BLOCK,0-pared,pared+largo,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo-fin,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion de las paredes laterales 
BLOCK,0-pared,0,alto+delta/2-

!* Area 2 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,252  
FITEM,2,284  
FITEM,2,285  
FITEM,2,204  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 3 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,201  
FITEM,2,285  
FITEM,2,274  
FITEM,2,286  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 4 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,202  
FITEM,2,283  
FITEM,2,286  
FITEM,2,273  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 5 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,203  
FITEM,2,204  
FITEM,2,201  
FITEM,2,202  
AL,P51X  
!* Volumen a partir de areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,88   
FITEM,2,-91  
FITEM,2,93   
VA,P51X  
!* Borrar tuberia 
VPLOT    
FLST,3,2,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,3,1    
FITEM,3,-2   
VSBV,       5,P51X  1 
!************************* Agregar al final 
******************************** 
!* Dibujo de border lateral derecho del main spring 
!*BLOCK,0,largo/2-union-xlargo-libre,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,ancho+ancho_uni
on,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Dibujo de border lateral izquierdo del main spring 
!*BLOCK,largo/2+union+xlargo+libre,largo,alto+delta
/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,ancho+ancho_uni
on,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Dibujo de border lateral inferior del main spring 
!*BLOCK,largo/2-union-xlargo-
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alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
BLOCK,largo,pared+largo,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Creacion de la entrada del tubo al cuerpo 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion de la entrada del tubo al obstaculo 
BLOCK,largo/2-1.05*xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+1.05*xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-
1.05*xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+1.05*xalto+xdelta/2,0-
espacio-ancho_obstaculo,0-espacio, 

libre,largo/2+union+xlargo+libre,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2-1-
libre,ancho+ancho_union,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!********************************************
******************************** 
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8.10 Apex 10: Blood Cells Volume and Proportion 
In order to measure the probability of an encounter between a BNB and a lymphocyte, it 

is necessary to calculate the quantity and volume of the different blood cells. All the 
information can be found in the file probabilities_blood_cells.xls. The information is 
validated with the literature. [11][12][13] 

 

Group Type 
Percent 

of 
Min. 

Quant. 
Max. 

Quant. 
Mean 

Quant. 
    Group per mm3 per mm3 per mm3 
            

Red 
Blood Cells Erythrocyte 100% 4.7E+06 6.1E+06 5.40E+06

        
Platelets Platelets 100% 1.5E+05 3.5E+05 2.50E+05

        
Neutrophil 50 - 70% 1500 7800 4650 
Lymphocyte 20 - 30% 2000 3000 2500 
Monocyte 1.7 - 9% 170 900 535 
Eosinophil 0 - 7% 0 700 350 

White 
Blood Cells 

Basophil 0 - 1% 0 100 50 
        

HIV Virus Virus 100% 10 10 10 
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8.11 Apex 11: Encounters Probabilistic Model 
All the information can be found in the file probabilities_blood_cells.xls. The results are 

compared with the literature to validate the obtained data. [66][67][68] 
 

Group Type 
Min. 

Diam. 
Max. 

Diam. 
Mean 

Rad. 
Vol. per 
unit 

Total 
Vol. % Vol. 

    [µm] [µm] [µm] [mm3] [mm3] [mm3] 
              

Red 
Blood Cells Erythrocyte 7 8 3.75 8.8E-08 0.48 47.713%

          
Platelets Platelets 2 5 1.75 2.2E-08 5.6E-03 0.561% 

          
Neutrophil 12 15 6.75 1.3E-06 6.0E-03 0.599% 
Lymphocyte 10 12 5.5 7.0E-07 1.7E-03 0.174% 
Monocyte 12 15 6.75 1.3E-06 6.9E-04 0.069% 
Eosinophil 12 15 6.75 1.3E-06 4.5E-04 0.045% 

White 
Blood Cells 

Basophil 9 10 4.75 4.5E-07 2.2E-05 0.002% 
          

HIV Virus Virus 0.09 0.11 0.05 5.2E-13 5.2E-12 0.000% 
                
     TOTAL 0.49 49.2% 
 

Group Type Encounter
# 

Encounter 
    % per day1 
        

Red 
Blood Cells Erythrocyte 97.049% 280 

      
Platelets Platelets 1.142% 3 

      
Neutrophil 1.218% 4 
Lymphocyte 0.354% 1 
Monocyte 0.140% 0 
Eosinophil 0.092% 0 

White 
Blood Cells 

Basophil 0.005% 0 
      

HIV Virus Virus 0.000% 0 
        
 
*Assuming 5 minutes for each encounter[66] 
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8.12 Apex 12: Complete BNB Geometry 
 
The complete and detailed information about all the structural parts are included in the 

file cantilever6.log. This files includes the space occupied all the parts of the model, but it 
does not include the exact structure of the rotors, electromagnet and CD4 matrixes, due to 
the flexibility presented in the document. Even thought, the geometry accomplishes all the 
limitations and restrictions of all parts, systems and the top-down design. 

 
 

Dual Cantilever Simulation Codes (cantilever6.log) 
!* This file can not be meshed due to the scales of 
the different structures. With out a mesh, it is not 
!* possible to make any type of analysis of the 
complete geometry 
!* Author: Johann Faccelo Osma 
<faccelo@yahoo.com> 
/BATCH 
/COM,ANSYS RELEASE  8.0    UP20030930       
11:25:17    05/07/2004 
/TITLE,3D Model BNB (Cantilever 6) 
/PREP7 
SAVE 
!*  Dimensiones 
largo=20  !* Largo de los 
cantilevers principales 
alto=0.365  !* Alto de un cantilever 
principal 
ancho=0.130  !* Ancho de los 
cantilevers principales 
delta=0.500  !* Separación entre 
cantilevers principales 
fuerza=-3.6  !* Fuerza Aplicada 
presion=1.7  !* Presion Aplicada 
union=0.5  !* Largo medio de la 
union de la pieza a los cantilever principales 
ancho_union=4  !* Ancho de la primera 
pieza (dual) de union 
ancho2=1  !* Ancho de la segunda 
pieza de union 
ancho3=6  !* Ancho de la tercera 
pieza de union 
ancho4=1  !* Ancho de la cuarta 
pieza de union (end part main spring) 
xlargo=2.5  !* Largo extra de la 
segunda pieza de union para cantilevers secundarios 
(no incluye la union central) 
xunion=2  !* Ancho de las paredes 
que sostienen a los cantilevers secundario, segunda 
pieza 
xancho=0.013  !* Ancho de los 
cantilever secundarios 
xalto=0.100  !* Altura de los 

 
LSTR,     215,     216   
LSTR,     216,     221   
LSTR,     221,     246   
LSTR,     246,     245   
LSTR,     245,     214   
!* Lineas a partir de keypoints brazo izquierdo 
LSTR,     224,     229   
LSTR,     224,     230   
LSTR,     229,     230   
LSTR,     230,     231   
LSTR,     231,     232   
LSTR,     232,     223   
LSTR,     223,     222   
LSTR,     222,     229   
!* Area de contacto con rotor a partir de lineas brazo 
derecho 
FLST,2,3,4   
FITEM,2,343  
FITEM,2,344  
FITEM,2,345  
AL,P51X  
!* Area de contacto con rotor a partir de lineas brazo 
izquierdo 
FLST,2,3,4   
FITEM,2,355  
FITEM,2,356  
FITEM,2,361  
AL,P51X  
!* Area de cuerpo de brazo a partir de lineas brazo 
derecho 
FLST,2,6,4   
FITEM,2,354  
FITEM,2,353  
FITEM,2,352  
FITEM,2,351  
FITEM,2,346  
FITEM,2,345  
AL,P51X  
!* Area de cuerpo de brazo a partir de lineas brazo 
izquierdo 
FLST,2,6,4   
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cantilevers secundarios 
xdelta=0.200  !* Separacion entre 
cantilevers secundarios. Altura-Ancho del tubo. 
xancho2=1  !* Ancho de separacion 
entre los cantilevers y motores 
espacio=3  !* Separacion entre 
cantilever principal y obstaculo 
ancho_obstaculo=0.100 !* Ancho del obstaculo 
alto_obstaculo=0.450 !* Alto del obstaculo 
pared=2   !* Largo de las paredes 
laterales 
alto_total=5.5  !* Alto del cuerpo del 
robot 
fin=2   !* Ancho del fin del 
cuerpo 
tubop=0.03  !* Altura-Ancho Tubos 
pequenhos 
hueco=0.200  !* Ancho del hueco-
trampa para virus 
alto_trampa=2  !* Alto de la trampa para 
virus 
ancho_trampa=2  !* Ancho de la trampa 
para virus 
libre=0.100  !* Separacion entre main 
spring y paredes circundantes 
nodo1=3   !* Largo del eje 
del rotor al nodo1 
nodo2=1   !* Largo del eje 
del rotor al nodo2 
nodo3=1   !* Largo del eje 
del rotor al nodo3 
nodo4=largo/2  !* Largo del eje del rotor 
al nodo4 
arm1=4   !* Ancho del eje del rotor 
al extremo1 
arm2=1   !* Ancho del eje del rotor 
al extremo2 
arm3=2.5  !* Ancho del eje del rotor 
al extremo3 
arm4=1   !* Ancho del eje del rotor 
al extremo4 
mano1=0.05  !* Ancho entre manos y 
main spring 
mano2=1   !* Ancho rear 
clamp 
mano3=0.5  !* Ancho middle clamp 
mano4=0.5  !* Ancho front clamp 
 
!* Tipo de Elemento y caracteristicas 
ET,1,SOLID92 
KEYOPT,1,5,2 
KEYOPT,1,6,0 
!*  Definicion del Silicio como material 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,, 

FITEM,2,363  
FITEM,2,364  
FITEM,2,365  
FITEM,2,366  
FITEM,2,362  
FITEM,2,361  
AL,P51X  
!* Extrude Area de contacto brazo derecho 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,146  
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,146  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,0,0,1,delta,1, 
!* Extrude Area de contacto brazo izquierdo 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,148  
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,148  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,0,0,1,delta,1, 
!* Extrude Area de cuerpo brazo derecho 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,149  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,1,0,1,0.5,1,  
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,149  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,-0.5,0,1,0.5,1,  
!* Extrude Area de cuerpo brazo izquierdo 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,150  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,1,0,1,0.5,1,  
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,150  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,-0.5,0,1,0.5,1,  
!* Creacion de nodos para inner tubes brazo derecho 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-pared-nodo1-nodo2-
nodo3/3,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-pared-nodo1-nodo2-
2*nodo3/3,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-pared-nodo1-nodo2-
2*nodo3/3,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+
arm2/2    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
pared+nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm
1+arm2+arm3+arm4/3    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
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MPTEMP,1,0 
MPDATA,EX,1,,160e3 
MPDATA,PRXY,1,,0.24 
!* Dibujo de las partes 
!* Dibujo de los cantilevers principales 
BLOCK,0,largo,0,alto,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,0,largo,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,0,ancho, 
!* Dibujo de los piezas de union 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,0,alto,ancho,ancho+ancho_uni
on, 
BLOCK,largo/2-
union,largo/2+union,alto+delta,2*alto+delta,ancho,a
ncho+ancho_union, 
!* Dibujo de la segunda pieza de union 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-
xlargo,largo/2+union+xlargo,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union,ancho+ancho_
union+ancho2 
!* Dibujo de la cuarta pieza de union (end part main 
spring) 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+anch
o3,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4 
!* Dibujo de la tercera pieza de union 
!* Lineas entre la tapa y la barra central 
LSTR,      41,      40 
LSTR,      39,      43 
LSTR,      37,      42 
LSTR,      38,      44 
!* Creacion de las areas a partir de lineas 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,56 
FITEM,2,73 
FITEM,2,61 
FITEM,2,75 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 2 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,74 
FITEM,2,54 
FITEM,2,76 
FITEM,2,63 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 3 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,55 
FITEM,2,73 
FITEM,2,74 
FITEM,2,62 
AL,P51X 
!* Creacion area 4 
FLST,2,4,4 
FITEM,2,64 

pared+nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm
1+arm2+arm3+2*arm4/3    
K, ,P51X 
!* Creacion de nodos para inner tubes brazo izquierdo  
!* Definicion de variable por exceso de treminos para 
ANSYS 
temp=largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,temp+nodo1+nodo2+nodo3/3,delta/2,ancho+
ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,temp+nodo1+nodo2+2*nodo3/3,delta/2,anch
o+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,temp+nodo1+nodo2+2*nodo3/3,delta/2,anch
o+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+arm2/2    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,temp-
nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+arm
2+arm3+arm4/3    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,temp-
nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+arm
2+arm3+2*arm4/3    
K, ,P51X 
!* Creacion lineas inner tube brazo derecho 
LSTR,     278,     279   
LSTR,     279,     286   
LSTR,     286,     285   
LSTR,     285,     277   
LSTR,     277,     278   
!* Creacion lineas inner tube brazo izquierdo 
LSTR,     283,     284   
LSTR,     284,     281   
LSTR,     281,     280   
LSTR,     280,     282   
LSTR,     282,     283   
!* Creacion area inner tube brazo derecho 
FLST,2,5,4   
FITEM,2,446  
FITEM,2,444  
FITEM,2,443  
FITEM,2,447  
FITEM,2,445  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion area inner tube brazo izquierdo 
FLST,2,5,4   
FITEM,2,449  
FITEM,2,451  
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FITEM,2,75 
FITEM,2,76 
FITEM,2,53 
AL,P51X 
!* Volumen con areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4 
FITEM,2,26 
FITEM,2,31 
FITEM,2,37 
FITEM,2,-40 
VA,P51X 
!* Creacion del soporte del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0-
espacio,ancho+ancho_union, 
!*BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,ancho+ancho_
union+xancho,ancho+ancho_union+xancho+xancho
2, 
!*BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,ancho+ancho_
union+2*xancho+xancho2,ancho+ancho_union+anc
ho2+ancho3+ancho4, 
!* Creacion de los topes del soporte del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-union,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,ancho, 
BLOCK,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,largo/2+union,alto+
delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,ancho, 
!* Creacion del tubo 
BLOCK,largo/2-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xdelta/2,0-
espacio,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+anch
o4, 
!* Creacion del tubo 
!*VSBV,      16,       1  
!* Creacion del obstaculo 
BLOCK,largo/2-union,largo/2+union,alto+delta/2-
alto_obstaculo/2,alto+delta/2+alto_obstaculo/2,0-
espacio,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion del cuerpo 
BLOCK,0-pared,pared+largo,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo-fin,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion de las paredes laterales 
BLOCK,0-pared,0,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
BLOCK,largo,pared+largo,alto+delta/2-

FITEM,2,448  
FITEM,2,452  
FITEM,2,450  
AL,P51X  
!* Extrude Area de inner tube brazo derecho 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,195  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,delta,0,1,delta,1,   
!* Extrude Area de inner tube brazo izquierdo 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,196  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,delta,0,1,delta,1,   
!* Borrar el inner tube al brazo superior derecho 
VSBV,      10,      15   
!* Borrar el inner tube al brazo superior izquierdo 
VSBV,      13,      16   
 
!* Dibujo de las manos 
!* Se necesitan 3 cubos para pintar las manos 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.07,largo/2+0.07,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2
+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.02,largo/2+0.02,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3,ancho+ancho_union+
ancho2+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3+man
o4 
!* Creacion de lineas para mano derecha 
LSTR,     253,     297   
LSTR,     297,     320   
LSTR,     320,     258   
LSTR,     259,     298   
LSTR,     298,     317   
LSTR,     317,     264   
!* Creacion de lineas para mano izquierda 
LSTR,     268,     299   
LSTR,     299,     319   
LSTR,     319,     267   
LSTR,     274,     300   
LSTR,     300,     318   
LSTR,     318,     273   
!* Creacion Areas para mano derecha 
FLST,2,5,4   
FITEM,2,513  
FITEM,2,450  
FITEM,2,516  
FITEM,2,413  
FITEM,2,401  
AL,P51X  
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alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Creacion de la entrada del tubo al cuerpo 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,0-espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion de la entrada del tubo al obstaculo 
BLOCK,largo/2-1.05*xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+1.05*xalto+xdelta/2,alto+delta/2-
1.05*xalto-
xdelta/2,alto+delta/2+1.05*xalto+xdelta/2,0-
espacio-ancho_obstaculo,0-espacio, 
!* Creacion tubo pequenho 
BLOCK,largo/2-
tubop/2,largo/2+tubop/2,alto+delta/2-
tubop/2,alto+delta/2+tubop/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo-fin,0-2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo, 
!* Creacion trampa 
BLOCK,largo/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,largo/2+xalto+xdelta/2,0,alto+delta/2-xalto-
xdelta/2,0-2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo+espacio/2,0-
2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo+hueco+espacio/2, 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,0-alto_trampa,0,0-
2*espacio-ancho_obstaculo-
ancho_trampa+espacio/2,0-2*espacio-
ancho_obstaculo+hueco+espacio/2, 
!* Borrar hueco al tope 
VSBV,      12,      17   
!* Pegado de Volumenes Main spring 
FLST,2,10,6,ORDE,2   
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-10  
VADD,P51X    
!* Borrar tubo al Main spring 
FLST,2,10,6,ORDE,2   
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-10  
VADD,P51X    
VSBV,      12,      11   
!* Borrar tubo y trampa al cuerpo 
FLST,3,4,6,ORDE,3    
FITEM,3,16   
FITEM,3,18   
FITEM,3,-20  
VSBV,      13,P51X   
!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,5,6,ORDE,5    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-2   
FITEM,2,14   
FITEM,2,-15  
FITEM,2,21   
VADD,P51X 

FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,516  
FITEM,2,517  
FITEM,2,518  
FITEM,2,412  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,513  
FITEM,2,514  
FITEM,2,515  
FITEM,2,400  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,5,4   
FITEM,2,515  
FITEM,2,508  
FITEM,2,518  
FITEM,2,418  
FITEM,2,406  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion Areas para mano izquierda 
FLST,2,5,4   
FITEM,2,519  
FITEM,2,428  
FITEM,2,440  
FITEM,2,522  
FITEM,2,479  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,522  
FITEM,2,523  
FITEM,2,524  
FITEM,2,433  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,5,4   
FITEM,2,521  
FITEM,2,506  
FITEM,2,524  
FITEM,2,439  
FITEM,2,427  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,519  
FITEM,2,520  
FITEM,2,521  
FITEM,2,421  
AL,P51X  
!* Borrado de los 3 volumenes para manos 
FLST,2,3,6,ORDE,3    
FITEM,2,13   
FITEM,2,15   
FITEM,2,-16  
VDELE,P51X, , ,1 
!* Creacion Area de tapa mano derecha 
FLST,2,4,4   
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!* Ahora inicia el dibujo del hydro-system para la 
celula 
!* Dibujo de border lateral superior del main spring 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-xlargo-
libre,largo/2+union+xlargo+libre,alto+delta/2+1+lib
re,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Dibujo de la aguja 
BLOCK,largo/2-
0.04,largo/2+0.04,alto+delta/2+1+libre,alto+delta/2
+1+libre+0.08,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+ancho4 
!* Creacion de las lineas que unen la aguja con 
estructura 
LSTR,     158,     153   
LSTR,     157,     156   
LSTR,     160,     154   
LSTR,     159,     155   
!* Areas a partir de lineas 
!* Area 1 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,254  
FITEM,2,267  
FITEM,2,266  
FITEM,2,162  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 2 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,267  
FITEM,2,255  
FITEM,2,269  
FITEM,2,160  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 3 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,257  
FITEM,2,266  
FITEM,2,268  
FITEM,2,152  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 4 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,256  
FITEM,2,269  
FITEM,2,268  
FITEM,2,157  
AL,P51X  
!* Volumen a partir de las areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,6    
FITEM,2,71   
FITEM,2,80   
FITEM,2,-83  
VA,P51X  

FITEM,2,508  
FITEM,2,514  
FITEM,2,450  
FITEM,2,517  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion Area de tapa mano izquierda 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,520  
FITEM,2,506  
FITEM,2,523  
FITEM,2,479  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion area tapa inner tube derecha 
FLST,2,6,4   
FITEM,2,406  
FITEM,2,418  
FITEM,2,412  
FITEM,2,413  
FITEM,2,401  
FITEM,2,400  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion area tapa inner tube izquierda 
FLST,2,6,4   
FITEM,2,427  
FITEM,2,439  
FITEM,2,433  
FITEM,2,440  
FITEM,2,428  
FITEM,2,421  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion volumen mano derecha 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,184  
FITEM,2,196  
FITEM,2,225  
FITEM,2,-228 
VA,P51X  
!* Creacion volumen mano izquierda 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,187  
FITEM,2,202  
FITEM,2,229  
FITEM,2,-232 
VA,P51X  
!* Se necesitan los 3 cubos de nuevo (dos veces cada 
uno) para borrar 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.07,largo/2+0.07,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2
+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3 
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!* Pegado de todos los volumenes 
FLST,2,4,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,2,1    
FITEM,2,-4   
VADD,P51X    
!* Dibujar el tubo de 65 nm de la aguja 
BLOCK,largo/2-
0.032,largo/2+0.032,alto+delta/2+1+libre+0.007,alt
o+delta/2+1+libre+0.072,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+anch
o3+ancho4 
!* Dibujo de lineas para conectar tuberias 
LSTR,     167,     135   
LSTR,     165,     136   
LSTR,     166,     133   
LSTR,     168,     134  
!* Areas a parir de lineas 
!* Area 1 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,283  
FITEM,2,284  
FITEM,2,272  
FITEM,2,203  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 2 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,252  
FITEM,2,284  
FITEM,2,285  
FITEM,2,204  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 3 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,201  
FITEM,2,285  
FITEM,2,274  
FITEM,2,286  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 4 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,202  
FITEM,2,283  
FITEM,2,286  
FITEM,2,273  
AL,P51X  
!* Area 5 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,203  
FITEM,2,204  
FITEM,2,201  
FITEM,2,202  
AL,P51X  
!* Volumen a partir de areas 
FLST,2,6,5,ORDE,4    

BLOCK,largo/2-0.02,largo/2+0.02,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3,ancho+ancho_union+
ancho2+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3+man
o4 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.07,largo/2+0.07,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.6,largo/2+0.6,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2
+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3 
BLOCK,largo/2-0.02,largo/2+0.02,alto+delta/2-
1,alto+delta/2+1,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3
+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3,ancho+ancho_union+
ancho2+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2+mano3+man
o4 
!* Borrar los cubos al volumen de la mano derecha 
btol,1e-2    
FLST,3,3,6,ORDE,3    
FITEM,3,16   
FITEM,3,18   
FITEM,3,-19  
VSBV,      13,P51X   
!* Borrar los cubos al volumen de la mano izquierda 
FLST,3,3,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,3,20   
FITEM,3,-22  
VSBV,      15,P51X   
!*********** Aqui vamos completo 
********************* 
 
!* Creacion de los keypoints para salida inner tube 
derecho 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2-
0.07,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+anc
ho4+mano1+mano2/2    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2-
0.07,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+ancho3+anc
ho4+mano1+mano2/2-arm4/8    
K, ,P51X 
!* Creacion de los keypoints para salida inner tube 
izquierdo 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+0.07,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+an
cho2+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2/2    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+0.07,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+an
cho2+ancho3+ancho4+mano1+mano2/2-arm4/8    
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FITEM,2,5    
FITEM,2,88   
FITEM,2,-91  
FITEM,2,93   
VA,P51X  
!* Borrar tuberia 
VPLOT    
FLST,3,2,6,ORDE,2    
FITEM,3,1    
FITEM,3,-2   
VSBV,       5,P51X  1 
!* Dibujo de border lateral derecho del main spring 
BLOCK,0,largo/2-union-xlargo-libre,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,ancho+xancho
2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Dibujo de border lateral izquierdo del main 
spring 
BLOCK,largo/2+union+xlargo+libre,largo,alto+delt
a/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2+alto_total/2,ancho+xancho
2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Dibujo de border lateral inferior del main spring 
BLOCK,largo/2-union-xlargo-
libre,largo/2+union+xlargo+libre,alto+delta/2-
alto_total/2,alto+delta/2-1-libre,0-espacio-
ancho_obstaculo,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2, 
!* Para dibujar cilindros de motores es necesario 
rotar el Workplane 
LWPL,-1,1,0.362883459205,-0.263781835346,    
KWPAVE,       2  
!*Dibujo de los cilindros de los motores 
CYL4,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
pared,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2,ancho_union-
xancho2+ancho2, , , ,-alto-delta/2+alto_total/2 
CYL4,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
pared,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2,ancho_union-
xancho2+ancho2, , , ,-alto-delta/2-alto_total/2 
CYL4,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
pared,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2,ancho_union-
xancho2+ancho2, , , ,-delta 
CYL4,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2,ancho_
union-xancho2+ancho2, , , ,-delta 
CYL4,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2,ancho_
union-xancho2+ancho2, , , ,-alto-
delta/2+alto_total/2 
CYL4,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2,ancho_
union-xancho2+ancho2, , , ,-alto-delta/2-alto_total/2 
!* Rotar el Workplane a la posicion original 
WPCSYS,-1,0  
!* Borrado de espacios entre cilindros 
VSBV,       6,       7 

K, ,P51X 
!* Creacion lineas inner tube mano derecha 
LSTR,     286,     311   
LSTR,     311,     310   
LSTR,     310,     285   
LSTR,     285,     286   
!* Creacion area inner tube mano derecha 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,496  
FITEM,2,494  
FITEM,2,495  
FITEM,2,493  
AL,P51X  
!* Extrude area inner tube mano derecha 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,187  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,delta,0,1,delta,1,   
!* Borrado de inner tube a mano derecha 
VSBV,      23,      15   
!* Creacion lineas inner tube mano izquierda 
LSTR,     280,     312   
LSTR,     312,     309   
LSTR,     309,     281   
LSTR,     281,     280   
!* Creacion area inner tube mano izquierda 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,499  
FITEM,2,493  
FITEM,2,494  
FITEM,2,498  
AL,P51X  
!* Extrude area inner tube mano izquierda 
FLST,2,1,5,ORDE,1    
FITEM,2,187  
VEXT,P51X, , ,0,delta,0,1,delta,1,   
!* Borrado de inner tube a mano izquierda 
VSBV,      13,      15   
!* Corte rear clamp derecha 
!* Creacion lineas para corte derecho 
LSTR,     357,     297   
LSTR,     356,     298   
!* Creacion areas para corte derecho 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,573  
FITEM,2,494  
FITEM,2,450  
FITEM,2,498  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,3,4   
FITEM,2,494  
FITEM,2,565  
FITEM,2,572  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,3,4   
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VSBV,      10,       8 
!* Creacion de las manos 
!* Crear un nodo en el centro del rotor derecho 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
pared,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2    
K, ,P51X 
!* Crear nodos para la geometria del brazo derecho 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-pared-
nodo1,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-pared-nodo1-
nodo2,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-pared-nodo1-
nodo2-
nodo3,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-pared-nodo1-
nodo2-
nodo3,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+a
rm2    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
pared+nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+a
rm1+arm2+arm3    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,(largo/2-xlargo-libre)/2-
pared+nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+a
rm1+arm2+arm3+arm4    
K, ,P51X 
!* Crear un nodo en el centro del rotor izquierdo 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2    
K, ,P51X 
!* Crear nodos para la geometria del brazo izquierdo 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared+nodo1,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+a
ncho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared+nodo1+nodo2,delta/2,ancho+ancho_
union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   

FITEM,2,498  
FITEM,2,571  
FITEM,2,566  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,566  
FITEM,2,450  
FITEM,2,565  
FITEM,2,567  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion volumen para corte derecho 
FLST,2,5,5,ORDE,5    
FITEM,2,184  
FITEM,2,187  
FITEM,2,196  
FITEM,2,202  
FITEM,2,257  
VA,P51X  
! Corte 
VSBV,      16,      13   
 
!* Corte rear clamp izquierda 
!* Creacion lineas para corte izquierda 
LSTR,     304,     299   
LSTR,     306,     300   
!* Creacion areas para corte izquierda 
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,487  
FITEM,2,495  
FITEM,2,479  
FITEM,2,500  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,3,4   
FITEM,2,495  
FITEM,2,452  
FITEM,2,485  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,3,4   
FITEM,2,500  
FITEM,2,480  
FITEM,2,486  
AL,P51X  
FLST,2,4,4   
FITEM,2,479  
FITEM,2,452  
FITEM,2,480  
FITEM,2,481  
AL,P51X  
!* Creacion volumen para corte izquierda 
FLST,2,5,5,ORDE,5    
FITEM,2,184  
FITEM,2,187  
FITEM,2,196  
FITEM,2,202  
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FITEM,3,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared+nodo1+nodo2+nodo3,delta/2,ancho+
ancho_union+ancho2+arm1    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared+nodo1+nodo2+nodo3,delta/2,ancho+
ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+arm2    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared-
nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+a
rm2+arm3    
K, ,P51X 
FLST,3,1,8   
FITEM,3,largo/2+xlargo+libre+(largo/2-xlargo-
libre)/2+pared-
nodo4,delta/2,ancho+ancho_union+ancho2+arm1+a
rm2+arm3+arm4    
K, ,P51X 
!* Lineas a partir de keypoints brazo derecho 
LSTR,     213,     214   
LSTR,     213,     215   
LSTR,     214,     215   

FITEM,2,207  
VA,P51X  
! Corte 
VSBV,      18,      13   
!* Pegado de volumenes brazo derecho 
FLST,2,4,6,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,7    
FITEM,2,12   
FITEM,2,15   
FITEM,2,17   
VADD,P51X    
!* Pegado de volumenes brazo izquierdo 
FLST,2,4,6,ORDE,4    
FITEM,2,8    
FITEM,2,10   
FITEM,2,14   
FITEM,2,16   
VADD,P51X    
!*************** Terminamos!!!!!!!!! 

 


